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PUBliShER’S NOTE
If	 there	 is	one	 text	 that	contains	 the	essence	of	philosophy	in	general	
and	the	Jain	philosophy	in	particular	it	is	the	great	text	of	Samayasar	of	
Acharya Kundakunda written almost 2,000 years ago. It summarises the 
concepts	related	to	the	path	of	self-purification	and	liberation	which	are	
everlasting; and time and again revealed by the Tirthankaras in different 
time	cycles.	The	text	and	the	concepts	embedded	therein	are	unique	and	
not	 to	be	 found	elsewhere.	The	 text	has	changed	 the	 life	of	 so	many	
people and given true direction to the jivas caught	in	the	quagmire	of	
transmigration.	Written	in	415	verses	in	Prakrit	language	the	text	is	the	
greatest source of enlightenment. It is a seeker’s delight guiding him 
in	 the	 ups	 and	 downs	 of	 life/lives.	As	 spirituality	 is	 the	 crux	 of	 Jain	
philosophy,	the	text	of	Samayasar	upholds	the	true	spiritual	(adhyatmik) 
tradition and teachings of the omniscient Jinas/Tirthankaras/Arihantas.

The Department of Jainology, University of Madras offers M.A, M.Phil 
and	Ph.D	in	Jaina	studies	and	the	text	of	Samayasar	is	devotedly	taught	in	
the Department. It has changed the lives of students and enabled them to 
understand the essence of Jain philosophy as it is. There was a dearth of 
such a valuable translation and so Dr.Jayanti Lal Jain has done the much 
needful	and	filled	this	vacuum	by	providing	a	meaningful	translation	of	
the	text.	The	Department	is	indebted	to	Dr.Jain	and	privileged	to	publish	
this valuable treatise. Dr. Jain has been discoursing on Samayasar for 
more	than	three	decades	and	his	Ph.D	thesis	‘Pure	Soul	and	its	Infinite	
Treasure’ was published by the Department of Jainology in 2010. 

Now,	this	valuable	translation	and	text	will	serve	as	a	reference	book	on	
Spirituality, Jain philosophy and Prakrit language. The original verses 
and the translation in this book will enable the reader to have access to 
the tradition of Samayasar and simultaneously inspire one to delve deep 
into	 the	 realms	 of	 spiritual	 experience.	The	 text	 contains	 415	 verses	
of Samayasar in devanagari script and a simple, insightful, thought 
provoking	English	translation,	supported	with	20	annexures	along	with	
a brief history of the life, time and works of Acharya Kundakunda and a 
brief	summary	of	the	text	of	Samayasar.	
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This is the 13th publication of the Department of Jainology and 6th 
publication under the Bhagawan Mahavir Endowment Fund. This time 
Prakrit Bharati Academy, Jaipur has come forward to jointly publish 
the	 text	 and	we	 are	 thankful	 to	Sri	D.R.Mehta	 for	 strengthening	 the	
Department in its endeavour to promote Jain Studies globally. We are 
grateful to the University authorities for providing us all the support 
to bring out this valuable publication. We are thankful to Velmurugan 
Art	Printers	for	typesetting	and	printing	of	the	text.	We	owe	our	sincere	
gratitude to Kavita Shah for some of the paintings used as images in this 
text.	We	also	acknowledge	the	efforts	put	by	Sri	Navratan	and	Mr.Rajiv	
of Jain Printers to bring out this volume.

We hope the book will serve as a guide book not only for students but 
for all seekers of wisdom. 

D.R. Mehta    Dr. Priyadarshana Jain 
Founder & Chief Patron   Asst Prof and Head i/c,
13-A,Main Malviya Nagar,  Department of Jainology,
Jaipur- 302-017    University of Madras, 
     Chennai-600 005
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PREFACE
Samayasar	 is	a	marvellous	 text	 in	 the	spiritual	world.	 It	 is	necessary	
that	those	interested	in	study	of	this	text	are	provided	simpler	version	as	
a primer so that those who do not know Prakrit, Sanskrit and Hindi can 
also enjoy its study and the logic associated with the various concepts 
embedded therein. There are a number of commentaries available on the 
subject but these involve rigorous analysis. While teaching Samayasar 
to the University students through English medium, it was felt that a 
simpler version is needed so that students can understand easily and 
also it can be covered in one semester. There are those who are not 
students	but	would	like	to	be	familiar	with	the	text	as	a	matter	of	general	
interest. In some academic institutions, it is a part of the syllabus but 
need	for	a	simpler	text	that	conveys	its	essence	to	students	was	also	felt.	
With	the	above	objective	in	view,	this	text	has	been	developed.	It	was	
felt	that	some	existing	translations	although	available,	do	not	serve	the	
purpose of short term course work or reading and grasping the subject 
at a glance.

The meaning and idea behind the verses has been written in a 
manner that facilitates a better understanding. Where felt necessary, 
an	additional	 explanation	 is	given.	The	verses	have	not	been	 strictly	
translated but the essence has been communicated in a simple way. 
It is well known that Samayasar is written in a manner of play/drama 
where	different	characters	with	the	names	of	Tattvas	enter	and	exit	the	
stage after their role. Attempt has been made to write the essence in 
the manner of a dialogue, so that the story of the soul continues till the 
end. Further, some major terminology used has been retained with their 
original names so that understanding is not vitiated. Usage of English 
words is yet to standardise in Jain Philosophy and hence this way both 
the	 original	 words	 and	 their	 English	 equivalents	 have	 been	 given.	
Select	questions	have	been	given	for	each	chapter	so	that	students	can	
recapitulate	 what	 they	 have	 learnt	 from	 the	 text.	 It	 is	 expected	 that	
the reader has some basic familiarity with terms and concepts in Jain 
philosophy. Although the terms become clear as discussion develops, 
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but	prior	knowledge	of	the	basics	is	essential.	Annexure	provides	short	
notes or tables on certain concepts for better understanding of the same. 
Prakrit verses have been provided so that the reader will have the feel 
of original version and style. Reciting these verses by themselves yields 
immense pleasure in view of its rhythm and feeling as if one is listening 
to the great Acharya Kundakunda. 

This book contains a brief introduction to Acharya Kundakunda, a small 
article of the author that was published in the Mahavir Jayanti Souvenir, 
2012 by International Jain Sangh (IJS), NJ, U.S.A. The essence of 
Samayasar is presented in the beginning for the reader to imbibe the 
subject matter of each chapter at a glance. Acharya Amritchandra, in 
his	 commentary	 on	 Samayasar,	 contributed	 in	 the	 annexure	 on	 the	
properties of pure soul and the same has been summarised and given 
in	the	annexure	to	this	book	which	was	also	published	by	IJS	earlier.	
It is advised that teachers/ students refer to the author’s work on Pure 
Soul	 and	 Its	 Infinite	Treasure	 also.	 However,	 certain	 basic	 concepts	
such	as	six	substances,	multifaceted	reality	(anekanta),	analysis	of	nine	
principles (tattvas)	 and	 others	 are	 included	 in	Annexure.	 The	 same	
work can also be referred for details on 47 properties of the pure soul.

I am thankful to Dr. Priyadarshana Jain, Head i/c, Department of 
Jainology, University of Madras, Chennai for evincing keen interest 
in publication of this book so that it can be useful for students, seekers 
and general readers.

Chennai  Dr. Jayanti lal Jain
June, 2018 
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Acharya Kundakunda
From A Cow herder to the greatest Acharya

The Cow herder 
Long ago, there lived a cow herder who used to take the cows of his 
master to the jungle for grazing. One day, he was surprised to see some 
barefooted well-to-do people in the jungle. He followed them and 
found that they all had come to have darshan of a Jain Muni (ascetic). 
At	 the	 request	 of	 the	 people	 so	 gathered,	 the	 ascetic	 discoursed	 on	
deep spirituality and philosophy. The herder tried hard to understand 
the theme of the discourse. The essence of the talk was simple - All 
creatures are alike and divine by nature; anyone can become God if 
knows one’s own pure self (soul). 

The herder thought again and again till evening. “I am a poor boy. Is it 
possible that I am God? All others are calling me a fool, but this saint 
has called me God”. In the evening, he headed home to his village. On 
the way, it began to rain and he was completely drenched. He did not 
eat his dinner and thought about the monk’s discourse over and over 
again. When the boy did not get up in the morning, his mother woke 
him up and observed that he had fever. The mother called the doctor 
and with the help of the medicines, he became alright after two weeks. 

As soon as the boy recovered, he went to the jungle and found that the 
jungle was burnt. He was worried about the cows and started searching 
all	around.	He	saw	that	a	tree	was	not	burnt.	A	natural	question	arose	in	
his	mind.	“Who	set	the	jungle	on	fire	and	who	saved	this	tree?”	Then	
he recollected the monk’s discourse, “changes take place of their own 
in this world, there is no controller and all substances are independent”. 
When he went near the tree he saw a hollow opening and there was 
a leaf in it. Something was written on it but he could not read as he 
was an illiterate. He remembered from the discourse that the soul is 
immortal	 and	fire	cannot	burn	 it.	He	decided	 to	give	 that	 leaf	 to	 the	
ascetic	and	started	searching	for	him.	He	requested	the	monk	to	accept	
the leaf and oblige. The monk blessed the boy and said that he had 
done two great things for the world. First, the leaf could have been 
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lost or destroyed but by saving that, he had preserved a shastra (holy 
book). Secondly, he had handed over to a deserving person and thus 
propagated the preaching of the Arihant. 

That incident changed the life of the cow herder and he became more 
kind to the cows. One day, he saw a cow in trouble while crossing the 
river. He ran to save the cow but stumbled against a projection. He had 
severe injury and realized that death is certain. He resorted to samadhi 
maran (meditation and fast unto death) and died remembering the 
preaching of the pious ascetic about the divine nature of all creatures 
and how one can become God. 

Padmaprabha 

After his death, the herder was born as a boy in a rich family in 
Kaundkundpur, a town in South India almost 2,000 years ago. His 
father’s name was Gunakirti and mother was Shantaladevi. He was 
named	as	Padmaprabha.	As	he	grew,	he	was	displaying	extraordinary	
characteristics.	When	crying,	the	child	would	become	quiet	if	the	mother	
sang a bhajan lullaby - “He is pure (shudda), enlightened (buddha), 
without attachments (vitaragi) etc”. Padma used to have short sleep 
cycles. One day at the age of two, the mother was worried and called 
the doctor. The doctor advised that the child is perfectly healthy and the 
short sleep was due to his sharp mind and great receptive power. When 
Padma was four years old, his mother started imparting education. One 
day the child told that he would not get education from the mother 
as she was not teaching new things. Then the mother decided to 
learn when the child slept and taught him during the day. Further, the 
parents decided to have a learned teacher for Padma. Once, two great 
Acharyas, Anantakirti and Jinachandra were seen in the jungle near 
the city. Padma also went to have darshan of them. In the jungle, the 
saints were meditating and delivered their sermon at the conclusion of 
their meditation. Padma was very much impressed by the preaching. 
Acharya Jinachandra praised the sublime thoughts of Padma during 
his discussions with the latter. When Padma was about to enter his 
11th year, the family organized grand birth day celebrations for three 
days including many religious activities for which many people were 
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invited. However, the boy became very serious in his pursuit of the path 
to moksha	and	expressed	to	his	parents	the	desire	to	give	up	family	life	
and become a renunciate. His mother wanted him to be the Mayor of 
the town and was not happy with his decision. Padma’s determination 
was	firm	and	the	mother	could	not	stop	him.	The	mother	did	not	want	to	
become an obstacle in the noble path for her son and ultimately yielded 
and allowed him to become an ascetic. 

Kundakunda  

At the age of 11, Padma renounced the world and became a Jain ascetic 
and was then addressed as Padmanandi. His penance impressed all and 
his fame spread far and wide. He became known as Kundakunda because 
of his birth place being Kaundkundpur. Interesting to note here is that 
though the names changed from Padma to Kunda, both words have the 
same	meaning	–	lotus	flower.	It	is	said	that	he	was	like	“kundan”	which	
means	 very	 fine,	 pure	 gold.	 Indeed,	 he	was	 a	 purified	 and	 glittering	
spiritual personality. Kundakunda was declared as Acharya by the 
Sangh at the age of 44. King Shivaskandha of the Pallava dynasty, a 
King of Kerala region was so impressed that he renounced the royal life 
and became a member of his Sangh. Many others followed the King. 
Penance made Kundakunda’s body very strong and other ascetics in 
the group realized that he was able to walk even without touching the 
surface of the earth. 

One day, Archarya Kundakunda had a keen desire to know some 
subtle facts embedded in the scriptures. Only Tirthankar Simandhar 
of Mahavideh region could reveal them. Mahavideh is a place in 
the middle part of the Universe where Tirthankars are always there. 
Strangely enough, Tirthankar Simandhar although millions of miles 
away, blessed, and said “May dharma prosper!” The Chakravarty King 
of Mahavideh who was present there wondered what it meant. The King 
realized that it was a blessing for Acharya Kundakunda. Two heavenly 
beings present there heard this and wanted to have glimpse of such a 
great saint. On arrival on earth to Ponnur Malai in Tamilnadu (125 kms 
away from Chennai) where the Acharya was observing the austerities 
for four months of the rainy season, the two gave their introduction 
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and	requested	him	to	accompany	to	Mahavideh.	Kundakunda	Acharya	
accompanied them and had darshan of Tirthankar Dev and also of 
Samavasaran, the divine assembly of noble souls of the Universe. 
The King and others there had a gigantic body of more than 2000 feet, 
while he was only about 6 feet. The King lifted the Acharya on a palm 
of his hand with joy. Acharya looked like a piece of cardamom in a 
hand and hence was called as Elacharya. He stayed there for 8 days 
and gained subtle knowledge of the pure soul and the path to moksha. 
While returning, on the way, his peacock pichhika fell down which 
he had used for a short time, The pichhika was of griddha, a vulture, 
and so he was named as Griddhapichha Acharya. Thousands of people 
had gathered to witness a rare event of the return of the Acharya from 
the visit. As it was not known when he would return, many disciples 
(monks and others) had fasted for eight days since no one wanted to 
miss that great scene of Acharya’s return from the other world. His 
body glittered like gold when he returned. The word “Ponnur Malai” 
means golden hill. There was resounding joy everywhere in and around 
this hill and people hailed the legendary Acharya as follows: 

“Mangalam bhagwan viro, mangalam gautamo gani 
Mangalam kundakundaryo, jain dharmostu mangalam” 

On return to Ponnur Malai, he composed several scriptures and laid a 
very strong foundation for Jain literature as taught by the Tirthankara. 
He was acclaimed by the people then as “kalikal sarvajna”- the 
omniscient of that era and was awarded the third place after Bhagwan 
Mahavir and Gautam Ganadhar. He attained Samadhi at the age of 96 
at Kundradri in Karnataka. 

historical importance and Works 
Jainism is not founded by anyone at any time in history. It predates 
known history. It is revealed by Tirthankaras/ Arihants from time to time 
and communicated to generations and generations by Acharyas, saints 
and other scholars. The present available Jain literature stems from 
Bhagwan Mahavira and his disciple Gautam Ganadhar. Kundakunda 
Acharya remains most prominent after them. After about 600 years 
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of Lord Mahavira’s nirvana, it was Acharya Kundakunda who re-
established his teachings with its pristine grandeur, depth and spirit and 
is being continuously revered by all seekers of truth since 2000 years. 
Even inscriptions on all the idols in digambar tradition bear his name. 

“Had Shri Padmanandinath (Shri Kundakunda Acharya) not been 
enlightened with the divine knowledge gained from the present 
Tirthankara Shri Simandhar Swamy of Videhkshetra, how could 
the seekers know the true path!” remarked Devasena Acharya in 
Darshansar. “He was the most accomplished scholar-saint among 
the accomplished ascetics of his time and the latter hovered around, 
hummed and took shelter in his learning just like bees hover round a 
lotus (Kunda). He was the pure soul who consecrated the teachings of 
Tirthankaras in this Bharat Kshetra. Who will not have reverence for 
such a great personality on the earth?” -An Inscription on Chandragiri 
Mountain, Gommetshwara, Karnataka 

The scriptures composed by him are treated as authentic as preachings 
of	 Ganadharas.	 His	 five	 major	 works,	 Samayasar,	 Pravachansar,	
Panchastikaya, Niyamasar and Ashtapahuda are known as best ever 
written	 holy	 texts.	 These	 unravel	 the	 mystery	 of	 the	 Universe	 and	
almost guarantee realization of pure soul and moksha to anyone who 
delves into them. His other works include Parikarma, Mulachara, 
Rayanasar, Dasabhakti, Barasanuvekkha, and the Thirukural, although 
there are controversies about the authors of some of these works. He 
has written 84 Pahud scriptures but many of these have been lost. He 
spent prolonged periods of time writing scriptures due to which his 
neck got slightly affected. As a result, many of his followers fondly 
addressed	him	as	Vakragriva.	The	five	major	works	of	Kundakunda	are	
incomparable whatsoever anywhere in terms of its coverage, subject 
matter, depth and subtleness. A brief introduction about these is given 
below:

	 Panchastikaya deals	with	the	five	substances	viz.	soul,	matter,	
dharma (motion), adharma (medium of rest) and space. “Asti” 
implies	existence	and	“kaya”	means	the	space	occupied	by	the	
substance.	Time	-	the	sixth	substance	occupies	only	one	space	
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unit	while	the	other	five	substances	occupy	more	than	one	unit	
of space. This book deals with internal structure, nature and 
basic properties of substances in the Universe. This promotes 
understanding	of	existence	of	our	soul	in	the	Universe	vis-à-vis	
other substance. 

	 Pravachanasar refers to the essence (saar) of the teachings 
(pravachan) of the omniscient Arihantas which is the eternal 
concept of right-conduct of Jain philosophy based on right-
faith and right-knowledge. Right conduct is undoubtedly 
the	 Dharma	 which	 stands	 for	 supreme	 equanimity	 and	 this	
equanimity	is	beyond	attachment	or	aversion	and	is	attained	by	
realization of the pure soul. 

	 Niyamasar describes about the rule that guarantees moksha. 
The book deals with cause and effect relation in the self; the 
understanding of which leads to right-faith, right-knowledge 
and right-conduct. It contains a detailed discussion on the 
eternal and continuous “bhava” known as “paramparinamika 
bhava”. Other than this bhava, no other bhavas are conducive 
to the path of moksha.	It	is	a	unique	book	that	lays	down	the	
inexorable	rule	or	law	for	realization	of	moksha. 

	 Ashtapahud is a collection of eight chapters. The eight chapters 
are darshan, sutra, charitra, bodh, bhava, moksha, linga and 
sheel.	Acharya	 has	 clarified	 many	 doubts	 that	 arose	 due	 to	
lack of proper understanding of Jaina principles, which were 
misleading the public, scholars and even saints. The purpose 
was to give a new life to eternal values of knowledge, religious 
practices, code of conduct, etc based on true interpretation of 
the same. 

	 Samayasar is recognised as the “God in words” 
(shabdabrahma). The word “samay” has many meanings. 
Here it refers to the pure self/soul. In essence, it is a rare and 
untold	story	of	real	self	which	has	never	been	experienced	by	
all	of	us.	The	experiences	of	passions,	sensuous	pleasures	and	
bondage	 have	 been	 known	 and	 experienced	 by	 all.	The	 text	
reveals secrets of almost all concepts of Jain philosophy in 
relation to the nature of pure soul. Those who do not study this 
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book	miss	the	greatest	and	infinite	treasure	of	Jain	philosophy.	
In Samayasar, Acharya is at his best, his philosophy acumen 
at best and Jain Philosophy is presented in its most brilliant 
form; illuminating and fascinating the reader with indelible 
impression that can change the direction of the cycle of rebirths. 

Thus the story of Kundakunda highlights how an ordinary person like 
the cow herder became a great Acharya. His sincere desire to (a) learn 
from the saint and (b) to preserve the leaf ultimately led him in his 
future birth to have (i) an opportunity to learn from the Tirthankara and 
(ii) to preserve the preaching of the legendary Arihantas by composing 
several	sacred	texts.	It	is	often	said	that	there	can	never	be	a	muni	like	
him, neither such a muni had been born in the past nor would be born in 
future	in	this	present	fifth	era.	The	teachings	of	Lord	Mahavira	will	last	
until	the	end	of	the	fifth	era,	i.e.	21,000	years	after	Mahavira’s	nirvana. 
Acharya Kundakunda will be remembered at least for another 18,500 
years along with Mahavira for the true path shown by him. Even if 
his teachings are inscribed on plates made of gold and letters made of 
diamonds, the value of his teachings can never be assessed.

Teachings are endless; time at our disposal 
is short; our wisdom is misdirected: hence 
learn only that which enables to end the 
cycle of births and deaths.

Kundakunda, Ashtapahuda
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Samayasar at a glance
Samayasar	 is	 an	 unparalleled	 text	 par	 excellence	 that	 reveals	 the	
logical way to realise the soul. It opens the gate to realization of the 
consciousness. It is called as God in words, King of scriptures, containing 
secrets of the world, incarnation of teachings of omniscients, ensures 
bodiless liberated state and so on. The book delineates the eternal 
nature of the soul/pure soul. It refers to the essence of soul substance. 
It shines as the most precious gem in the world of Jain literature ever 
since written by Acharya Kundakunda about 2000 years ago. It is a gift 
from the great and completely detached Jain Acharya for attainment of 
happiness and bliss. All generations of Acharyas, monks, thinkers, and 
writers have proudly declared themselves to be indebted to him. There 
are	a	number	of	commentaries	on	the	text.	One	ought	to	read	them	for	
better understanding.

At the outset, there is chapter on Purvaranga which is like a prologue 
or introduction/synopsis of pure soul and rest of the chapters are named 
after the tattvas and the last one on the nature of the pure soul. The 
introduction begins with bowing to Siddhas, the liberated souls and 
making distinction between sva-samay and para-samay. The story of 
pure soul is generally untold as against the story of material enjoyment 
which	is	known	and	experienced	by	everyone.	The	pure	soul	is	described	
in	 terms	 of	 qualities	 of	 knower,	 unbound,	 untouched,	 secure,	 etc.	
Without its knowledge, a person remains ignorant and cannot realize 
the three jewels of right-faith, right-knowledge and right-conduct 
which are based on proper understanding of the nature of pure soul.

The chapter on living and non-living (Jiva-Ajiva) helps us to distinguish 
between	these	two	categories.	A	soul	is	identified	with	consciousness	
while non-living has properties such as touch, taste, smell, vision, 
sound,	feelings	of	attachment	and	aversion,	karmic	influx,	bondage	and	
so	on.	Besides	these,	karma	and	its	types,	qualitative	stages	of	spiritual	
development, bondage duration, restraints, meditation postures and 
host	of	such	things	are	to	be	classified	as	non-soul	elements.	In	essence	
other than pure consciousness of soul, rest of things are treated as non-
soul. Psychic activities or thought processes other than that related to 
eternal pure consciousness are also treated as non-soul.
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The ignorant souls are always obsessed with the psychic burden of 
doer and deed (karta-karma) relationship. The second chapter on doer-
deed	 relationship	 is	 unique	 one,	 not	 found	 in	 any	 other	 literature.	 It	
removes the misconception that an individual is a doer or responsible 
of everything that takes place. By providing the standpoints, it makes 
clear that there are real factors and associated/instrumental factors in 
the	 events	 that	 take	place.	With	 the	 examples	of	making	of	 a	pot	or	
cloth and meaning of the statement – the king is engaged in war- it is 
clarified	that	a	soul	is	only	the	knower	and	not	doer.	The	statements	are	
made from different viewpoints. Samayasar transcends all viewpoints.

Another obsession of an individual being is in terms of classifying 
karmas into auspicious and inauspicious (punya-papa). It is argued 
that both condition the soul in the cycle of births and deaths and 
hence	 categorising	 into	 good	 and	 karma	 is	 erroneous.	 The	 example	
of iron and golden handcuffs is given. Both are handcuffs and create 
bondage. Although there are differences in its fruition and impact, 
both essentially cause bondage and subject the jiva	to	the	quagmire	of	
rebirth and suffering.

One	more	delusion	is	about	what	causes	 influx	of	karma.	The	nature	
of	inflow	of	karma	is	discussed	in	the	chapter	on	Asrava. The psychic 
thoughts (bhava) are the instrumental cause of knowledge-obscuring 
and	other	 karmas.	There	 is	 absence	of	 inflow	of	 karma	 for	 the	 right	
believer as he has realised the eternal nature of the soul. The attitude of 
such	a	believer	is	explained	through	examples	of	fallen	ripe	fruit,	child-
wife and grown-up wife, etc.

Upayoga is a characteristic of the soul. When it is directed towards 
wrong-belief,	it	attracts	influx	of	karmas.	But	when	directed	to	realise	
the eternal nature of the soul with right knowledge and conduct, there 
is	 stoppage	 of	 influx	 (samvar). The chapter on Samvar emphasises 
that the latter takes place only if wrong-perception of knowledge and 
conduct is destroyed. It is the birth of purity in this state and the path of 
liberation	begins	with	this.	The	example	of	heating	of	gold	is	given	to	
illustrate the emergence of purity in one’s attitude. The discriminative 
knowledge	arises	and	it	plays	important	role	in	stoppage	of	influx	until	
there	is	complete	absence	of	inflow	of	karmas.
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 The term Nirjara refers to annihilation/shedding of karmas leading to 
the path of liberation. Such shedding can take place when an individual 
is	 imbibed	with	 the	 ideal	 of	 pure	 soul	 and	 as	 a	 consequence	 having	
right-belief, right-knowledge and right-conduct. The rise and fruition 
of karmas do not affect such a detached knower. It is like a doctor who 
takes poison but does not die as he knows how to neutralise the impact. 
The belief in eternal and true nature of soul enables such a person to 
remain indifferent to sensuous pleasures and be steady in contemplation 
on the pure soul. Even an iota of attachment is considered injurious to 
the process of complete liberation as it results in karmic bondage. It is 
like gold in the midst of mire remaining uncontaminated, while a piece 
of	 iron	gets	 contaminated.	The	 conch-fish	does	 not	 change	 its	white	
colour, no matter whatever it may eat but may change intrinsically. The 
enlightened	person	with	the	right	perspective	possesses	sublime	qualities	
such as doubtlessness (nihshanka), absence of desires (nihkankshit), 
absence of disgust (nirvichikitsa), non-delusion (amuddha-drishti), etc. 

Although the description of shedding of karma is in place then what 
causes karmic bondage? Knowledge of the cause of bondage and 
annihilation	 and	 the	 quest	 for	 the	 realization	 of	 the	 pure	 soul	make	
it possible to completely annihilate the karmas? The main cause of 
bondage is impure thought activity engaging in matters other than 
the pure consciousness. A man smeared with oil gets dust-deposit on 
the body while the un-smeared man does not get so. These issues are 
discussed in the chapter on bondage (bandha). It is wrong to believe 
that someone can kill or save a life as these are governed by their age-
related karma. All issues are to be viewed both from practical and real 
standpoints. Karmas determine all the events in one’s life as a rule and 
their elimination is possible through steady meditation on the nature of 
pure soul and following right-conduct. 

What liberates a soul from bondage? The chapter on Moksha deals with 
this aspect at great length. Mere knowledge of bondage does not ensure 
freedom but one has to undertake efforts after knowing the cause for 
the same. One needs to discriminate between the attributes of soul 
and that of bondage, get away from the causes of bondage by using 
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the great chisel of wisdom (pragya-chaini). One who knows the pure 
soul	 is	 aware	 that	 the	 soul	 is	 an	 embodiment	 of	 infinite	 knowledge,	
infinite	 vision,	 infinite	 bliss	 and	 infinite	 power	 and	 that	 rest	 of	 the	
worldly objects do not belong to him. This transcendental view ensures 
destruction of the pot of poison of distortions (karmas) and realization 
of the crown of moksha. 

The last chapter is on complete, pure knowledge (sarva-vishuddha-
gyan). The soul only knows the objects just as the eyes see the objects 
but	do	not	experience	or	cause	them.	There	is	no	relation	whatsoever	
between the soul and non-soul objects including doer-deed relation 
from the real point of view. Relations can only be observed from the 
conventional viewpoint. There can be different standpoints to understand 
any phenomena such as goldsmith making ornaments, sweet milk given 
to snake does not make it non-poisonous and wall painting does not 
really change the colour of wall. Similarly, practices of confession, 
repentance, renunciation, meditation etc. have to be comprehended 
from different viewpoints but the main standpoint is that of pure soul. 
While observing eternal code of conduct, households or monks must not 
deviate from the real standpoint of pure soul. Acharya Amritchandra in 
his commentary on Samayasar has culled out 47 attributes of pure soul 
which	are	given	in	an	annexure.	

Thus, one observes that Samayasar is like a temple where the pure 
soul has been consecrated. 415 verses inspire us to realize, know and 
experience	 our	 own	 pure	 soul.	 Faith	 in	 samayasar	 is	 right-faith,	 its	
knowledge	is	right-knowledge	and	its	experience	is	right-conduct.	One	
has to take a transcendental view beyond all standpoints to realise the 
pure	soul.	Samayasar	is	a	reality,	concept	and	text	par	excellence.

Chennai Dr. Jayanti lal Jain
June 2018
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 In	 the	 beginning	 of	 this	 great	 text,	 the	 author	 Shrimad-
bhagavant Kundakunda Acharyadev salutes and resolves as 
follows:

 d§{XÎmw gìd{gÕo Ywd_Mb-_Umod_§ JqX nÎmoŸ& 
 dmoÀN>m{_ g_`nmhþS>-{_U_mo gwXHo$dbr-^{UX§Ÿ&&1&&
1.  I  (the author) bow to all the Siddhas who have achieved the state 

which is permanent, unchangeable and beyond comparison. 
Siddhas	 are	 described	 by	 these	 three	 unique	 characteristics.	
This	Samaypahuda	(the	name	of	the	text)	has	been	revealed	
by the all-knowing Masters of Scripture (Shrutkevali).

 What is samay? It is stated as under:
 Ordmo M[aÎmX§gUUmU{Æ>Xmo V§ {h gg_`§ OmUŸ&
 nmo½Jb-H$å_-nXog{Æ>X§ M  V§ OmU  nag_`§Ÿ&&2&&
2.  Those souls that are engrossed in right conduct, right faith and 

right knowledge are known to be resting in the real self (sva-
samay) and those affected by karmic material can be said to be 
engaged in non- self (par-samay).   

 Now, the limitation of the two-fold nature of samay is 
described:

 E`Îm{UÀN>`JXmo g_Amo gìdËW gwÝXamo bmoEŸ&
 ~§YH$hm E`Îmo VoU {dg§dm{XUr hmo{XŸ&&3&&
3. Oneness with the self is the most beautiful ideal in the entire 

universe and anything contrary to this leads to karmic bondage 
and	conflicts	in	life.

 There is lack of accessibility of concept of oneness of soul. It 
is rarely discussed:  

 gwXn[a{MXmUw^yXm gìdñg {d H$m_^moJ~§YH$hmŸ&
  E`Îmñgwdb§^mo Ud[a U  gwbhmo {dhÎmñgŸ&&4&

|| Om Namah Parmatamane ||

Shrimad Bhagavat Kunkundacharya Dev Virachitah

Shri SamayaSar 
PUrVaraNGa / iNtroDUctioN
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4.		 The	story	of	mundane	desires,	its	enjoyment	and	consequential	
bondage	has	been	heard,	known	and	experienced	by	all	jivas	
in the universe and hence easily understood, but the story 
of oneness of soul (ekatva) and which is entirely different 
from other substances (vibhakata) has not been revealed to, 
understood	and	experienced	by	 the	self.	This	 is	not	easily	
accessible in the universe. 

	 Now,	the	oneness	(unique)	and	differentiated	nature	of	the	
soul is stated:

 V§  E`Îm{dhÎm§  XmEh§  AßnUmo   g{dhdoUŸ&
 O{X XmEÁO  n_mU§ MwŠHo$ÁO N>b§ U KoÎmìd§Ÿ&&5&&
5.		 I	will	show	you	the	uniqueness	of	the	self	with	oneness	and	

differentiated from others based on my rich knowledge of 
its	 experience.	You	accept	 it	 after	validation	by	your	own	
self	experience.	However,	even	if	you	are	not	enlightened,	
do	not	be	ensnared,	as	it	relates	to	the	ultimate	experience	of	
your own pure self. 

 What is the pure soul and what is its nature?
 U {d hmo{X Aßn_Îmmo U n_Îmmo OmUJmo Xw Omo ^mdmoŸ&
 Ed§ ^U§{V  gwÕ§ UmXmo  Omo  gmo  Xw  gmo  ModŸ&&6&&
6.  The real self is of the nature of knower (gyayak). It is neither 

pramatta (up to the state of 6th stage of the ladder of spiritual 
development who do not absorb in the self same nature) nor 
apramatta (7th and above stages who absorb in the supreme 
nature).	This	nature	of	knower	is	its	unique	characteristic	and	
has	been	declared	so	in	the	Jain	scriptures.	(See	Annexure	
XX for more details on the spiritual stages)

 The division of soul into three ratnas leads to impurity of the 
soul:

 ddhmaoUwd{Xñg{X Um{Uñg M[aÎm X§gU§ UmU§Ÿ&
 U {d UmU§ U M[aÎm§ U X§gU§ OmUJmo gwÕmoŸ&&7&&
7. The three attributes of the knower viz., conduct, faith and 

knowledge are from the empirical (vyavahara) point of 
view. From the real (nishchaya) point of view, the pure soul 
does not have distinction in terms of knowledge, conduct 
and faith. The knower is only a pure knower.  
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 The need for vyavahara standpoint is described:
 Oh U {d gŠH$_UÁOmo AUÁO^mg§ {dUm Xw JmhoXw§Ÿ&
 Vh ddhmaoU {dUm na_ËWwdXogU-_gŠH§$Ÿ&&8&&
8.		 It	 is	 difficult	 to	 communicate	 to	 a	 foreigner	 (non-Aryan)	

in the language other than what he knows. Likewise, the 
knowledge of pure self cannot be communicated to ordinary 
persons	except	the	language	in	which	they	are	familiar.

	 The	vyavahara	standpoint	helps	in	explaining	the	supreme	
reality:

 Omo {h gwXoU{hJÀN>{X AßnmU{_U§ Vw Ho$db§ gwÕ§Ÿ&
 V§ gwXHo$d{b{_{gUmo  ^U§{V  bmo`ßnXrd`amŸ&&9&&
9.	 Those	 who	 have	 experienced	 the	 pure	 soul	 based	 on	 the	

knowledge of scriptures are called shrutakevali (all knowing 
Masters of the Sacred Scriptures) by the highly accomplished 
saints (Rishis) of this world.

 Omo gwXUmU§ gìd§ OmU{X gwXHo$dqb V_mhþ {OUmŸ&
 UmU§ Aßnm  gìd§ Oåhm  gwXHo$dbr  VåhmŸ&&10&&
10. Those who have complete knowledge of scriptures are called 

vyavahara  shrutakewali by Jinas because knowledge of 
scriptures eventually leads to the knowledge of the soul, as 
all knowledge is soul only (other substances are inanimate). 

 Why the vyavahara standpoint is not to be relied upon?
 ddhmamo ^yXËWmo ^yXËWmo Xo{gXmo Xw  gwÕUAmoŸ&
 ^yXËW_pñgXmo Ibw gå_m{XÆ>r hd{X OrdmoŸ&&11&&
11.  The great saints have revealed that the empirical point of 

view is not to be relied on and the real point of view leads to 
the understanding of reality. So, one who takes shelter in the 
pure viewpoint will eventually attain right faith.

 The vyavahara standpoint is sometimes useful:
 gwÕmo gwÕmXogmo UmXìdmo na_^mdX[agrqhŸ&
 ddhmaXo{gXm nwU Oo Xw Ana_o {Æ>Xm ^mdoŸ&&12&&
12.  Those who have realised the reality through the real viewpoint 

and reached the absolute level of knowledge and conduct, 
know about the pure soul and the need for this perspective. 
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Those who have not achieved that complete level of faith, 
knowledge and conduct but are in its process, instruction 
through the empirical point of view is useful for them. 

 To know reality from the shuddhanaya (real standpoint) is 
right faith: 

 ^yXËWoUm{^JXm OrdmOrdm ` nwÊUnmd§ MŸ&
 Amgdg§da{UÁOa  ~§Ymo  _moŠImo  `  gå_Îm§Ÿ&&13&&
13.  Nine tattvas (basic principles) - soul (jiva), non-soul 

(ajiva), good deeds (punya), evil deeds (papa),	 inflow	 of	
karmas (asrava), stoppage of karmas (samvara), shedding 
of karmas (nirjara), bondage of karmas (bandha), and 
liberation (moksha) constitute right faith if understood 
from real standpoint (shuddhanaya). (The real standpoint 
emphasises to know these nine tattvas from the pure soul 
aspect only and not to view them as separate ones as these 
nine	constitute	modifications	and	not	the	real	self).

 Shuddhanaya	is	explained	further:
 Omo nñg{X AßnmU§ A~ÕnwÆ>§ AUÊU`§ {U`X§Ÿ& 
 A{dgog-_g§OwÎm§ V§ gwÕ-U`§ {d`mUr{hŸ&&14&&
14.		 Those	 who	 perceive	 the	 soul	 through	 the	 following	 five	

characteristics know it from the real point of view. Knowers 
of reality understand the pure soul to be unbound-untouched 
(abaddha-sprashta) by karmas, not other than itself in 
various	modifications	(ananya),	oneness/fixed	in	its	nature	
(niyata),	without	special	modifications	due	to	its	properties	
(avishesha) and without the accompaniment of instrumental 
causes (asanyukta). 

 Now, the subject-matter of shuddhanaya is stated:
 Omo nñg{X AßnmU§ A~ÕnwÆ>§ AUÊU_{dgog§Ÿ&
 AnXogg§V_ÁP§  nñg{X  {OUgmgU§ gìd§Ÿ&&15&&
15.  Those who perceive the soul through these characteristics 

of unbound-untouched by karmas, not other than itself in 
various	modifications,	 oneness/fixed	 in	 its	 nature,	without	
special	modifications	due	 to	 its	properties	and	without	 the	
accompaniment of instrumental causes, understand the 
whole of Jain philosophy. The Jain order/philosophy is 
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expressed	 through	 the	 scriptures	 which	 is	 (dravya-shruta)	
and knowing the reality (characterised by knowledge) as it 
is, is bhava shruta. 

 Now, the importance of three ratnas is stated:
 X§gUUmUM[aÎmm{U go{dXìdm{U gmhþUm {Uƒ§Ÿ&
 Vm{U nwU OmU {VpÊU {d AßnmU§ Mod {UÀN>`XmoŸ&&16&&
16.  From practical point of view, it is said that the saints always 

hold faith, knowledge and conduct as very dear to them. 
However, these three are said to be only one undivided self 
from	the	real	standpoint	(these	three	are	modifications	of	the	
same soul). 

	 The	example	to	explain	three ratnas follows:
 Oh Um_ H$mo {d nw[agmo am`mU§ Om{UD$U gÔh{XŸ&
 Vmo  V§ AUwMa{X  nwUmo  AËWËWrAmo  n`ÎmoUŸ&&17&&
 Ed§ {h  Ordam`m  UmXìdmo  Vh  `  gÔhoXìdmoŸ&
 AUwM[aXìdmo ` nwUmo gmo Mod Xw _moŠIH$m_oUŸ&&18&&
17-18. One who wants some monetary gain from the king has to 

first	identify	or	know	the	king,	believe	in	him	and	then	render	
services in utmost possible manner to please him. In the 
same	way,	one	who	is	desirous	of	moksha,	should	first	know	
the	soul-king,	believe	in	it	and	then	follow	it/	experience	it.	
(All objectives are thus achieved through these three ways 
of right knowledge, right faith and right conduct). 

 How long does a soul remain ignorant?
 H$å_o UmoH$å_{åh ` Ah{_{X AhH§$ M H$å_ UmoH$å_§Ÿ&
 Om  Egm  Ibw  ~wÕr  Aßn{S>~wÕmo  hd{X  VmdŸ&&19&&
19.  One remains ignorant (apratibuddha - lacking indiscriminate 

knowledge)	so	long	as	one	identifies	the	self	with	material	
karma (eight-fold dravya karma), subtle or psychic activities 
(bhava karma) and the physical body (no-karma) or believes 
that these belong to the soul.

 How do we recognise the ignorant?
 Ah_oX§ EX_h§ Ah_oXñg  påh  ApËW  __  Ex§Ÿ&
 AÊU§  O§  na-Xìd§  gpƒÎmm{MÎm-{_ñg§  dmŸ&&20&&
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 Am{g __ nwìd_oX§ EXñg Ah§ {n Am{g nwìd§ {hŸ&
 hmo{h{X  nwUmo  __oX§ EXñg  Ah§ {n  hmoñgm{_Ÿ&&21&&
 E`§ Vw  Agã^yX§ AmX-{d`ßn§ H$ao{X  g§_yT>moŸ&
 ^yXËW§  OmU§Vmo   U  H$ao{X  Xw  V§ Ag§_yT>moŸ&&22&&
20-22.The ignorant entertains many erroneous notions about the 

self.	He	identifies	the	self	with	other	living	substances	(e.g.	
wife, son), non-living substances (such as wealth and food), 
and	mixed	ones	(such	as	city,	village,	nation,	etc).	He	thinks	
that “ I am these”, “these are like me”, “ I belong to these”, 
“these are mine”,  ‘these were mine earlier”, “ I belonged 
to these earlier” ‘these will be mine in future”, and “I will 
belong to these in future”. One who imagines like these is 
unintelligent, deluded and ignorant. Those who know the 
real soul will not have such false notions and are said to be 
wise and knowledgeable.  

 Now, the Acharya addresses the ignorant:
 AÊUmU_mo{hX_Xr _ÁP{_U§ ^U{X nmo½Jb§ Xìd§Ÿ&
 ~Õ-_~Õ§ M  Vhm  Ordmo  ~hþ-^md-g§OwÎmmoŸ&&23&&
23.  When the knowledge of self is vitiated by ignorance and 

accompanied by delusion, attachment and aversion, such 
beings will only say the above mentioned statements (as in 
20-22 verses). 

 gìdÊhþUmU{XÆ>mo Ordmo CdAmoJbŠIUmo {Uƒ§Ÿ&
 H$h gmo nmo½JbXìdr^yXmo O§ ^U{g _ÁP{_U§Ÿ&&24&&
24.  Acharya Kundakunda says that the omniscient has seen the 

being as always with the characteristic of upayoga (operative 
consciousness comprising of knowledge and perception).

 How can the self become identical to material substances, 
and say that they belong to him?

 O{X  gmo  nmo½Jb-Xìdr^yXmo  OrdÎm-_mJX§ Bxa§Ÿ&
 Vmo  gŠH$mo  dÎmw§ Oo  _ÁP-{_U§ nmo½Jb§ Xìd§Ÿ&&25&&
25.  Only in the situation that the soul becomes a material object 

and the latter become conscious, one can say that these 
material objects belong to him! (But this can never be the 
case).
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 Now, the ignorant puts forward an argument:
 O{X Ordmo U gara§ {VËW`am`{a`g§WwXr ModŸ&
 gìdm {d hd{X {_ÀN>m VoU Xw AmXm hd{X  XohmoŸ&&26&&
26.  Tirthankars and Acharyas are praised by their bodily 

characteristics in devotional songs and hence the soul is 
indeed the same as body. Otherwise, all these songs (stavans, 
puja, etc.) will be false and imaginary.

	 Acharya	clarifies	in	terms	of	standpoints:
 ddhmaUAmo ^mg{X Ordmo Xohmo ` hd{X IbwEŠH$moŸ&
 U Xw {UÀN>`ñg Ordmo Xohmo ` H$Xm {d EŠH$Æ>moŸ&&27&&
27.  According to practical or observed (vyavahara) point of 

view, the body and soul are described to be one but from the 
real point (nishchaya) of view advocates that the soul and 
body can never be the same i.e., these are totally different 
substances.

 BU_ÊU§ OrdmXmo Xoh§ nmo½Jb_`§ Ww{UÎmw _wUrŸ&
 _ÊU{X  hþ g§WwXmo  d§{XXmo  _E  Ho$dbr  ^`d§Ÿ&&28&&
28.  From vyavahara point to view, the saints adore the body 

which is not the same as the soul but do so by believing that 
the omniscient has thus been praised or worshipped. (From 
nischaya naya, adoration of body is not the adoration of the 
soul). 

 V§ {UÀN>`o U OwÁO{X U garaJwUm {h hm|{V Ho$d{bUmoŸ&
 Ho$d{b-JwUmo WwU{X Omo gmo Vƒ§ Ho$dqb WwU{XŸ&&29&&
29.  The adoration of body is not acceptable from nischaya 

viewpoint as the body characteristics do not resemble that 
of the omniscient. The adoration of the properties of kevali 
(omniscient) is real only when done keeping in mind the 
properties of the pure soul.

	 The	example	for	standpoints:
 U`apå_ dpÊUXo Oh U {d aÊUmo dÊUUm H$Xm hmo{XŸ&
 XohJwUo Wwìd§Vo U Ho$d{bJwUm WwXm hm|{VŸ&&30&&
30.  Just as the depiction of a village or city is not the depiction 
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of the king as the two are different (i.e., houses are different 
from	the	king’s	palace).	Likewise,	adoration	of	the	qualities	
of the omniscient is different from that of his bodily 
properties. 

 Who is a Jitendriya?
 Omo BpÝX`o {O{UÎmm UmUghmdm{Y`§ _wU{X AmX§Ÿ&
 V§ Ibw {OqX{X`§ Vo ^U§{V Oo {UpÀN>Xm gmhÿŸ&&31&&
31.		 By	conquering	the	senses,	one	who	experiences	 the	soul’s	

nature of knowledge to be different from other substances, 
is	 called	 as	 the	 real	 conqueror	 (Jitendriya)	 by	 the	 saints	
engrossed in the pure soul.

 Who is Jitmoha?
 Omo _moh§ Vw {O{UÎmm UmU-ghmdm{Y`§ _wU{X AmX§Ÿ&
 V§ {OX-_moh§ gmhþ§ na_Æ>-{d`mU`m ~|{VŸ&&32&&
32.		 By	 conquering	 delusion,	 one	 who	 experiences	 the	 soul’s	

nature of knowledge to be different from the nature of other 
substances,	is	called	the	real	conqueror	of	delusion	(Jitmoha)	
by those who know the reality.

 Who is kshinmoha?
 {OX_mohñg Xw OB`m IrUmo _mohmo h{dÁO gmhþñgŸ&
 VB`m hþ IrU_mohmo ^ÊU{X gmo {UÀN>`{dXyqhŸ&&33&&
33.		 Those	saints	who	have	conquered	delusion	and	completely	

destroyed the delusion producing karma from the soul are 
called as kshina-moha (the annihilator of delusion) by those 
who know reality or omniscient.

 What is pratyakhyana?
 gìdo ^mdo  Oåhm  nƒŠImB© nao  {Îm  UmXyU§Ÿ&
 Våhm nƒŠImU§  UmU§  {U`_m  _wUoXìd§Ÿ&&34&&
34.  After knowing that all dispositions or bhava other than that 

of self are alien to the self, one renounces or gives them 
up. Therefore, this discrete knowledge itself is renunciation 
(pratyakhayana). The state of knowledge free of alien 
dispositions is by rule the state of prataykhana, nothing else.

	 An	example	for	pratyakhyana:
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 Oh Um_ H$mo{d nw[agmo naXìd{_U§ {V Om{UXw§ M`{XŸ&
 Vh  gìdo  na^mdo  UmD$U  {d_w§MXo  UmUrŸ&&35&&
35.  In our mundane life, one gives up things if one realises 

that things brought to him do not really belong to him after 
ascertaining the facts. Similarly, knowledgeable people do 
not treat alien dispositions as their own and discard them. (If 
the washer-man brings the clothes which do not belong to 
us, we will immediately discard them as not belonging to us 
after ascertainment of facts). 

 What is discriminative knowledge?
 UpËW __ H$mo {d _mohmo ~wÁP{X CdAmoJ Ed Ah_oŠH$moŸ&
 V§  _moh-{Uå__Îm§ g_`ñg  {d`mU`m  ~|{VŸ&&36&&
36.  Those who believe that “delusion does not belong to me” 

and that “upayoga is only my inherent nature” are those who 
are devoid of delusion. This has been declared by those who 
are adept in the knowledge of principles or discriminative 
knowledge of self and others.

	 An	 example	 for	 discriminative	 knowledge	 in	 terms	 of	
substances:

 UpËW __ Yå_ AmXr ~wÁP{X CdAmoJ Ed Ah_oŠH$moŸ&
 V§ Yå_-{Uå__Îm§ g_`ñg {d`mU`m ~|{VŸ&&37&&
37.  Those who believe that “medium of motion and other 

substances do not belong to me” and that “upayoga is 
only my inherent nature” are those who are indifferent and 
devoid of attachment. This has been declared by those who 
are adept in the knowledge of principles or discriminative 
knowledge of self and others

	 Now,	what	do	we	mean	by	the	experience	of	pure	soul?
 Ah_oŠH$mo Ibw gwÕmo X§gUUmU_B`mo gXmê$drŸ&
 U {d ApËW _ÁP qH${M {d AÊU§ na_mUw_oÎm§ {nŸ&&38&&
38.		 From	the	real	perspective,	 the	soul	 is	one,	definitely	pure,	

always non-corporeal and is characterised by knowledge 
and vision. Not an iota of atom or matter belongs to me. 
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Questions for Practice
 introduction

1.		 Who	has	been	paid	homage	in	the	first	verse?	The	adjectives	
- eternal, unmovable and incomparable are given to whom 
in	the	first	verse?

2.  In what sense the word ‘samay’ is used in Samayasar? What 
is the meaning of sva-samay and par-samay?

3.		 What	is	most	beautiful	in	the	Universe?	Explain.
4.		 What	 is	 easily	 heard,	well	 known	 and	 experienced	 by	 all	

beings?
5.  What type of knowledge of soul is emphasized in Samayasar?
6.  What are pramatta or apramatta? Elaborate.
7.  In what way right faith, right knowledge and right conduct 

are	called	dharma?	Explain	 from	Nishchay	and	vyavahara	
viewpoints.

8.  From which point of view, the knowledge of the tattvas is 
called samyakdarshan?

9.		 Explain	the	terms:	
     a) Abaddha-sprashta ( un-bound, un-touched)
     b)  Ananya (not other than itself) 
    c)  Niyata (steady)
     d)  Avishesha (without any difference)
10.  How long does a person remain ignorant? When will the 

ignorance go away?
11.		 Write	notes	on	a)	 the	real	conqueror	of	senses	and	b)	 real	

renunciation
12.  What is the subject matter of Shuddha-naya?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ChAPTER -1
JiVa-aJiVa / SoUl-NoN SoUl

 Those who do not know the real nature of the soul, treat soul 
and non-soul as one:

 AßnmU-_`mU§Vm  _yT>m  Xw  naßn-dm{XUmo  Ho$B©Ÿ&
 Ord§  AÁPdgmU§  H$å_§  M   Vhm  nê$d|{VŸ&&39&&
39.		 The	self	is	identified	with	psychic	states	of	desire,	attachment,	

aversion, etc and karmas by those who are ignorant about 
the pure soul, they lack wisdom and believe in the self to be 
another substance.

 Adao  AÁPdgmUogw  {Vìd-_§XmUw^mJJ§ Ord§Ÿ&
 _ÊU§{V  Vhm  Adao  UmoH$å_§ Mm{d  Ordmo  {ÎmŸ&&40&&
40.  Some opine the intensity or mildness of psychic states to be 

the self and some others treat body related karma as the self.

 H$å_ñgwX`§  Ord§  Adao   H$å_mUw^mJ-{_ÀN>§{VŸ&
 {VìdÎmU-_§XÎmU-JwUoqh  Omo  gmo  hd{X  OrdmoŸ&&41&&
41.  Some believe that fruition of karma is an operation of the 

pure self and some others treat intensity or mildness of 
fruition of karma to be the self.

  Ordmo H$å_§ Ch`§ XmopÊU {d Ibw Ho$B Ord{_ÀN>§{VŸ&
 Adao   g§OmoJoU   Xw   H$å_mU§  Ord-{_ÀN>§{VŸ&&42&&
42.  Some consider the association of self and karma lead to the 

birth of the soul, while others opine that the self is produced 
due to combination of different karmas.

 Ed§{dhm ~hþ-{dhm na-_ßnmU§ dX§{V Xwå_ohmŸ&
 VoU - na_Æ>-dmXr {UÀN>`-dmXrqh {U{ÔÆ>mŸ&&43&&
43.  The people with false perspective thus perceive the self in 

many unreal ways. Such believers are not apprehending the 
truth from the real point of view. 

 (Eight different views have been given from verses 39-42 
and these are similar to the views of Vedanta, Mimamsa, 
Sankhya,	 Yoga,	 Bauddha,	 Nyaya,	 Vaisheshika,	 Charvaka	
and others). 
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 The truth about different views:
 EXo gìdo ^mdm nmo½Jb-Xìd-n[aUm_-{UßnÊUmŸ&
 Ho$d{b-{OUoqh ^{U`m H$h Vo Ordmo {Îm dwÀM§{VŸ&&44&&
44.  The distorted views are the result of (delusion) operation 

of karmic matter. How can these be said to be pertaining 
to the pure self? This has been declared by the all-knowing 
omniscient Jinas.

 The karmas are material in nature:
 AÆ>{dh§ {n ` H$å_§ gìd§ nmo½Jb_`§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&
 Oñg \$b§ V§ dwƒ{X XwŠI§ {V {dnƒ_mUñgŸ&&45&& 
45.  All the eight different types of karma are declared by the 

Omniscient as material in nature and it is well known that 
sufferings are caused due to the fruition of these karmas. 
(See	the	Annexure	V	for	details	on	eight	karmas)	

 The vyavahara standpoint:
 ddhmañg XargU_wdEgmo dpÊUXmo {OUdaoqhŸ&
 Ordm   EXo   gìdo   AÁPdgmUmXAmo   ^mdmŸ&&46&&&
46.  From the practical/empirical point of view, these worldly or 

psychic states are said to be belonging to the soul. This is 
declared in the preachings of the omniscients. 

	 An	example	of	vyavahara	standpoint:
 am`m hþ {U½JXmo {Îm ` Egmo ~bg_wX`ñg AmXogmoŸ&
 ddhmaoU  Xw  CÀM{X  VËWoŠH$mo  {U½JXmo  am`mŸ&&47&&
47.  In case of movement of army or soldiers, it may be said, “the 

king is moving” but the king is only one among the large 
number	of	soldiers.	Such	an	expression	is	from	vyavahara	
standpoint. 

 E_od  ` ddhmamo AÁPdgmUm{X  AÊU^mdmU§Ÿ&
 Ordmo  {Îm  H$Xmo  gwÎmo VËWoŠH$mo {UpÀN>Xmo OrdmoŸ&&48&&
48.  Similarly, the different psychic states are not manifestation 

of the self. However, the scriptures treat them as belonging 
to the self from practical point of view but actually speaking 
the soul is different from all these. 
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 The attributes of the pure soul: 
 Aag-_ê$d-_J§Y§ AìdÎm§ MoXUmJwU-_gÔ§Ÿ&
 OmU AqbJ½JhU§ Ord-_{U{ÔÆ>-g§R>mU§Ÿ&&49&&
49.  The soul is characterised by cetana - consciousness. The pure 

soul	is	in	fact	tasteless,	formless,	odourless,	and	inexpressible,	
is beyond sound and comprehension of senses. It does not 
have	a	defined	bodily	shape	and	cannot	be	comprehended	by	
any	external	symbol	or	sign	(alinga-grahan).	

	 [Refer	to	Annexure	XIX	for	more	details	on	this	aspect.]
 Twenty-nine types of psychic states which do not belong to 

the	soul	are	explained	from	Verses	50	to	55.	[Note	that	each	
one	of	them	can	be	further	subdivided	in	various	ways.]

 Ordñg UpËW dÊUmo U {d J§Ymo U {d agmo U {d `\$mgmoŸ&
 U {d  ê$d§ U  gara§ U  {d  g§R>mU§ U g§hUU§Ÿ&&50&&
50.  The pure soul is without colour, without smell, without taste, 

without touch, without visible form, without body, without 
body shape and without skeletal structure. 

 Ordñg  UpËW  amJmo U {d Xmogmo Uod {dÁOXo_mohmoŸ&
 Umo  nƒ`m  U  H$å_§ UmoH$å_§ Mm{d go UpËWŸ&&51&&
51.  The pure soul neither has attachment, aversion, delusion, 

nor	inflow	of	karma,	karmic	bondage	or	body	related	karmic	
matter.   

 Ordñg UpËW d½Jmo U d½JUm Uod \$S²>T>`m Ho$B©Ÿ&
 Umo  AÁPßn-Æ>mUm  Uod   `   AUw^mJ-R>mUm{UŸ&&52&&
52.  The pure soul is devoid of the aggregate of karmic material, 

groups of different kinds of karmic matter and further 
aggregates of karmic matter capable of causing intense 
or	mild	impact.	The	experience	of	the	pure	soul	is	not	 the	
mixed	experience	of	oneness	of	the	self	and	others.	

   Ordñg  UpËW  Ho$B© Omo`-Æ>mUm  U  ~§YR>mUm  dmŸ&
 Uod   `   CX`-Æ>mUm   U   _½JU-Æ>mU`m   Ho$B©Ÿ&&53&&
53.  The pure soul is without the activity of mind, speech and 

body (yoga), karmic bondage, fruition of karmic material 
and types of soul trails (margana-sthana).
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 Umo {R>{X~§YÆ>mUm Ordñg U g§{H$bogR>mUm dmŸ&
 Uod   {dgmo{h-Æ>mUm   Umo   g§O_-b{Õ-R>mUm   dmŸ&&54&&
54.  The pure soul is beyond the impact of duration of bondage, 

passions,	 states	of	 self	purification	 (vishuddhi-sthana)	 and	
the	exercise	of	the	control	of	senses	(sanyama-labddhi).

 Uod ` Ord-Æ>mUm U JwU-Æ>mUm ` ApËW OrdñgŸ&
 OoU  Xw  EXo  gìdo  nmo½Jb-Xìdñg  n[aUm_mŸŸ&&55&&
55.		 The	pure	soul	is	without	the	various	classification	of	living	

beings (jivasthana) and stages of spiritual development 
(gunasthana). All these are the result of association of matter 
(pudgala ).

 The reason for stating these as material attributes:
 ddhmaoU  Xw  EXo  Ordñg  hd§{V  dÊU_mXr`mŸ&
 JwUR>mU§Vm  ^mdm  U  Xw  Ho$B© {UÀN>`U`ñgŸ&&56&&
56.  All these mundane attributes (twenty-nine types) starting 

from colour (varna) and ending with the stages of spiritual 
development (gunasthana) are said to be belonging to the 
worldly soul from practical (vyavahara) point of view. None 
of these characteristics or psychic states belong to the pure 
soul from the real point of view.  

	 The	example	of	co-existence	of	the	two:
 EXoqh  `  gå~ÝYmo  Ohod  IramoX`§ _wUoXìdmoŸ&
 U ` hm|{V Vñg Vm{U Xw CdAmoJJwUm{YJmo OåhmŸ&&57&&
57.		 These	characteristics	are	mixed	with	the	soul	like	milk	and	

water	 and	 look	 alike	 as	 these	 co-exist	 in	 the	 same	 space	
units. However, the pure soul is distinguished by upayoga - 
the operative consciousness of knowledge and vision. 

	 Is	there	any	conflict	between	two	standpoints?
 n§Wo  _wñg§V§ npñgXyU  bmoJm  ^U§{V  ddhmarŸ&
 _wñg{X  Egmo  n§Wmo  U  `  n§Wmo  _wñgXo  H$moB©Ÿ&&58&&
58.  From the vyavahara standpoint, people say “this path/road 

is robbed,” while the fact is that only the people passing by 
the road get robbed.
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 Vh  Ordo  H$å_mU§ UmoH$å_mU§ M n{ñgXw§ dÊU§Ÿ&
 Ordñg   Eg   dÊUmo   {OUoqh   ddhmaXmo   CÎmmoŸ&&59&&
59.  In the same manner; the presence of karma and no-karma 

are associated with the self as these are perceived that way 
and are said to belong to the soul from the empirical point of 
view by the omniscient Jinas. Looking at the colour of the 
body one says that this colour is of that being.

 J§Yag\$mgê$dm  Xohmo   g§R>mU_mB`m  Oo  `Ÿ&
 gìdo ddhmañg  `   {UÀN>`XÊhÿ dd{Xg§{VŸ&&60&&
60.  In the same manner; smell, taste, form (colour), touch, body, 

bodily shape, etc are said to belong to the soul from the 
practical point of view. This has been revealed by the great 
seers (omniscient Jinas).

 Why these are not identical to the soul?
 VËW  ^do  OrdmU§ g§gmaËWmU  hm|{V  dÊUmXrŸ&
 g§gma-n_wŠH$mU§  UpËW   hþ   dÊUmXAmo    Ho$B©Ÿ&&61&&
61.		 The	 embodied	 souls	 in	 the	 mundane	 existence	 have	 the	

characteristics of colour, etc and once they achieve liberation 
from	 this	 embodied	 existence,	 these	 attributes	 no	 longer	
exist	in	them.	There	is	thus	no	identical	relation	of	the	pure	
soul with these.

 The reason behind not treating them identical:
 Ordmo Mod {h EXo gìdo ^md {Îm _ÊUgo O{X {hŸ&
 OrdñgmOrdñg  `  UpËW  {dgogmo  Xw  Xo  H$moB©Ÿ&&62&&
62.  If someone believes these different states (colour, etc.) 

are identical to the soul, then there will be no difference 
between the soul and non-soul, i.e. living and non-living 
become the same. These are different states of matter and 
not of the pure soul.

	 The	worldly	existence	and	these	states:
 Ah  g§gmaËWmU§ OrdmU§ VwÁP  hm|{V  dÊUmXrŸ&
 Våhm  g§gmaËWm Ordm  ê${dÎm-_mdÊUmŸ&&63&&
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63.  If someone believes these different states (colour, etc) 
are	 identical	 to	 the	 soul	 in	 the	 worldly	 existence,	 then	
these worldly souls will have physical forms, which is the 
characteristic of matter.

 Ed§ nmo½JbXìd§ Ordmo  Vh bŠIUoU  _yT>_XrŸ&
 {UìdmU-_wdJXmo  {d  `  OrdÎm§ nmo½Jbmo  nÎmmoŸ&&64&&
64.  If the worldly souls have physical forms, then the same will 

be true in the state of liberation-the liberated souls ought to 
have physical forms. This can be the view of an ignorant or 
deluded person only. 

 EŠH§$ M XmopÊU {VpÊU ` MÎmm[a ` n§M BpÝX`m OrdmŸ&
 ~mXa-nÁO{ÎmXam  n`S>rAmo  Um_-H$å_ñgŸ&&65&&
65.  Body-related karmas (nama-karma) determine the types of 

body of all living beings. Beings have - one, two, three, four 
and	five	senses;	gross	and	completely	developed	or	minute	
and undeveloped forms.

 EXm{h  `  {UìdÎmm  OrdÆ>mUmC  H$aU-^yXmqhŸ&
 n`S>rqh  nmo½Jb-_Bqh  Vmqh  H$h§ ^ÊUXo  OrdmoŸ&&66&&
66.  The different types of bodies of living beings have the 

nature of matter and are made of karmic matter. This matter 
is also instrumental in the formation of different bodies and 
its types. How can the karmic matter be called as that of the 
pure soul?  

 The vyavahara standpoint:
 nÁOÎmmnÁOÎmm Oo gwh_m ~mXam ` Oo ModŸ&
 Xohñg  Ord-gÊUm  gwÎmo  ddhmaXmo  CÎmmŸ&&67&&
67.  In the scriptures, only from the vyavahara standpoint, these 

types of bodies such as developed (paryapta), undeveloped 
(aparyapta), subtle (sukshma), gross (badara) and others are 
said to be of the jiva. 

 The stages of spiritual development do not belong to the 
pure soul:
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 _mohUH$å_ñgwX`m Xw dpÊU`m Oo B_o JwUÆ>mUmŸ&
 Vo  H$h  hd§{V  Ordm  Oo  {Uƒ-_MoXUm  CÎmmŸ&&68&&
68.  It is due to the fruition of deluding karma (mohaniya), 

various stages of spiritual development (gunasthana) are 
caused and described in the scriptures. How can these stages 
be called belonging to the soul when these are inanimate?

 [Note: The word ‘gunasthana’ can be replaced by the words such 
as	attachment,	aversion,	delusion,	 inflow	of	karma,	etc.	and	the	
meaning	of	this	verse	(gatha)	can	be	further	elaborated.]	

Questions for Practice
Chapter 1

1.  What are non-soul matters?
2.  What happens if colour, etc are treated identical to soul?
3.  What is the nature of eight kinds of karmas? 
4.		 What	is	the	purpose	of	examples	of	a)	mixture	of	milk	and	

water and b) someone robbed on the road?
	5.		 What	 is	 the	 nature	 of	 qualitative	 stages	 of	 spiritual	

development (gunasthana)?
6.  What do we learn from this Chapter on the relation between 

soul and non-soul?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ChAPTER 2
Karta aND Karma /the Doer aND the DeeD

 Why does karmic bondage take place?
 Omd U do{X {dgog§Va§ Vw AmXmgdmU Xmo†§{nŸ&
 AÊUmUr  Vmd  Xw  gmo  H$mohm{Xgw  dÅ>Xo  OrdmoŸ&&69&&
69.  So long as a being does not distinguish between both the 

soul	 and	 karmic	 inflow	 (which	 are	 distinctly	 different),	
the person will remain ignorant and identify oneself with 
passions like anger, etc.

 H$mohm{Xgw  dÅ>§Vñg  Vñg  H$å_ñg g§MAmo  hmoXrŸ&
 Ordñgod§ ~§Ymo  ^{UXmo  Ibw  gìd-X[agrqhŸ&&70&&
70.		 The	omniscients	have	taught	that	the	being	that	identifies	the	

self with anger, etc. and indulges in it, will only attract larger 
accumulation of karmas and bondage. 

 When is there the absence of karmic bondage?
 OB`m B_oU OrdoU AßnUmo AmgdmU ` VhodŸ&
 UmX§ hmo{X  {dgog§Va§ Vw  VB`m U  ~§Ymo   goŸ&&71&&
71.  Bondage of karma stops taking place the moment the 

distinction	between	inflow	of	karma	(asrava)	and	the	soul	is	
recognised or known by a being.

 How to keep away from karmic bondage?
 UmXyU AmgdmU§ Agw{MÎm§ M {ddar`-^md§ MŸ&
 XwŠIñg H$maU§ {V ` VXmo {U`qÎm Hw$U{X OrdmoŸ&&72&&
72.		 Inflow	 of	 karma	 is	 known	 to	 be	 impure,	 opposite	 to	 the	

nature of soul and cause of misery. A person with right faith 
keeps away from them. 

 (With the above realisation and focus on the intrinsic 
properties	of	the	soul	as	pure	and	eternal,	one	experiences	
Reality/Sat/Bhagwan-atma/Vigyana-ghana svabhava-
shuddha-atma, so says Acharya Amritchandra in his 
commentary on this verse)

	 Now,	the	question	arises	as	to	how	the	soul	gets	rid	of	inflow	
of karmas?
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 Ah_oŠH$mo Ibw gwÕmo {Uå__Amo UmUX§gUg_½JmoŸ&
 Vpåh  {R>Xmo  V{ƒÎmmo  gìdo  EXo  I`§ Uo{_Ÿ&&73&&
73.  From the viewpoint of pure soul, the soul (I am) is one, pure, 

without attachment (sense of mine-ness to other objects) 
and replete with knowledge and vision. With engrossment 
in	such	nature	of	soul,	I	arrest	all	inflow	of	karma.	(Acharya	
Amritchandra in his commentary states that the soul is 
pure	as	 it	 is	beyond	 the	process	of	 six-fold	causation	 like	
doer,	deed,	etc.	(See	Annexure	XIII	for	details	on	six-fold	
causation.)  

 The simultaneous occurrence of right faith and prevention 
of	inflow	of	karma:

 Ord-{U~Õm  EXo  AYwd A{Uƒm Vhm AgaUm `Ÿ&
 XwŠIm XwŠI-\$b  {Îm  `  UmXyU  {UdÎmXo  VoqhŸ&&74&&
74.		 All	 the	 inflow	of	karma	bound	with	soul,	 is	 impermanent,	

not worth taking refuge, not eternal. Knowing these to be 
miserable and cause of all misery, a person with right faith 
does not get attached to them.

 What are the signs of right faith?
 H$å_ñg ` n[aUm_§ UmoH$å_ñg ` Vhod n[aUm_§Ÿ&
 U H$aoB E`_mXm Omo OmU{X gmo hd{X UmUrŸ&&75&&
75.  Those souls are wise and knowledgeable who do not engage 

in the fruition of karma and body related activities. (The 
wise remain knower and seer of reality and do not consider 
themselves to be doer and enjoyer.)

 Is there any doer-deed relation in case of karma and jiva 
(knower/gyani)?

 U {d n[aU_{X  U {JÊh{X CßnÁO{X UnaXìdnÁOmEŸ&
 UmUr  OmU§Vmo  {d  hþ nmo½Jb-H$å_§ AUo`-{dh§Ÿ&&76&&
76.  The knowledgeable souls are aware that material karmas 

have many types. They don’t really get involved in their 
manifestation,	adoption	and	causing	modifications	of	other	
substances. 

 U {d n[aU_{X U {JÊh{X CßnÁO{X U naXìdnÁOmEŸ&
 UmUr  OmU§Vmo  {d  hþ gJ-n[aUm_§ AUo`-{dh§Ÿ&&77&&
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77.  The knowledgeable souls are aware that psychic (bhava) 
karmas have many types. They don’t really get involved in 
manifestation,	adoption	and	causing	modifications	of	other	
substances. (Verse 76 refers to knowing about material 
karmas; here the emphasis is on knowing one’s own bhava 
karmas.) 

 U {d n[aU_{X U {JÊh{X CßnÁO{X U naXìdnÁOmEŸ&
 UmUr  OmU§Vmo  {d  hþ nmo½Jb-H$å_ß\$b-_U§V§Ÿ&&78&&
78.		 The	 knowledgeable	 are	 aware	 of	 consequences	 of	 karmic	

matter	 which	 is	 infinite	 in	 number	 and	 hence	 do	 not	
get involved in manifestation, adoption and causing 
modifications	of	other	substances.	

 U {d n[aU_{X U {JÊh{X CßnÁO{X U naXìdnÁOmEŸ&
 nmo½Jb-Xìd§ {n  Vhm  n[aU_{X  gEqh  ^mdoqhŸ&&79&&
79.  Similarly, the matter also manifests itself in its own ways 

and does not get involved in manifestation, adoption and 
causing	modifications	of	other	substances	including	the	jiva.

 Now, nimitta (instrumental) relation between modes of the 
soul and material karma is discussed:

 Ord-n[aUm_-hoXw§  H$å_Îm§  nmo½Jbm   n[aU_§{VŸ&
 nmo½Jb-H$å_-{U{_Îm§ Vhod Ordmo {d  n[aU_{XŸ&&80&&
80.  Material particles come into contact with soul and are 

bound with the soul and the soul also gets bound with them. 
(However, the relationship between the soul and material 
particles is that association of instrumentality (nimitta) and 
not that of doer and deed. 

 U {d Hw$ìd{X H$å_JwUo Ordmo H$å_§ Vhod OrdJwUoŸ&
 AÊUmoÊU-{U{_ÎmoU Xw n[aUm_§ OmU XmoÊh§ {nŸ&&81&&
81.		 The	soul	does	not	cause	modifications	in	the	properties	of	

karmic	matter	and	 the	 latter	do	not	cause	modifications	 in	
the properties of the soul. The changes in both the substances 
are the result of mutual instrumentality relation.

 EXoU  H$maUoU  Xw  H$Îmm  AmXm  gEU  ^mdoUŸ&
 nmo½Jb-H$å_-H$XmU§ U Xw H$Îmm gìd^mdmU§Ÿ&&82&&
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82.  In view of the above reasoning, the soul is the doer of own 
changes of thought activity (bhava); likewise, matter is the 
doer of its own changes in its substance and the soul is not 
the cause of the changes in matter.

 The doer and enjoyer nature of the soul:
 {UÀN>`U`ñg Ed§ AmXm AßnmU_od {h H$ao{XŸ&
 doX`{X  nwUmo  V§ Mod  OmU  AÎmm  Xw  AÎmmU§Ÿ&&83&&
83.  From the real standpoint, it is to be learnt that the soul is the 

doer of its own self-same nature and enjoyer of one’s own self.  
 The standpoint of vyavahara:      
 ddhmañg Xw AmXm nmo½Jb-H$å_§ H$ao{X  Uo`{dh§Ÿ&
 V§ Mod  nwUmo  do`B  nmo½Jb-H$å_§ AUo`-{dh§Ÿ&&84&&
84.  According to the empirical (vyavahara) standpoint, it is said 

that the soul is the doer of many kinds of karma and it is the 
enjoyer of many kinds of karmic changes. 

 Is the doctrine of dual functionality acceptable?
 O{X nmo½JbH$å_{_U§ Hw$ìd{X V§ Mod doX`{X AmXmŸ&
 Xmo{H$[a`m-d{X[aÎmmo   ngÁOXo   gmo  {OUmd_X§Ÿ&&85&&
85.  In case the soul is the doer of changes in karmic matter and 

enjoyer of the same (matter), it leads to the principle that 
a soul (or any substance) can do the work of both soul and 
matter. Such a doctrine of dual functionality is not acceptable 
in Jain Philosophy or teachings of the omniscient.

 Oåhm Xw AÎm^md§ nmo½Jb^md§ M Xmo {d Hw$ìd§{VŸ&
 VoU   Xw  {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r  Xmo{H$[a`m-dm{XUmo   hþ§{VŸ&&86&&
86.  Those who believe in the principle of duality are considered 

to have wrong faith. They believe that the soul performs 
both	functions	of	its	own	modifications	and	that	of	matter.

 Two types of false belief:
 {_ÀN>Îm§ nwU Xw{dh§ Ord-_Ord§ Vhod AÊUmU§Ÿ&
 A{da{X   OmoJmo   _mohmo   H$mohmXr`m   B_o   ^mdmŸ&&87&&
87.  False belief is of two types: False belief related to the pure 

soul and the other relating to non-soul substances. In the 
same manner, concepts of ignorance, lack of vows, yoga, 
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delusion and passions of anger etc., are also of two types as 
above.

 nmo½JbH$å_§ {_ÀN>§ OmoJmo A{da{X AUmU_ÁOrd§Ÿ&
 CdAmoJmo AÊUmU§ A{da{X {_ÀN>§ M Ordmo XwŸ&&88&&
88.  The concepts of false belief (mithyatva), ignorance (agyana), 

lack of vows (avirati), channels of activity (yoga), delusion 
and passions of anger, etc., are non-soul and material in nature 
and the same are in a way taken to by the ignorant soul and 
hence termed as that of jiva. Consciousness (upayoga) is the 
characteristic of jiva but in the mundane world this upayoga 
appears	in	the	form	of	these	distorted	modifications.

 CdAmoJñg AUmB© n[aUm_m {VpÊU _moh-OwÎmñgŸ&
 {_ÀN>Îm§ AÊUmU§ A{da{X-^mdmo  `  UmXìdmoŸ&&89&&
89.  The consciousness of the soul, which is associated with 

delusion from eternity has no beginning, has been vitiated 
by three types of distortions viz., false belief,  ignorance 
(false knowledge) and lack of vows (false conduct).   

 Three types of vitiated modes of the self:
 Exogw ` CdAmoJmo {V{dhmo gwÕmo {Ua§OUmo ^mdmoŸ&
 O§ gmo  H$ao{X  ^md§ CdAmoJmo  Vñg  gmo  H$ÎmmŸ&&90&&
90.  Although the nature of pure self (from real point of view) is 

pure consciousness, without any blemish of attachment, etc; 
but it gets vitiated due to perversion on its own and the same 
nature of the self (upayoga) operates in three different types 
of distortions.

 O§ Hw$U{X ^md_mXm H$Îmm gmo hmo{X Vñg ^mdñgŸ&
 H$å_Îm§ n[aU_Xo  Vpåh  g`§ nmo½Jb§ Xìd§Ÿ&&91&&
91.  Whatever psychic distortions are taken to by the self, the 

soul	is	the	doer	(karta)	of	those	psychic	modifications.	Once	
the self becomes the doer of these, karman group of atoms 
turn into karmic particles and attach to the bondaged soul.

 Karmas arise out of ignorance:
 na_ßnmU§ Hw$ìd§ AßnmU§ {n ` na§ H$[a¨Vmo gmoŸ&
 AÊUmU-_Amo  Ordmo H$å_mU§ H$maJmo  hmo{XŸ&&92&&
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92.  In the state of ignorance, the self perceives the non-self as 
the self and the non-self as the self. Thus, karmas take shape 
(birth) in the state of ignorance and the self is said to have 
become its causal factor. 

 Right knowledge does not lead to rise of karma:
 na_ßnmU_Hw$ìd§ AßnmU§ {n ` na§ AHw$ìd§VmoŸ&
 gmo UmU_Amo Ordmo H$å_mU-_H$maJmo hmo{XŸ&&93&&
93.  In the state of right knowledge, the self does not perceive the 

non-self as the self and the self as the non-self. Thus, karmas 
do not take shape (birth) in the state of knower and the self 
is said to have not become its causal factor.

 How does karma arise due to ignorance?
 {V{dhmo  EgwdAmoJmo Aßn-{d`ßn§ H$ao{X  H$mohmo@h§Ÿ&
 H$Îmm   VñgwdAmoJñg   hmo{X  gmo   AÎm-^mdñgŸ&&94Ÿ&&
94.  The idea such as “I am angry” operates in three different 

ways in terms of the consciousness (upayoga) of the self. 
These are of the types of false belief, false knowledge and 
false conduct. When this happens, the self is said to be the 
doer of the relevant type of consciousness (upayoga).

 [Note: The meaning of this verse is to applied to other 
passions,	attachment,	aversion,	senses,	karma,	etc.	]

 {V{dhmo EgwdAmoJmo Aßn-{d`ßn§ H$ao{X Yå_mXrŸ&
 H$Îmm   VñgwdAmoJñg   hmo{X   gmo   AÎm-^mdñgŸ&&95&&
95.  The idea such as “I am the medium of motion etc.,” operates in 

three different ways in terms of the consciousness (upayoga) of 
the self. These are of the types of false belief, false knowledge 
and false conduct. When this happens, the self is said to be the 
doer of the relevant type of consciousness (upayoga).

 The ignorance of the self is the root cause:
 Ed§ nam{U Xìdm{U Aßn`§ Hw$U{X _§X~wÕrAmoŸ&
 AßnmU§ A{d  `  na§ H$ao{X  AÊUmU-^mdoUŸ&&96&&
96.  In the similar way, the ignorant person with very low level 

of wisdom considers other substances to be belonging to 
one’s own self and also considers self to be belonging to 
other substances due to ignorance of the nature of reality. 
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 Right knowledge destroys doer of non-self belief:
 EXoU Xw gmo H$Îmm AmXm {UÀN>`{dXyqh n[aH${hXmoŸ&
 Ed§ Ibw  Omo  OmU{X  gmo  _w§M{X gìd-H${ÎmV§Ÿ&&97&&
97.  According to the right believers (knower of reality), the soul 

is said to be the doer of these above types of ideas (psychic 
activity) out of sheer ignorance. Knowing this, the right 
believer (samyak-drishti) gives up this false belief of doer 
of other objects and considers the self to be the non-doer of 
this false idea.

 The vyavahara standpoint:
 ddhmaoU Xw AmXm H$ao{X KS>nS>aWm{U Xìdm{UŸ&
 H$aUm{U ` H$å_m{U ` UmoH$å_mUrh {d{dhm{UŸ&&98&&
98.		 The	 belief	 that	 the	 self	 creates	 external	 things	 like	 a	 pot,	

cloth, chariot or that the self is doer of karma, senses, body 
building related karmas and other types of karmas is only 
said to be so from the empirical (vyvahara) standpoint. 

 The vyavahara standpoint is not reliable for spiritual 
development:

 O{X gmo naXìdm{U ` H$aoÁO {U`_oU Vå_Amo hmoÁOŸ&
 Oåhm U Vå_Amo VoU gmo U Voqg hd{X H$ÎmmŸ&&99&&
99.  In reality, if the self is the doer of other substances, then the 

self must by rule become or get absorbed in other substances 
(by changing its nature to be of other substances). But this 
act of submergence into others by losing one’s identity does 
not happen and so the self is not the doer of other substances.

 An instrumental cause:
 Ordmo  U  H$ao{X  KS>§ Uod  nS>§ Uod  gogJo  XìdoŸ&
 OmoJwdAmoJm CßnmXJm ` Voqg hd{X H$ÎmmŸ&&100&&
100.  The soul is not the doer of a pot or cloth or any other 

substance. These activities of making a pot, etc. take place 
due to yoga and upayoga and constitute instrumental factors 
(nimitta) and hence the self is said to be the doer.  

 The knower (gyani) is the doer of knowledge (gyan):
 Oo nmo½JbXìdmU§ n[aUm_m hm|{V UmUAmdaUmŸ&
 U H$ao{X Vm{U AmXm Omo OmU{X gmo hd{X UmUrŸ&&101&&
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101.		The	pure	soul	does	not	cause	the	material	modifications	of	
the inanimate nature of knowledge-obscuring karma and 
other such material karmas. One, who knows that these are 
not done by the self, is endowed with right faith.

 [Note: Here, one can replace knowledge-obscuring karma with 
the other seven karmas, passions, attachment, aversion, delusion, 
five	senses	and	so	on	to	comprehend	the	deeper	meaning	of	the	
verse.]

 O§ ^md§ gwh_gwh§ H$ao{X AmXm g Vñg Ibw H$ÎmmŸ&
 V§ Vñg  hmo{X  H$å_§ gmo  Vñg  Xw  doXJmo  AßnmŸ&&102&&
102. The self is the doer of both auspicious and inauspicious 

psychic dispositions; it has caused these karmas (bhava) 
and	suffers	or	enjoys	 the	consequences	of	 the	same	in	 the	
mundane	existence.

 One substance cannot create another substance. The living 
cannot create the non-living and vice versa:

 Omo Opåh JwUo Xìdo gmo AÊUpåh Xw U g§H$_{X XìdoŸ&
 gmo  AÊU_g§H§$Vmo  H$h  V§  n[aUm_E   Xìd§Ÿ&&103&&
103.  Any substance manifests on its own in a spontaneous way 

in	 itself	and	 in	 its	modifications.	 It	cannot	be	 transformed	
into another substance of altogether different nature. How 
can a substance transform the other substance when it is 
inherently	unqualified	of	doing	so?		

 XìJwUñg ` AmXm U Hw$U{X nmo½Jb_`påh H$å_påhŸ&
 V§ C^`_Hw$ìd§Vmo  Vpåh  H$h§ Vñg  gmo  H$ÎmmŸ&&104&&
104.  The substance matter and characteristics of karma cannot be 

affected or caused by the soul. Since the soul is not a causal 
factor in both of these, how can it be called the doer of the 
same?  

 The argument of instrumentality is a mere formality:
 Ordpåh hoXw^yXo ~§Yñg Xw npñgXyU n[aUm_§Ÿ&
 OrdoU  H$X§ H$å_§ ^ÊU{X  Cd`ma-_oÎmoUŸ&&105&&
105.  “The soul has caused the karmas” (although it is only an 

instrumental agent in causing the same), such a statement 
is formally and relatively made because it is so observed in 
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the mundane realm. Due to ignorance and false belief about 
the true nature of living and non-living one considers this 
statement to be absolutely true.

	 An	example	of	a	formal	statement:
 OmoYoqh H$Xo OwÕo amEU H$X§ {V O§nXo bmoJmoŸ&
 ddhmaoU  Vh  H$X§ UmUmdaUm{X  OrdoUŸ&&106&&
106.  Wars are generally fought by soldiers but it is said formally 

by people that the war has been waged by the king. In the 
same manner, it is said that the soul has caused knowledge-
obscuring and other karmas. This statement is from the 
vyavahara standpoint. 

 CßnmXo{X H$ao{X ` ~§Y{X n[aUm_E{X {JÊh{X `Ÿ&
 AmXm   nmo½Jb-Xìd§  ddhma-U`ñg   dÎmìd§Ÿ&&107&&
107.  From the vyavahara point of view, it is said that the soul 

creates karma, causes actions, creates bondage, causes 
modifications	and	binds	karmas.

 Oh am`m ddhmam XmogJwUwßnmXJmo {Îm Amb{dXmoŸ&
 Vh  Ordmo  ddhmam  XìdJwUwßnmXJmo  ^{UXmoŸ&&108&&
108.  According to the vyavahara point of view, it is said that king 

is responsible for virtue or vices of the people. Similarly, it 
is	said	that	the	soul	is	responsible	for	causing	modifications	
of matter and its attributes.

 The causes of material karmas:
 gm_ÊUnƒ`m Ibw MCamo ^ÊU§{V ~§YH$ÎmmamoŸ&
 {_ÀN>Îm§  A{da_U§  H$gm`OmoJm   `   ~moÕìdmŸ&&109&&
109.  There are four general and real causes of karmic bondage, 

also	known	as	pratyayas	(inflow	of	karma)	-	these	are	false	
belief, lack of discipline through the supreme vows, passions 
and the three-fold yoga.

 Voqg nwUmo {d ` B_mo ^{UXmo ^oXmo Xw Voag{d`ßnmoŸ&
 {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r AmXr   Omd   gOmo{Jñg   Ma_§V§Ÿ&&110&&
110.		 The	 above	 is	 also	 explained	 in	 terms	 of	 thirteen	 stages	

of	 spiritual	 development	 from	 starting	 from	 first	 to	 end	
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with thirteen, from false faith (mithyatva) to the state of 
omniscience (sayoga kevali).

 EXo AMoXUm Ibw nmo½JbH$å_wX`g§^dm OåhmŸ&
 Vo O{X  H$a|{V  H$å_§ U  {d  Voqg  doXJmo  AmXmŸ&&111&&

111.  The spiritual stages (gunasthana) as described are in fact 
due to fruition of inanimate material karmas lacking 
consciousness (non-soul). Even if it is said to be done by the 
self, the soul is never the enjoyer of these karmas.

 JwUgpÊUXm  Xw  EXo  H$å_§ Hw$ìd§{V nƒ`m  OåhmŸ&
 Våhm  Ordmo@H$Îmm  JwUm  `  Hw$ìd§{V  H$å_m{UŸ&&112&&
112.  Actually speaking, the spiritual stages are caused by 

operation	of	 inflow	and	bondage	of	karmas	and	hence	 the	
soul is not the doer of karmas and the spiritual stages. (There 
is only a causal relation between these.)

 Oh Ordñg AUÊUwdAmoJmo H$mohmo {d Vh O{X AUÊUmoŸ&
 OrdñgmOrdñg    `   Ed-_UÊUÎm-_mdÊU§Ÿ&&113&&
113.  Upayoga is an inseparable characteristic of the self. If anger 

is treated to belong to the pure soul, then there is problem 
of treating both soul and non-soul as one. There will be no 
difference between the two.

 Ed{_h Omo Xw Ordmo gmo Mod Xw {U`_Xmo Vhm@OrdmoŸ&
 A`-_o`Îmo     Xmogmo    nƒ`-UmoH$å_-H$å_mU§Ÿ&&114&&
114.  If the above argument of oneness is accepted, all souls in the 

universe will be proved as non-soul by application of this 
rule (which is not true). The same argument of oneness will 
also	become	true	for	inflow	and	bondage	of	karmas	(subtle	
karmic matter called dravya karma and the psychic passions 
of bhava karma), body related karmas (no-karma). This will 
be an absurd conclusion.

 Ah Xo AÊUmo H$mohmo AÊUwdAmoJßnJmo hd{X MoXmŸ&
 Oh  H$mohmo  Vh  nƒ`  H$å_§ UmoH$å__{d AÊU§Ÿ&&115&&
115. Once it is accepted that the soul with its characteristic of 

upayoga	 is	completely	distinct	 from	anger;	 the	 inflow	and	
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bondage	 of	 karmas	 (pratyaya),	 karmic	 modifications	 and	
body related karmas are also entirely different from the self 
like anger, etc.

 The belief of Sankhya philosophy:
 Ordo U g`§ ~Õ§ U g`§ n[aU_{X H$å_^mdoUŸ&
 OB nmo½Jb-Xìd-{_U§ Aßn[aUm_r VXm hmo{XŸ&&116&&
116.  The matter has its own nature to get bound with the soul 

in the form of karma particles. If this is not accepted, then 
matter is likely to be treated as unchangeable substance 
(which cannot be true). 

 H$å_B`d½JUmgw ` An[aU_§Vrgw H$å_^mdoUŸ&
 g§gmañg A^mdmo ngÁOXo g§I-g_Amo dmŸ&&117&&
117.  In the case of non-belief in the nature of mutability of matter, 

karmic particles, their ability to transform into karmas as per 
conditions of the self, there will be absence of the mundane 
world, as believed by Sankhya faith. (The soul will be 
without karmic bondage and hence in liberated state). 

 Ordmo n[aUm_`Xo nmo½JbXìdm{U H$å_^mdoUŸ&
 Vo  g`-_n[aU_§Vo  H$h§ Uw  n[aUm_`{X  MoXmŸ&&118&&
118.  If the soul is assumed to transform basic matter of karmic 

particles into the form of karma bound to the self, then 
the	 question	 arises	 how	 the	 particles	 which	 do	 not	 have	
transformability characteristic can be transformed so by 
other altogether different substance like the soul which has 
consciousness as its characteristic. 

 Ah g`_od {h n{aU_{X H$å_^mdoU nmo½Jb§ Xìd§Ÿ&
 Ordmo  n[aUm_`Xo   H$å_§  H$å_Îm{_{X   {_ÀN>mŸ&&119&&
119.  If it is assumed that karmic particles transform on their own 

accord	in	different	karmic	modifications,	then	the	statement	
that the soul causes changes in karma conditions is not 
tenable.

 {U`_m H$å_n[aUX§ H$å_§ {M` hmo{X nmo½Jb§ Xìd§Ÿ&
 Vh   V§  UmUmdaUmB-n[aUX§  _wUgw   VƒodŸ&&120&&
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120.  Therefore, it follows as a rule that the matter transformed into 
karmic particles is only of the nature of karma. Similarly, it 
is to be understood that the matter which is transformed into 
karmas such as knowledge-obscuring karma are also karmic 
matter of jnanavaraniya type (and not the pure self).  

	 The	self	has	its	modifications:
 U g`§ ~Õmo H$å_o U g`§ n[aU_{X H$moh_mXrqhŸ&
 OB  Eg  VwÁP  Ordmo  Aßn[aUm_r  VXm  hmo{XŸ&&121&&
121. If it is assumed that the self is not bound by karma 

automatically	 by	 itself	 and	 does	 not	 have	modification	 of	
anger (and other passions) of its own, then the soul becomes 
immutable according to this viewpoint.

 An[aU_§Vpåh  g`§ Ordo  H$mohm{XEqh  ^mdoqhŸ&
 g§gmañg   A^mdmo   ngÁOXo   g§Ig_Amo   dmŸ&&122&&
122.  If it is assumed that the self is not bound by karma 

automatically	 by	 itself	 and	 does	 not	 have	modification	 of	
anger (and other passions) of its own, then according to this 
belief,	 there	will	 be	 no	 existence	of	 this	 samsara	 (world).	
This view is similar to that of Sankhya.

 nmo½JbH$å_§  H$mohmo  Ord§  n[aUm_E{X H$mohÎm§Ÿ&
 V§ g`_n[aU_§V§ H$h§ Uw  n[aUm_`{X  H$mohmoŸ&&123&&
123.		 If	it	is	assumed	that	material	karmic	modifications	such	as	

anger	cause	the	soul	to	have	such	modification	of	anger,	then	
the	question	arises	as	to	how	the	material	karma	can	force	
the self to change when it does not want to change?

 Ah g`_ßnm n[aU_{X H$moh^mdoU Eg Xo ~wÕrŸ&
 H$mohmo   n[aUm_`Xo   Ord§  H$mohÎm{_{X   {_ÀN>mŸ&&124&&
124.  If it is assumed that the soul of its own accord has 

modifications	such	as	anger	without	any	causal	agent	from	
outside, then the belief that material karmas of anger cause 
the	soul	to	have	passion	(bhava),	the	modification	of	anger	
becomes wrong.
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 H$mohþdOwÎmmo  H$mohmo   _mUwdOwÎmmo   `   _mU_odmXmŸ&
 _mCdOwÎmmo  _m`m  bmohþdOwÎmmo  hd{X  bmohmoŸ&&125&&
125.  It follows as the principle that the soul accompanied by 

karmic	material	modification	of	anger	is	called	angry	soul,	
the	 soul	 accompanied	 by	 karmic	material	modification	 of	
pride is called an arrogant soul, the soul accompanied by 
karmic	material	modification	of	deceit	is	called	deceitful	soul	
and	the	soul	accompanied	by	karmic	material	modification	
of greed is called a greedy soul.

 The difference between gyani (wise) and agyani (ignorant):
 O§ Hw$U{X ^md_mXm H$Îmm gmo hmo{X Vñg H$å_ñgŸ&
 Um{Uñg g UmU_Amo AÊUmU_Amo AUm{UñgŸ&&126&&
126.		Whatever	modifications	of	the	soul	take	place,	the	soul	is	the	

doer of the same passion (bhava) karma. Those with right 
faith in the pure soul will have gyanamaya bhava (nature 
of reality) (thus not creating bondage) and those with false 
faith will have agyanamaya bhava contrary to the nature of 
reality (thus creating bondage).

 AÊUmU_Amo ^mdmo AUm{UUmo Hw$U{X VoU H$å_m{UŸ&
 UmU_Amo Um{Uñg Xw U Hw$U{X Våhm Xw H$å_m{UŸ&&127&&
127.  An ignorant person lacks right knowledge of reality and 

this lack of right attitude creates karmic bondage. A person 
with right knowledge of reality will have right attitude (to 
substances) and thus does not create karmic bondage.

 UmU_`m ^mdmAmo UmU_Amo Mod Om`Xo ^mdmoŸ&
 Oåhm  Våhm  Um{Uñg gìdo  ^mdm  hþ UmU_`mŸ&&128&&
128.		Any	idea	or	modification	that	arises	out	of	right	knowledge	

will	only	be	in	the	nature	of	right	knowledge	and	consequently	
all	modifications	 of	 a	wise	 soul	 are	 of	 the	 nature	 of	 right	
knowledge.

  AÊUmU_`m ^mdm AÊUmUmo Mod Om`Xo ^mdmoŸ&
 Oåhm  Våhm  ^mdm  AÊUmU-_`m  AUm{UñgŸ&&129&&
129.		Any	idea	or	modification	that	arises	out	of	false	knowledge	
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will	only	be	in	the	nature	of	false	knowledge	and	consequently	
all	 modifications	 of	 an	 ignorant	 self	 are	 of	 the	 nature	 of	
falsehood. 

	 An	 example	 to	 explain	 the	 difference	 between	 gyani	 and	
agyani:

 H$U`_`m ^mdmXmo Om`§Vo Hw$ÊS>bmXAmo ^mdmŸ&
 A`-_``m  ^mdmXmo  Oh  Om`§Vo  Xw  H$S>`mXrŸ&&130&&
 AÊUmU_`m ^mdm AUm{UUmo ~hþ{dhm {d Om`§VoŸ&
 Um{Uñg Xw UmU-_`m gìdo ^mdm Vhm hm|{VŸ&&131&&
130-131. Gold ear-rings, etc. can be made out of gold only and iron 

chains	can	be	made	out	of	iron.	Similarly,	modifications	of	
false knowledge will emerge out of ignorance of real nature 
of	reality	and	modifications	of	true	knowledge	will	emerge	
out of right knowledge of reality.

 The soul is itself responsible for its ignorance of psychic 
dispositions:

 AÊUmUñg g CXAmo Om OrdmU§ AVƒCdbÕrŸ&
 {_ÀN>Îmñg   Xw    CXAmo   Ordñg   AgÔhmUÎm§Ÿ&&132&&
 CXAmo Ag§O_ñg Xw O§ OrdmU§ hdoB A{da_U§Ÿ&
 Omo Xw H$bwgmodAmoJmo OrdmU§ gmo H$gmCXAmoŸ&&133&&
 V§ OmU OmoJ CX`§ Omo OrdmU§ Vw {MÆ>CÀN>mhmoŸ&
 gmohU_gmohU§ dm  H$m`ìdmo  {da{X-^mdmo  dmŸ&&134&&
 EXogw  hoXw-^yXogw  H$å_B`-d½JUmJX§ O§ VwŸ&
 n[aU_Xo  AÆ>-{dh§ UmUmdaUm{X-^mdoqhŸ&&135&&
 V§ Ibw Ord{U~Õ§ H$å_B`d½JUmJX§ OB`mŸ&
 VB`m  Xw  hmo{X  hoXy  Ordmo  n[aUm_-^mdmU§Ÿ&&136&&
132-136. Lack of knowledge of tattvas (basic principles of reality) 

is caused by (instrumentality) rise of ignorance (knowledge-
obscuring karma) and lack of right faith is caused by the 
rise of mithyatva (perversion/darshan-mohaniya karma). 
Lack of taking to vows is caused by the rise of conduct 
impeding mohaniya-karma and perversion of thoughts is 
caused by the rise of passions. Tendency to do good and bad 
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or not to do anything is based on rise of one’s activeness of 
yoga (mind, speech and body). Therefore, it is the mass of 
karmic materials that cause (instrumental) psychic states of 
eight types such as knowledge-obscuring and other karmas. 
Thus when this karmic matter gets bound to the soul, the 
self becomes responsible for its own ignorance of psychic 
dispositions.  

	 The	modifications	of	soul	and	karma	are	different:
 Ordñg Xw H$å_oU ` gh n[aUm_m hþ hm|{V amJmXrŸ&
 Ed§ Ordmo  H$å_§ M  Xmo  {d  amJm{X-_mdÊUmŸ&&137&&
 EH$ñg Xw n[aUm_mo Om`{X Ordñg amJ_mXrqhŸ&
 Vm H$å_moX`-hoXyqh {dUm Ordñg n[aUm_moŸ&&138&&
137-138. In case, it is assumed that the soul and matter together 

produce modes of attachments etc., then both soul and matter 
will have the same or identical modes of karmas. Truly 
speaking,	modifications	are	that	of	matter	only	and	these	can	
take place independent of attachment, etc., and are without 
the instrumentality of attachment or ignorance. Thus, the two 
modifications	of	soul	and	karmas	are	completely	different.	

 OB OrdoU gh pƒ` nmo½JbXìdñgH$å_n[aUm_moŸ&
 Ed§ nmo½Jb-Ordm  hþ Xmo  {d  H$å_Îm-_mdÊUmŸ&&139&&
 EH$ñg Xw n[aUm_mo nmo½JbXìdñg H$å_^mdoUŸ&
 Vm  Ord-^md-hoXyqh  {dUm  H$å_ñg  n[aUm_moŸ&&140&&
139-140. If it is assumed that the soul and matter together produce 

modes of attachment, etc., then both soul and matter will 
have the same or identical modes of attachment. Truly 
speaking,	 attachment	 and	 other	 modifications	 are	 that	 of	
the soul and these can take place independent of fruition of 
karmas and are without the instrumentality of karmas. Thus, 
the two - soul and karmas are completely different. 

 The two standpoints on bondage of karma:
 Ordo H$å_§ ~Õ§ nwÆ>§ Mo{X ddhmaU`^{UX§Ÿ&
 gwÕU`ñg Xw Ordo A~ÕnwÆ>§ hd{X H$å_§Ÿ&&141&&
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141.  It is said from the viewpoint of vyavahara that the soul 
is bound and is in contact with karmas. The real point of 
view states that the soul is unbound and has no contact with 
karmas. The real nature of soul and matter is completely 
distinct. 

 Samayasar transcends all standpoints: 
 H$å_§ ~Õ_~Õ§ Ordo Ed§ Vw OmU U`nŠI§Ÿ&
 nŠIm{XŠH§$Vmo nwU ^ÊU{X Omo gmo g_`gmamoŸ&&142&&
142.  It is only from particular standpoints that the statements of 

soul being bound with karmas or not are made. Samayasar 
or the pure soul is of the transcendental nature and is beyond 
these two viewpoints.  

 Transcendental nature of the pure soul which is beyond 
standpoints:

 XmoÊh {d U`mU ^{UX§ OmU{X Uda§ Vw g_`n{S>~ÕmoŸ&
 U Xw U`nŠI§ {JÊh{X qH${M {d U`nŠIn[ahrUmoŸ&&143&&
143.  The aspirant who has realized the pure soul takes no sides 

of standpoints after having thoroughly understood reality 
through application of standpoints. Such a soul engrossed 
in	 the	 experience	 of	 pure	 soul	 is	 a	 knower	 of	 the	 various	
standpoints.

 As a fact, Samayasar is transcendental in nature:
 gå_Ô§gUUmU§ Egmo  bh{X  {Îm  Ud[a  ddXog§Ÿ&
 gìdU`nŠIa{hXmo ^{UXmo Omo gmo g_`gmamoŸ&&144&&
144. Samayasar i.e., the pure soul is of the transcendental 

nature and is beyond all standpoints.  Understanding and 
experiencing	the	same	is	called	by	other	names	such	as	right	
faith, right knowledge, etc. (The three names - samayasar, 
samyak-darshan, samyak-gyan look different in terms of 
names but refer to the pure soul.)
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Questions for Practice
Chapter 2

1.		 What	are	the	features	of	karmic	inflow?
2.  What does a person with right knowledge think about the 

soul? 
3.  What underlies the belief of the Self in doer-deed relation of 

karmas?
4.  How do we recognise the real knower? 
5.		 Explain	the	standpoint	in	the	following	statements:	

a)  The self produces and enjoys own self.
b)  The self produces and enjoys/suffers karmic 

modifications.
c)  The self produces and enjoys the self and karmic 

materials.
6.  What underlies the belief of the self in doer-deed relation of 

karmas?
7.		 Can	human	beings	make	a	pot	or	cloth?	Express	views	on	

the issues underlying it.
8.  Interpret the statement that the ‘king is engaged in war’. 
9.		 What	is	the	six	fold	causation?	Explain	two	viewpoints	on	

the same.
10.		 Explain	 the	 meaning	 and	 implication	 of	 the	 statement	 -	

Samayasar transcends all viewpoints.
11  What is the most appropriate meaning/essence of the word 

‘samayasar’? 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ChAPTER 3
PUNya  aND  PaPa / GooD aND eVil DeeDS

 Now, the description of the nature of good and bad karmas:
 H$å__gwh§ Hw$grb§ gwhH$å_§ Mm{d OmUh gwgrb§Ÿ&
 H$h V§ hmo{X gwgrb§ O§ g§gma§ ndogo{XŸ&&145&&
145.  It is generally believed that inauspicious karmas are bad as 

these lead to wrong conduct and auspicious karmas are good 
as these lead to good conduct. How can auspicious karmas 
be good when they lead the soul to the cycle of births and 
deaths? 

 (The general belief is based on the distinction between 
the two in terms of its purpose, nature of karmic bondage, 
experience	and	consequences	of	these	two	types	of	karmas.	
By the very name itself, punya is regarded as good and 
papa as bad. However, a deep insight is given here. Both 
cause	 karmic	 inflow	 and	 karmic	 bondage	 (which	 are	 not	
part of the path of liberation) and hence treated here as the 
same. They are said to be relatively auspicious and are not 
absolutely auspicious. One is compared to gold fetter and 
the other to iron fetter. But a fetter is indeed a fetter only! 
The distinction is very useful in the mundane world to know 
their	differences.)	 (Refer	 to	Annexure	VIII	 for	differences	
between the two.)

 There is no real difference between good and bad karmas:
 gmodpÊU`§ {n {U`b§ ~§Y{X H$mbm`g§ {n Oh nw[ag§Ÿ& 
 ~§Y{X Ed§ Ord§ gwh-_gwh§ dm H$X§ H$å_§Ÿ&&146&&
146.  Just as a shackle of gold can be used to chain a person and 

the same made of iron can also be used for chaining an 
individual (both people are in chains and both fetters serve 
the same purpose). In the same manner, both the auspicious 
and inauspicious karmas serve the same purpose of karmic 
bondage. There is no difference between the two from this 
point of view. 
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 Both good and bad karmas are not desirable:
 Våhm Xw Hw$grbo{h ` amJ§ _m Hw$Uh _m d g§g½J§Ÿ&  
 gmhrUmo {h {dUmgmo Hw$grb-g§g½J-am`oUŸ&&147&&
147.		Both	types	of	karmas	are	not	beneficial	and	hence	it	is	better	

not to have fondness or association with either of them as 
this desire to have association with either of them results in 
destruction of the independent operation of the soul i.e., it 
amounts to perversion which causes distortion of the self by 
the self in the self.

	 An	example:
 Oh Um_ H$mo{d nw[agmo Hw$pÀN>`grb§ OU§ {d`m{UÎmmŸ&  
 dÁOo{X VoU g_`§ g§g½J§ amJ-H$aU§ MŸ&&148&&
 E_od H$å_-n`S>r-grb-ghmd§ M Hw$pÀN>X§ UmXw§Ÿ&  
 dÁO§{V n[aha§{V ` Vñg§g½J§ ghmd-aXmŸ&&149&&
148-149. In the mundane world, an individual will give up 

attachment or company of evil people knowing that it 
is harmful to him. Similarly, one who is engaged in the 
contemplation of the pure soul gives up attachment and 
contact with different types of karma knowing that they are 
dreadful and harmful! They are terrible as their bondage 
destroys the independent nature of the self and causes misery 
in the cycle of transmigration.  

 Both lead to bondage:
 aÎmmo ~§Y{X H$å_§ _wÀM{X Ordmo {damJg§nÎmmoŸ&  
 Egmo {OUmodXogmo Våhm H$å_ogw _m aÁOŸ&&150&&
150. The ones who have attachment generate karmic bondage and 

those with detachment realize freedom from karmic bondage. 
This has been preached by Jinendra dev (omniscient lord). 
Hence, those interested in liberation do not get involved 
with petty attachments.

 Knowledge is the key to moksha/liberation:
 na_Æ>mo Ibw g_Amo gwÕmo Omo Ho$dbr _wUr UmUrŸ&  
 Vpåh {Æ>Xm ghmdo _w{UUmo nmd§{V {UìdmU§Ÿ&&151&&
151.  The soul is the supreme reality and it is called samaya (soul), 

it is pure (shuddha), omniscient (kevali), muni and wise 
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(gyani). The ascetics who contemplate and absorb in this 
nature of pure soul attain liberation.

 na_Æ>påh Xw A{R>Xmo Omo Hw$U{X Vd§ dX§ M Ymao{XŸ&   
 V§ gìd§ ~mb-Vd§ ~mb-dX§ ~|{V gìdÊhÿŸ&&152&&
152. Those that do not contemplate on the nature of supreme 

reality but undertake rigorous austerities (tapas) or vows 
(vratas) are unwise. The omniscient lord has called their 
austerities immature (balatapa) and their renunciation 
childlike (balavrata). 

 (In the absence of self-realization (samyak-darshan) these 
practices will not yield the fruit of spiritual development. 
People are immature and childish if they undertake these 
practices as a ritual without application of mind regarding 
the real path to moksha.)

 The absence of knowledge leads to bondage:
 dX{U`_m{U Ya§Vm grbm{U Vhm Vd§ M Hw$ìd§VmŸ&  
 na_Æ>-~m{ham Oo {UìdmU§ Vo U qdX§{VŸ&&153&&
153.  Those who observe auspicious practices such as vows, rules 

of right conduct, austerities and celibacy but remain without 
the knowledge of the supreme reality will not get liberation. 
( The knowledge of the supreme soul is the key to moksha).

 na_Æ>~m{ham Oo Vo AÊUmUoU nwÊU{_ÀN>§{VŸ&  
 g§gma-J_U-hoXw§ {n _moŠI-hoXw§ AOmU§VmŸ&&154&&
154.  In the absence of the knowledge of the supreme reality, 

people do not know the root cause of moksha. Out of sheer 
ignorance, they desire auspicious deeds (punya) which result 
in births in this mundane world. They do so with erroneous 
thinking that these good deeds will lead to moksha.

  The three ratnas together constitute the path to moksa:
 OrdmXr-gÔhU§ gå_Îm§ Vo{g-_{YJ_mo UmU§Ÿ& 
 amJmXr-n[ahaU§ MaU§ Egmo Xw _moŠI-nhmoŸ&&155&&
155. Faith in the pure soul and other substances is right-faith 

(samyak-darshan), knowledge of these substances is right-
knowledge (samyak-gyan) and giving up of attachment and 
other passions is right-conduct (samyak-charitra). These 
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three together constitute the path of moksha. (Knowledge of 
the three is the real path to moksha)

 _moÎmyU {UÀN>`Æ>§ ddhmaoU {dXwgm ndÅ>§{VŸ& 
 na_Æ>-_pñgXmU Xw OXrU H$å_ŠIAmo {d{hAmoŸ&&156&&
156. Ignoring the real path (nishchaynaya) of moksha, some 

scholars/muni/followers indulge in activities of the 
vyavahara path (vows, etc.) but destruction of karmas is 
possible only when an aspirant takes refuge in the subject 
of real standpoint. (Aspirants adopting only the vyavahara 
point of view can never destroy the great heaps of karma.)

 Consideration of any kind of karma cannot result in moksha:
 dËWñg goX^mdmo Oh Umgo{X _b-_obUmgÎmmoŸ& 
 {_ÀN>Îm-_bmoÀN>ÊU§ Vh gå_Îm§ Iw UmXìd§Ÿ&&157&&
 dËWñg goX^mdmo Oh Umgo{X _b-_obUmgÎmmoŸ& 
 AÊUmU-_bmoÀN>ÊU§ Vh UmU§ hmo{X UmXìd§Ÿ&&158&&
 dËWñg goX^mdmo Oh Umgo{X _b-_obUmgÎmmoŸ& 
 H$gm`-_bmoÀN>ÊU§ Vh Mm[aÎm§ {n UmXìd§Ÿ&&159&&
157-159.The white colour of cloth fades away when the cloth gets 

covered by dirt. In the same manner, it should be known 
that smearing of dirt of false-belief results in disappearance 
of right-belief. Just as whiteness of cloth disappears with 
settling of dirt on it, right-knowledge gets destroyed with 
dominance of false-knowledge. Similarly, whiteness of 
cloth wanes away with settling of dirt on it, right-conduct 
gets distorted with the dirt of passions (kashaya). (Thus 
the three key factors to moksha are smashed by the karmic 
injunctions.)

 Karma itself is bondage:
 gmo gìdUmU-X[agr H$å_aEU {U`oUmdÀN>ÊUmoŸ& 
 g§gma-g_mdÊUmo U {dOmU{X gìdXmo gìd§Ÿ&&160&&
160.  The real nature of the soul is that of complete knowledge 

and complete vision. But this gets smeared with the grime 
of	karmas.	This	results	in	the	continued	existence	of	soul	in	
this mundane world and obscuring of the nature of complete 
knowledge and complete vision. 
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 False belief prevents moksha:
 gå_Îmn{S>{U~Õ§ {_ÀN>Îm§ {OUdao{h n[aH${h`§Ÿ& 
 VñgmoX`oU Ordmo {_ÀN>m{X{Æ> {Îm UmXìdmoŸ&&161&&
 UmUñg n{S>{U~Õ§ AÊUmU§ {OUdao{h n[aH${h`§Ÿ& 
 VñgmoX`oU Ordmo AÊUmUr hmo{X UmXìdmoŸ&&162&&
 Mm[aÎmn{S>{U~Õ§ H$gm`§ {OUdao{h n[aH${h`§Ÿ& 
 VñgmoX`oU Ordmo AM[aÎmmo hmo{X UmXìdmoŸ&&163&&
161-163.The manifestation of right-faith is prevented by false-

belief (mithyatva) as fruition of this karma leads the self to be 
one with false-belief. The manifestation of right-knowledge 
is prevented by ignorance or fruition of jnanavaraniya karma 
and thus a person remains ignorant. The manifestation of 
right-conduct is prevented by fruition of passions (delusion-
producing karma) and thus a person lacks right-conduct. All 
these have been declared by the omniscient.

 Thus, false-faith, false-knowledge and false-conduct are 
contrary to the three jewels which constitute the pathway of 
liberation.

Questions for Practice
Chapter 3

1.  What drives a person into the cycle of births and deaths?
2.		 Explain	 the	 logic	 behind	 the	 example	 of	 iron	 and	 golden	

handcuffs/chains.
3. How have the Jinas revealed the path of liberation?
4.	 With	what	the	omniscient	has	compared	external	austerities?
5.  What destroys right-faith, right-knowledge and right-

conduct?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ChAPTER 4
aSraVa / iNflUx of Karma

	 The	nature	of	inflow	of	karma	is	discussed	here:
 {_ÀN>Îm§ A{da_U§ H$gm`OmoJm ` gÊUgÊUm XwŸ&  
 ~hþ{dh^o`m Ordo Vñgod AUÊU-n[aUm_mŸ&&164&&
164.		False-belief,	absence	of	vows,	passions	and	yoga	cause	inflow	

of karma and these are psychical (chetana) and material 
(achetana)	manifestations/modifications.	The	various	types	
of	inflow	of	karma	which	arise	in	the	soul	belong	to	the	self	
and condition the self (in the transmigratory cycle). 

 UmUmdaUmXr`ñg Vo Xw H$å_ñg H$maU§ hm|{VŸ&  
 Voqg {n hmo{X Ordmo ` amJ-Xmogm{X-^mdH$amoŸ&&165&&
165.		Material	 inflow	 of	 karma	 which	 is	 caused	 by	 material	

modifications	 such	 as	 knowledge-obscuring	 and	 other	
karmas are caused by attachment and other psychic activity 
(bhava) where the soul is the instrumental (nimitta) cause. 
Attachment, aversion, etc take place in the state of ignorance 
and these in turn delude the jiva and the latter is said to be 
the cause of this.

	 A	gyani	has	absence	of	inflow	of	karmas:
 UpËW Xw Amgd~§Ymo gå_m{X{Æ>ñg Amgd{UamohmoŸ&  
 g§Vo nwìd-{U~Õo OmU{X gmo Vo A~§Y§VmoŸ&&166&&
166.  A person with right-faith (samyak-darshan) has no bondage 

of	karmas	which	are	caused	by	inflow	because	of	absence	of	
psychic (bhava) karmas. He does not get bound by the new 
karmas	but	remains	a	knower	of	the	existence	of	previously	
bound karmas. 

	 Attachment,	etc	cause	inflow	of	karmas:
 ^mdmo amJm{XOwXmo OrdoU H$Xmo Xw ~§YJmo ^{UXmoŸ&   
 amJm{X-{dßn_wŠH$mo A~§YJmo OmUJmo Ud[aŸ&&167&&
167.  Attachment, aversion, delusion, etc. are done by the self and 

these are said to be the cause of bondage of karmas. For 
a person devoid of these psychic states of attachment, etc 
there can be no bondage; such a self remains only a knower 
(gyayak).  
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 nŠHo$ \$bpåh n{S>E Oh U \$b§ ~ÁPE nwUmo qdQ>oŸ&   
 Ordñg H$å_^mdo n{S>E U nwUmoX`_wdo{XŸ&&168&&
168.  A ripe fruit that has fallen from the tree cannot be made 

part of the tree again (join the tree again). Similarly, once 
the psychic modes are separated from the soul, these do not 
create karmic bondage for the self. 

	 Absence	of	karmic	inflow	for	a	gyani:	
 nwT>drqnS>-g_mUm nwìd-{U~Õm Xw nƒ`m VñgŸ&   
 H$å_-garaoU Xw Vo ~Õm gìdo {d Um{UñgŸ&&169&&
169.		There	 is	 absence	 of	 inflow	 of	 karmic	matter	 for	 a	 person	

with right- knowledge; however the subtle karmic matter 
that is in the process of annihilation is considered as a mere 
lump of mud like other matter by the jiva.  

 MC{dh AUo`^o`§ ~§Y§Vo UmUX§gUJwUoqhŸ&   
 g_E g_E Oåhm VoU A~§Ymo {Îm UmUr XwŸ&&170&&
170.		Material	inflow	of	karma	is	caused	by	the	above	mentioned	

four factors and these create karmic bondage of many types 
every moment depending on the degree of contamination 
of knowledge and vision (the intrinsic pure nature of the 
jiva). The knower is not bound by these karmas because of 
absence of such psychic states. 

 Oåhm Xw OhÊUmXmo UmUJwUmXmo nwUmo {d n[aU_{XŸ&   
 AÊUÎm§ UmU-JwUmo VoU Xw gmo ~§Yjmo ^{UXmoŸ&&171&&
171.		With	lowest	quality	of	operation	of	knowledge	characteristic	

of	the	self,	there	are	alternate	modifications	of	different	types	
every moment, even in a very short duration. In other words 
within an antarmuhurt jnana is overpowered by raga in the 
lower stages of spiritual development. (Note: antarmuhurt is 
maximum	time	of	a	little	less	than	48	minutes)

 X§gU-UmU-M[aÎm§ O§ n[aU_Xo OhÊU-^mdoUŸ&   
 UmUr VoU Xw ~ÁP{X nmo½Jb-H$å_oU {d{dhoUŸ&&172&&
172.  Although there is absence of attachment, etc in case of a 

person with right-knowledge (or faith); the bondage of karma 
takes place due to lesser manifestation of right-faith, right-
knowledge and right-conduct (Note that bondage happens 
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until a person achieves the state of omniscience where all 
the three are perfected). 

 gìdo nwìd{U~Õm Xw nƒ`m ApËW gå_{X{Æ>ñgŸ&   
 CdAmo-JßnmAmoJ§ ~§Y§Vo H$å_-^mdoUŸ&&173&&
 hmoXyU {Uéd^moÁOm Vh ~§Y{X Oh hd§{V Cd^moÁOmŸ&   
 gÎmÆ>-{dhm ^yXm UmUmdaUm{X-^mdoqhŸ&&174&&
173-174.	A	person	with	right-faith	has	in	existence	the	previously	

bound material karma. When they mature, they cause new 
karmic bondage depending on the degree of involvement of 
the operative consciousness (upayoga) through attachment, 
etc.	 These	 remain	 in	 existence	 when	 not	 matured	 and	
cannot be enjoyed at this time, but they lead to the bondage 
of knowledge-obscuring and other seven-eight types 
of bondage when they mature (again depending on the 
involvement of the jiva). 

 g§{V Xw {Uéd^moÁOm ~mbm BËWr Ohoh nw[agñgŸ&   
 ~§Y{X Vo Cd^moÁOo VéUr BËWr Oh UañgŸ&&175&&
175.		When	these	previously	bound	karmas	remain	in	existence,	

these	cannot	be	enjoyed	like	a	child-wife	not	fit	for	enjoyment	
until she matures. When she grows young, she gets due 
attraction and indulges in enjoyment. Similarly, seekers with 
right-faith	remain	indifferent	to	the	existence	of	previously	
bound	karmas	and	thus	with	no	inflow	of	karma	as	the	cause	
of attachment or aversion is absent in them.

 EXoU H$maUoU Xw gå_m{XÆ>r A~§YJmo ^{UxmoŸ&    
 Amgd-^mdm^mdo U nƒ`m ~§Yjm ^{UXmŸ&&176&&
176.  The right believer of self is said to be the non-binder of 

karmas. In the absence of psychic karmic matter, there 
cannot be bondage of the subtle karmic matter.

 amJmo Xmogmo _mohmo ` Amgdm UpËW gå_{X{Æ>ñgŸ&     
 Våhm Amgd-^mdoU {dUm hoXy U nƒ`m hm|{VŸ&&177&&
177.  There is absence of attachment, aversion and delusion in a 

self-realized person (samyak-drishti). In the absence of the 
causes	of	inflow	of	karma,	influx	of	karmic	matter	by	itself	
cannot take place.
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 hoXy MXwpìd`ßnmo AÆ>-{d`ßnñg H$maU§ ^{Ux§Ÿ&    
 Voqg {n ` amJmXr Vo{g-_^mdo U ~ÁPpÝVŸ&&178&&
178.  Above mentioned four factors such as false-faith and others 

are said to be cause of bondage of karma and these in turn are 
caused by psychic states of attachment, etc. These psychic 
states are absent in case of a person with right- faith and 
hence no bondage incurs for a self realized seeker.

	 An	example	for	the	cause	of	bondage:
 Oh nw[agoUmhmamo J{hXmo n[aU_{X gmo AUo`{dh§Ÿ& 
 _§g-dgm-é{hamXr ^mdo CXap½J-g§OwÎmmoŸ&&179&&
 Vh Um{Uñg Xw nwìd§ Oo ~Õm nÀM`m ~hþ{d`ßn§Ÿ& 
 ~ÁP§Vo H$å_§ Vo U`-n[ahrUm Xw Vo OrdmŸ&&180&&
179-180. When food is consumed by an individual, it breaks down 

and	gets	converted	into	many	forms	such	as	flesh,	fat,	blood,	
etc. In the same manner previously bound karmic matter 
gets	 transformed	 into	many	 types	of	karmic	modifications	
when an individual adopts the false point of view giving up 
the real point of view. 

Questions for Practice
Chapter 4

1.		 What	is	the	nature	of	inflow	of	karma?	
2.  State the instrumental cause of knowledge-obscuring and 

other karmas.
3.		 Why	 is	 there	 absence	 of	 inflow	 of	 karma	 for	 the	 right	

believer?
4.		 Explain	 the	 meaning	 revealed	 though	 the	 following	

examples:
 a)  Fallen ripe fruit     b) Clay of earth 
 c)  Child-wife            d) Grown-up wife
5		 What	is	the	purpose	of	providing	the	example	of	food	getting	

transformed	into	flesh,	fat	etc? 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ChAPTER 5
SamVara / StoPPaGe of iNflUx of Karma

 Stoppage of karma possible through discriminative 
knowledge:

 CdAmoJo CdAmoJmo H$mohm{Xgw UpËW H$mo {d CdAmoJmoŸ&     
 H$mohmo H$moho Mod {h CdAmoJo UpËW Ibw H$mohmoŸ&&181&&
181.  Consciousness characterised by upayoga is an attribute of 

the self and manifests through knowledge and vision. It is 
an intrinsic attribute of the soul completely distinct from 
anger and other passions. From the real point of view, anger 
remains an impure condition of the self and does not form a 
part of upayoga/ the pure soul.

 AÆ>{d`ßno H$å_o UmoH$å_o Mm{d UpËW CdAmoJmoŸ&     
 CdAmoJpåh ` H$å_§ UmoH$å_§ Mm{d Umo ApËWŸ&&182&&
182.  Upayoga/consciousness does not manifest in eight types of 

karma and in body related karma (no-karma) and neither 
do these karma and no-karma have any capability of being 
a part of upayoga.(From the real point of view these are 
distinct and diverse).

 EX§ Xw A{ddarX§ UmU§ OB`m Xw hmo{X OrdñgŸ&     
 VB`m U qH${M Hw$ìd{X ^md§ CdAmoJ-gwÕßnmŸ&&183&&
183.  When such error-free knowledge emerges in an aspirant 

with right-faith, the upayoga of such souls remain with the 
pure soul and is not directed towards mundane affairs and 
pursuits.

	 How	discriminative	knowledge	 leads	 to	 the	 experience	of	
pure soul?

 Oh H$U`_p½JV{d`§ {n H$U`^md§ U V§ n[aÀM`{XŸ&     
 Vh H$å_moX`-V{dXmo U Oh{X UmUr Xw Um{UÎm§Ÿ&&184&&
184.  No matter how much gold is heated, it never loses its innate 

nature of goldness. Likewise, fruition of karmas may create a 
lot of mayhem for a person with right-faith but such a person 
will never lose sight of his innate nature of knowledge. One 
with this kind of discriminative knowledge knows the pure 
nature of the self and will never get confused between the 
two.  
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 Ed§ OmU{X UmUr AÊUmUr _wU{X amJ-_odmX§Ÿ&     
 AÊUmU-V_moÀN>ÊUmo AmX-ghmd§ A`mU§VmoŸ&&185&&
185. Ignorance of the self prevails due to absence of true 

knowledge and vision; thereby the jiva does not know its 
innate nature. He does not distinguish between impure 
psychic conditions and the pure nature and considers both 
of them to be the same.

 gwÕ§ Vw {d`mU§Vmo gwÕ§ Modßn`§ bh{X OrdmoŸ&     
 OmU§Vmo Xw AgwÕ§ AgwÕ-_odßn`§ bh{XŸ&&186&&
186.	 `Those	who	know	and	experience	 the	 soul	 to	be	pure	will	

realize the pure soul and those who know the soul to be 
impure	and	experience	the	same	will	remain	impure	souls.	

	 How	does	stoppage	of	karma	take	place?	To	this	query	the	
process of stoppage of karma is described:

 AßnmU-_ßnUm é§{YD$U XmonwÊU-nmd-OmoJogwŸ&     
 X§gU-UmUpåh {R>Xmo BÀN>m{daXmo ` AÊUpåhŸ&&187&&
 Omo gìdg§J_wŠH$mo Pm`{X AßnmU_ßnUmo AßnmŸ&     
 U {d H$å_§ UmoH$å_§ MoXm qMVo{X E`Îm§Ÿ&&188&&
 AßnmU§ Pm`§Vmo X§gUUmU_Amo AUÊU_AmoŸ&     
 bh{X A{MaoU AßnmU_od gmo H$å_n{d_wŠH§$Ÿ&&189&&
187-189. Those who restrain themselves from getting involved in 

auspicious and inauspicious activities, contemplate on the 
innate nature of the soul to be knowledge and vision, give 
up desires of other substances, do not nurture the desire of 
any	external	company,	contemplate	on	the	pure	soul	by	own	
soul, do not focus on karmas and body-related karmas and 
contemplate on the unity of self being oneself; such seekers 
can	realize	the	self	and	can	experience	the	self.	The	soul	that	
contemplates on the self-same nature and gets engrossed in 
it and becomes one with knowledge and vision attribute will 
realise the soul that is free from all karmas in no time.   

	 The	sequence	of	stoppage	of	karmas	is	described	in	the	next	
three verses:

 Voqg hoXy ^{UXm AÁPdgmUm{U gìdX[agrqhŸ&     
 {_ÀN>Îm§ AÊUmU§ A{da`-^mdmo ` OmoJmo `Ÿ&&190&&
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 hoXwA^mdo {U`_m Om`{X Um{Uñg Amgd{UamohmoŸ&     
 Amgd-^mdoU {dUm Om`{X H$å_ñg {d {UamohmoŸ&&191&&
 H$å_ñgm^mdoU ` UmoH$å_mU§ {n Om`{X {UamohmoŸ&     
 UmoH$å_-{UamohoU ` g§gma-{UamohU§ hmo{XŸ&&192&&
190-192. The omniscient lord has declared the four factors causing 

influx	of	karma	as	false-faith,	ignorance,	lack	of	vows	and	
the three channels of activity (yoga) (inclusive of passions, 
delusion, etc). One having right-faith, right-knowledge and 
right-conduct	does	not	nurture	these	four	causes	of	influx	and	
so no bondage of bhava karma takes place and this prevents 
the	 influx	 and	 bondage	 of	 subtle	 karmic	 matter	 (dravya	
karma). With absence of karmic bondage, body related karma 
(no-karma)	is	also	arrested	and	as	a	consequence,	there	will	
be stoppage of the transmigratory cycle of rebirths.

Questions for Practice
Chapter 5

1.  What is upayoga? Where should it be directed?
2.  What is the meaning of the statement – Anger subsists in 

anger itself?
3.		 What	is	explained	by	the	example	of	heating	of	gold?
4.			 How	is	the	experience	of	the	self	not	possible	for	an	ignorant?
5.   How does stoppage of karma take place?
6.   What is discriminative knowledge? State its importance.
7.			 What	happens	when	there	is	complete	absence	of	influx	of	

karma?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ChAPTER 6
NirJara / SheDDiNG of KarmaS

 The nature of annihilation of the subtle karmic matter 
(dravya-nirjara):

 Cd^moJ-q_{X`oqh XìdmU-_MoXUmU-{_XamU§Ÿ&      
 O§ Hw$U{X gå_{XÆ>r V§ gìd§ {UÁOa-{U{_Îm§Ÿ&&193&&
193.  With right faith, whatever objects are enjoyed by a person, 

result in shedding of karma whether these are objects known 
by senses, animate or inanimate. This is about material 
shedding of karma. 

 The nature of annihilation of psychic karma (bhava-nirjara):
 Xìdo Cd^§wO§Vo {U`_m Om`{X gwh§ d XwŠI§ dmŸ&      
 V§ gwh-XþŠI-_w{XÊU§ doX{X AY {UÁOa§ Om{XŸ&&194&&
194. Enjoyment of other substances (sensual pleasures) will 

certainly lead to happiness or unhappiness as a rule. All 
experiences	 of	 enjoyment	 are	 categorised	 as	 pleasant	 or	
unpleasant. Knowing this, the ignorant one creates bondage 
since he is not detached and one with right-faith sheds the 
karmas as he is without attachment to these objects and 
pleasures. [Thus the annihilation of the inner impurities 
takes place when they are not nurtured through spiritual 
absorption.]

 The power of knowledge is described here:
 Oh {dg_wd^w§O§Vmo doÁOmo nw[agmo U _aU_wd`m{XŸ&      
 nmo½Jb-H$å_ñgwX`§ Vh ^w§O{X Uod ~ÁPXo UmUrŸ&&195&&
195.	 If	 a	 doctor,	 who	 is	 an	 expert	 in	 anti-poison	 treatment,	

consumes poison, will not die as he knows how to neutralise 
the impact of poison. Similarly, a wise person with right-
faith has the knowledge for neutralising the impact of 
enjoyment of objects and not letting karmic bondage take 
place (or minimise the impact of bondage).  

 The power of detachment:
 Oh _ÁO§ {n~_mUmo AaXr^mdoU _ÁO{X U nw[agmoŸ&      
 Xìdwd^moJo AaXmo UmUr {d U ~ÁP{X VhodŸ&&196&&
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196.  Like a person who drinks wine but does not become 
intoxicated	 if	 he	 is	 indifferent	 to	 it	 (he	may	 be	 forced	 to	
take it, or takes it without any interest, or may take it as a 
medicine); so also a spiritual person with right-faith and right-
knowledge may seem to be engaged in worldly pleasures but 
does not get bound by karmas (as he is spiritually awakened 
and has no attachment for them). 

							 This	indeed	is	a	paradoxical	situation:
 god§Vmo {d U god{X Agod_mUmo {d godJmo H$moB©Ÿ&      
 nJaUMoÆ>m H$ñg {d U ` nm`aUmo {Îm gmo hmo{XŸ&&197&&
197.  Those that enjoy the objects really do not enjoy them; while 

those not enjoying them, are actually enjoying them (as they 
are with delusion and attachment). This is like those who 
play the role of different characters (say, in a drama/movie), 
do not actually turn into the same character (even though 
they play the roles in the best possible manner).

 The nature of right-believer (samyak-drishti):
 CX`{ddmJmo {d{dhmo H$å_mU§ dpÊUXmo {OudaoqhŸ&      
 U Xw Vo _ÁP ghmdm OmUJ-^mdmo Xw Ah_oŠH$moŸ&&198&&
198. A person with right faith knows the self and others this way:
 There are many types of rise and fruition of karmas which 

have been revealed by the omniscients. These do not belong 
to my nature and I am only of the nature of knower. (A 
person	with	right-faith	directly	experiences	this	way)

 nmo½Jb-H$å_§ amJmo Vñg {ddmJmoXAmo hd{X EgmoŸ&      
 U Xw Eg _ÁP ^mdmo OmUJ-^mdmo hþ Ah_oŠH$moŸ&&199&&
199.  The nature of attachment is inanimate and is material in 

nature. It happens due to the rise of the subtle karma. These 
are alien to my nature. My nature is only of knower. (A 
person	with	right-faith	directly	experiences	thus.)

	 In	 place	 of	 attachment,	 one	 can	 replace	 with	 sixteen	
other	 expressions	 and	 understand	 spirituality	 for	 better	
comprehension: aversion, delusion, anger, ego, deceit, 
greed, karma, body-related karma, mind, speech, body, ears, 
eyes, nose, tongue and touch. One may consider many more 
like these.
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 Ed§ gå_m{ÔÆ>r AßnmU§ _wU{X OmUJghmd§Ÿ&      
 CX`§ H$å_{ddmJ§ M _w`{X Vƒ§ {d`mU§VmoŸ&&200&&
200.  A person with right-faith (samyak-drishti) views the nature 

of soul to be knower (gyayak), based on the understanding 
of tattvas or reality and keeps away from the rise/fruition of 
material karmas. (He is guided by knowledge of the self and 
detachment.)

 na_mUw-{_Îm`§ {n hþ amJmXrU§ Vw {dÁOXo OñgŸ&      
 U {d gmo OmU{X AßnmU`§ Vw gìdmJ_-Yamo {dŸ&&201&&
201.  One, who considers even an iota of attachment as his, does 

not know the real nature of the pure soul even if he is a 
master of all scriptures.

 AßnmU-_`mU§Vmo AUßn`§ Mm{d gmo A`mU§VmoŸ&       
 H$h hmo{X gå_{XÆ>r OrdmOrdo A`mU§VmoŸ&&202&&
202. One who does not have knowledge of the pure soul does 

not know the non-soul substances as well. Thus, how can 
anyone, who does not know the soul and non-soul substances 
said to be having right faith?

 What does the right believer reject? 
 AmXpåh Xìd^mdo AnXo _moÎmyU {JÊh Vh {U`X§Ÿ&       
 {Wa_oJ{__§ ^md§ Cdbã^§V§ ghmdoUŸ&&203&&
203. He rejects all the states of transient material (dravya) 

karma and psychical (bhava) karma and accepts the state of 
experience	of	the	pure	soul	which	is	permanent,	steady	and	
one indivisible whole.

 Knowledge is the only means to achieve liberation:
 Am{^{UgwXmo{Y_UHo$db§ M V§ hmo{X EŠH$_od nX§Ÿ&       
 gmo Egmo na_Æ>mo O§ b{hXw§ {UìdwqX Om{XŸ&&204&&
204. Different types of knowledge based on senses (mati), 

discriminatory knowledge (shrut), clairvoyance (avadhi), 
telepathy (manah paryay) and omniscience (keval) are the 
state of knowledge only. The realisation of this state is 
realization of reality and achievement of moksha. 
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 Knowledge is the key to moksha:  
 UmUJwUoU {dhrUm EX§ Vw nX§ ~hþ {d U bh§VoŸ&       
 V§ {JÊh {U`X-_oX§ O{X BÀN>{g H$å_-n[a_moŠI§Ÿ&&205&&
205.  Many people make several efforts to understand reality 

and the supreme state but do not succeed in the absence 
of lack of knowledge of this attribute of knowledge. One 
who is desirous of liberation from karmic bondage must 
comprehend this state of knowledge nature of the pure soul. 

 EXpåh aXmo {Uƒ§ g§VwÆ>mo hmo{hŸ {Uƒ_oXpåhŸ&       
 EXoU hmo{h {VÎmmo hmoh{X Vwh CÎm_§ gmoŠI§Ÿ&&206&&
206.  One who loves the pure soul, seeks contentment in knowing 

the	pure	soul,	gets	fully	involved		in	knowledge	(filled	to	the	
brim by the knowledge of the pure soul) and such a seeker will 
certainly achieve the supreme sate of happiness (and moksha). 

 H$mo Um_ ^{UÁO ~whmo naXìd§ __ B_§ hd{X Xìd§Ÿ&       
 AßnmU-_ßnUmo n[a½Jh§ Vw {U`X§ {d`mU§VmoŸ&&207&&
207.		A	person	with	right-faith	(gyani)	knows	(and	experiences)	

very well that his pure soul is only his (eternal) possession. 
How can he say that other substances are his possessions?  

 _ÁP§ n[a½Jhmo O{X VXmo Ah_OrdX§ Vw JÀN>oÁOŸ&       
 UmXod Ah§ Oåhm Våhm U n[a½Jhmo _ÁPŸ&&208&&
208.		 If	external	possessions	(other	 than	one’s	soul)	can	ever	be	

mine, then I become a non-soul substance. From the real 
point of view, my nature (soul’s nature) has always been 
that	of	knowing	and	therefore,	these	external	substances	can	
never become my possessions.

 {N>ÁOXþ dm {^ÁOXþ dm {UÁOXþ dm Ahd OmXþ {dßnb`§Ÿ&       
 Oåhm Våhm JÀNXþ Vh {d hþ U n[a½Jhmo _ÁPŸ&&209&&
209.		External	(other	than	the	self)	possessions	can	never	belong	

to the soul. Whatever happens to these objects, do not affect 
me in any way. Let these be pierced or divided, let others 
take them away, let these be destroyed or let any other way 
they be deformed; but these objects can never be mine (my 
possessions). 
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 [Note: A person with right-faith is not affected by destruction 
or	deformities	of	other	substances.]	

 A gyani does not have different kinds of desires (Verse 210-
219):

 An[a½Jhmo A{UÀN>mo ^{Uxmo UmUr ` UoÀN>Xo Yå_§Ÿ &      
 An[a½Jhmo Xþ Yå_ñg OmUJmo VoU gmo hmo{XŸ&&210&&
210.  In the state of non-possession, there are no desires. A wise 

person does not nurture an iota of desire for auspicious deeds 
(punya). Hence he is not the possessor of these deeds but he 
is only the knower of these deeds.

 [Note: To have any desire is possession. Desirelessness is 
non-possession.]

 An[a½Jhmo A{UÀN>mo ^{UXmo UmUr ` UoÀN>{X AYå_§Ÿ&     
 An[a½Jhmo AYå_ñg OmUJmo VoU gmo hmo{XŸ&&211&&
211.  The state of no desires means the state of non-possession. A 

knowledgeable person does not nurture evil deeds (papa). 
Hence he is not the possessor of evil deeds but he is only the 
knower of these deeds.

 An[a½Jhmo A{UÀN>mo ^{UXmo UmUr ` UoÀN>Xo AgU§Ÿ&        
 An[a½Jhmo Xþ AgUñg OmUJmo VoU gmo hmo{XŸ&&212&&
212.  The state of desirelessness means the state of non-possession. 

A wise man does not nurture any desire for food. Hence he is 
not the possessor of desire for food but he is only the knower 
of the state of hunger.

 An[a½Jhmo A{UÀN>mo ^{Uxmo UmUr ` UoÀN>Xo nmU§Ÿ&        
 An[a½Jhmo Xþ nmUñg OmUJmo VoU gmo hmo{XŸ&&213&&
213.  The state of no desires means the state of non-possession. A 

wise person does not have any desire for any drinks. Hence 
he is not the possessor of desire for drinking but he is only 
the knower of the state of thirst.

 E_m{XE Xþ {d{dho gìdo ^mdo ` UoÀN>Xo UmUrŸ&        
 OmUJ^mdmo {U`Xmo Uramb§~mo Xþ gìdËWŸ&&214&&
214.  A person with right does not desire different types of psychic 

states (bhava). He has realised the independent nature of the 
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pure soul and does not seek refuge in desires but remains a 
knower of these desires.

 [Note: Those who have self realisation are completely 
devoid of desires for possessions as these are against the 
nature	of	the	pure	soul.]

 CßnÊUmoX`-^moJmo {d`moJ-~wÕrE Vñg gmo {Uƒ§Ÿ&        
 H§$Im-_UmJXñg ` CX`ñg U Hw$ìdXo UmUrŸ&&215&&
215.  Whatever enjoyable objects are there at present arise out 

of the operation of previously bound karmas and hence the 
knower is always indifferent to them in view of the great 
attitude of renunciation and he does not desire such karmas 
that will lead to enjoyment of worldly pleasures in future.

 [Note: Rise of karma affects enjoyment related to the past, 
present and future. Enjoyment due to the rise of past karmas 
has ended. Even an iota of desire or attachment for present 
and/or for future, will create bondage; hence sublime 
indifference	(vairagya)	is	a	great	virtue.]

 Omo doX{X do{XÁO{X g_E g_E {dUñgXo C^`§Ÿ&       
 V§ OmUJmo Xþ UmUr C^`§ {n U H§$I{X H$`m{dŸ&&216&&
216.  What one feels about desires now (vedak) and what is felt 

(vedya) – both disappear every moment. Realising this 
nature of psychic emotions, the knower (gyayak) remains 
only the knower and does not desire either of these.

 Note: The momentary nature of desires and the game of rise 
and disappearance of desires are understood by a person with 
right-faith. Hence, he does not want to become a victim of 
these treacherous desires and remains indifferent. There is 
time difference between the vedak and vedya bhavas, when 
one is there, the other is not there. These are distortions of 
the self and hence not worth getting involved.

 ~§Ywd^moJ{U{_Îmo AÁPdgmUmoXEgw Um{UñgŸ&       
 g§gma-Xoh-{dgEgw Uod CßnÁOXo amJmoŸ&&217&&
217.  The enlightened self (gyani) remains indifferent to all 

ideas of attachment and body-related desires as these 
are instrumental (nimitta) for karmic bondage and their 
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enjoyment caused due to the fruition of karmas resulting in 
further	bondage	and	rebirths	in	mundane	existence.

   [Note: Attachment, aversion and delusion are instrumental 
in holding a soul in this mundane world and contemplation 
of enjoyment (pain and pleasure) condition the physical 
bondage. The knower renounces all desires and remains 
indifferent.]

 UmUr amJßnOhmo gìdXìdogw H$å__ÁPJXmoŸ&        
 Umo {bßn{X aOEU Xw H$Ô__ÁPo Ohm H$U`§Ÿ&&218&&
 AÊUmUr nwU aÎmmo gìdXìdogw H$å__ÁPJXmoŸ&        
 {bßn{X H$å_aEU Xw H$Ô__ÁPo Ohm bmoh§Ÿ&&219&&
218-219. The knower (gyani) gives up attachment of all substances. 

Even if he remains in the midst of karma, he does not get 
affected by them. It is like the gold that remains in the midst 
of the mire but does not get affected by the sludge. 

 The ignorant (agyani) does not give up attachment to all 
substances. He remains in the midst of karma and gets 
affected by them. It is like the iron that remains in the midst 
of mire and gets rusted.

 [Note: The difference between the knower and ignorant is 
given	above.]

 The nature of a substance is independent of other substances-
an	example:

 ^§wO§Vñg {d {d{dho g{ƒÎmm{MÎm{_pñgE XìdoŸ&         
 g§Iñg goX^mdmo U {d gŠH${X {H$ÊhJmo H$mXw§Ÿ&&220&&
 Vh Um{Uñg {d {d{dho g{ƒÎmm{MÎm{_pñgE XìdoŸ&         
 ^§wO§Vñg {d UmU§ U gŠH$_ÊUmUX§ UoXw§Ÿ&&221&&
220-221.The	white	colour	of	the	shell	of	a	conch	fish	cannot	be	

altered into black even if it eats various foods consisting 
of	animate,	inanimate	and	mixed	substances.	Similarly,	the	
knower enjoys various types of objects such as animate, 
inanimate	 and	 mixed	 but	 his	 knowledge	 does	 not	 get	
converted into ignorance.

 OB`m g Ed g§Imo goXghmd§ V`§ nO{hXyUŸ&         
 JÀN>oÁO {H$Êh^md§ VB`m gwŠH$ÎmU§ nOhoŸ&&222&&
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 Vh UmUr {d hþ OB`m UmUghmd§ V`§ nO{hXyUŸ&         
 AÊUmUoU n[aUXmo VB`m AÊUmUX§ JÀN>oŸ&&223&&
222-223.	However,	the	same	conch	fish,	of	its	own,	changes	into	

colour with or without taking any particular food and gives 
up the white colour of the shell and becomes black in colour. 
In the same way, the knower may also give up the soul’s 
nature of knowledge, behaves like an ignorant soul and 
then he becomes one without right knowledge (and creates 
bondage). 

 Karmas do not force anyone to enjoy its fruits:
 nw[agmo Oh H$mo {d Bh§ {d{Îm-{U{_Îm§ Vw godXo am`§Ÿ&          
 Vmo gmo {d Xo{X am`m {d{dho ^moJo gwhþßnmEŸ&&224&&
 E_od Ordnw[agmo H$å_a`§ godXo gwh-{U{_Îm§Ÿ&          
 Vmo gmo {d Xo{X H$å_mo {d{dho ^moJo gwhþßnmEŸ&&225&&
 Oh nwU gmo pƒ` nw[agmo {d{Îm-{U{_Îm§ U godXo am`§Ÿ&          
 Vmo gmo U Xo{X am`m {d{dho ^moJo gwhþßnmEŸ&&226&&
 E_od gå_{XÆ>r {dg`ËW§ godXo U H$å_-a`§Ÿ&          
 Vmo gmo U Xo{X H$å_mo {d{dho ^moJo gwhþßnmEŸ&&227&&
224-227. It is found in this world that those who desire a living 

from the king by serving him, receive rewards from the king 
that provide pleasure in day to day life. Likewise, if people 
engage in the service of karmas, then these karmas also 
impart to them certain objects which provide pleasures to 
them. Further, those who do not want to get livelihood from 
the king, do not serve him, the king also does not reward 
them with objects that provide pleasure to them. Likewise, if 
people (gyanis) do not engage in the service of karmas, then 
these karmas also do not impart them the worldly objects 
which provide the ephemeral pleasures.

	 Now,	 follows	 the	 description	 of	 the	 eight	 qualities	 of	 a	
person with right-faith worthy of liberation:

 gå_m{ÔÆ>r Ordm {Uñg§H$m hm|{V {Uã^`m VoUŸ&          
 gÎm^`{dßn_wŠH$m Oåhm Våhm Xw {Uñg§H$mŸ&&228&&
228. Samyak-drishtis (spiritual aspirants) have no doubts 

whatsoever	 about	 reality	 and	 are	 consequently	 fearless.	
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There is absence of seven types of fears in them and 
consequently	they	are	beyond	doubt	(and	remain	unmoved	
in adverse conditions).

  What is this nihshanka nature of a samyak-drishti?
 Omo MÎmm[a {d nmE {N>§X{X Vo H$å_-~§Y-_mohH$aoŸ&          
 gmo {Uñg§H$mo MoXm gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&229&&
229.  A right-believer who has overcome all doubts is one who cuts 

across four types of causes of karmic bondage (false-faith, 
lack of self-restraint/vows, passions and activity through the 
three channels) through absorption in his spiritual (knower-
seer) nature. 

 He does not incur karmic bondage relating to different kinds 
of fear but annihilates karma as a result of doubtlessness and 
fearlessness.

	 Desire-free	quality	(nihkankshita):
 Omo Xw U H$ao{X H§$I§ H$å_\$bogw Vh gìdYå_ogwŸ&          
 gmo {UŠH§$Imo MoXm gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&230&&
230.  The knower, who has no desire for enjoying the fruits of karma 

and other properties of other substances, is called as nihkanksh 
samyak-drishti - a true believer who is free of desires. 

 Hence, he has no karmic bondage arising due to desires but 
is instrumental in causing annihilation of karma as a result 
of desirelessness.

  Quality of non-disgust (nirvichikitsa): 
 Omo U H$ao{X XwJw§N>§ MoXm gìdo{g-_od Yå_mU§Ÿ&          
 gmo Ibw {Upìd{X{JÀN>mo gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&231&&
231.  A knower who has no disgust of any kind towards any 

quality	of	any	substance	is	said	to	be	having	the	quality	of	
nirvichikitsa.

 Hence, he has no karmic bondage due to disgust but has 
only	shedding	of	karma	as	a	result	of	this	quality.

  Quality of non-delusion (amuddha):
 Omo hd{X Agå_yT>mo MoXm g{Ô{Æ> gìd-^mdogwŸ&          
 gmo Ibw A_yT>{XÆ>r gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&232&&
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232.		The	knower	with	 the	supreme	spiritual	quality	of	gyayak-
bhava has absence of delusion towards all properties of 
substances and thus is said to be amuddha.

  Hence, he incurs no karmic bondage due to delusion but 
there is only removal of karma as a result of non-delusion.

 Quality of Upaguhan (enrichment):
 Omo {gÕ^{ÎmOwÎmmo CdJyhUJmo Xw gìdYå_mU§Ÿ&          
 gmo CdJyhU-H$mar gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&233&&
233.  One who is devoted to pure or liberated souls (siddhas) and 

does not reveal the defaults of fellow followers (keeps away 
from attachment and aversion) is called as right-believer 
with	the	upaguhan	quality.	

 Hence he has no karmic bondage due to the ability to enhance 
spiritual	quality	or	inability	to	reveal	faults	of	others	but	has	
only shedding of karma as he remains a knower.

 [Note: Upaguhan has two meanings - hiding and enrichment. 
The right-believer never reveals the faults of others (does not 
take	pleasure	in	highlighting	others’	flaws).	He	is	focussed	
on the contemplation of the pure soul without wasting 
time in pointing out imperfections of others hence there is 
spiritual	augmentation.]

								 Quality	 of	 reaffirmation	 on	 the	 great	 spiritual	 path	
(sthitikaran):

 Cå_½J§ JÀN§>V gJ§ {n _½Jo R>do{X Omo MoXmŸ&          
 gmo {R>{XH$aUm-OwÎmmo gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&234&&
234. The knower attempts to re-establish himself on the great 

spiritual path when he deviates or wavers from the right path 
of liberation. Such a person with right-belief is said to be 
observing	this	quality	of	sthitikaran.

 Hence he has no karmic bondage caused due to deviation 
of the path but has only shedding of karma as he remains 
knower of pure soul.

 Fondness for advanced spiritual practitioners (vatsalya):
 Omo Hw$U{X dÀN>bÎm§ {VÊh§ gmhÿU _moŠI_½JpåhŸ&          
 gmo dÀN>b-^md-OwXmo gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&235&&
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235.		The	 knower	 first	 has	 concern	 in	 his	 spiritual	 nature	 and	
has deep fondness for advanced spiritual practitioners viz., 
the acharyas, upadhyayas and sadhus (from vyavahara 
standpoint) adopting the path of three jewels (tri-ratnas).

 Hence he has no karmic bondage arising due to non-affection 
of advanced spiritual practitioners but has only shedding of 
karma as he remains a knower of even this kind of fondness. 

 Quality of propagation of righteousness and spirituality 
(prabhavana):

 {dÁOmah-_mê$T>mo _Umoah-nhogw ^_B Omo MoXmŸ&         
 gmo {OU-UmU-nhmdr gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&236&&
236. One who rides on the chariot of knowledge and focuses 

his attention (mind) on reality/pure soul is called as right-
believer with absorption in the path as revealed by the 
omniscient/s.

 Hence he has no karmic bondage due to non-absorption in 
the path but has only shedding of karma as he remains the 
knower	of	this	quality.	
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Questions for Practice
Chapter 6

1.  	 How	does	the	experience	of	the	soul	lead	to	annihilation	of	
karmas? 

2.		 What	does	the	example	of	a	doctor	show?	
3.		 What	does	the	example	of	a	person	who	takes	wine	show?	

State its implications.
4.  Why the rise and fruition of karmas do not affect the knower? 
5.  State the features of true nature of the self. 
6.  What type of mistake a person can make who has studied all 

the scriptures?
7.  One who does not know the soul, what does he not know?
8.  How many types of knowledge are there from the real point 

of view?
9.  What should be done to attain liberation? 
10.  Gold in the midst of mire remains uncontaminated, while 

a piece of iron gets contaminated. What does the statement 
reveal? 

11		 The	conch-fish	does	not	change	its	white	colour,	no	matter	
whatever it may eat but may change intrinsically. What does 
this	example	show?

12		 Explain	the	qualities	of	a	person	with	right	belief.	

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ChAPTER 7
BaNDha / BoNDaGe of Karma

 Now, the cause of bondage is clearly elucidated:
 Oh Um_ H$mo {d nw[agmo Uohã^Îmmo Xw aoUw~hþbpå_Ÿ&          
 R>mUpå_ R>mBXyU ` H$ao{X gËWoqh dm`m_§Ÿ&&237&&
 qN>X{X q^X{X ` Vhm VmbrVbH$`{bd§gqnS>rAmoŸ&          
 g{ƒÎmm{MÎmmU§ H$ao{X XìdmU-_wdKmX§Ÿ&&238&&
 CdKmX§ Hw$ìd§Vñg Vñg UmUm-{dhoqh H$aUoqhŸ&          
 {UÀN>`Xmo qMVoÁO hþ qH$ nƒ`Jmo Xw a`~§YmoŸ&&239&&
 Omo gmo Xw Uoh^mdmo Vpåh Uao VoU Vñg a`~§YmoŸ&          
 {UÀN>`Xmo {dÊUo`§ U H$m`-MoÆ>mqh gogmqhŸ&&240&&
 Ed§ {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r dÅ>§Vmo ~hþ-{dhmgw {MÆ>mgwŸ&          
 amJmXr CdAmoJo Hw$ìd§Vmo {bßn{X aEUŸ&&241&&
237-241.	Consider	the	example	of	a	person	applying	oil	or	other	

greasy substance on the body and remains in a very dusty 
place doing activities with weapons (sword, etc) and cuts the 
trees and/or branches of palm, banana, bamboo, ashoka, etc 
and destroys the objects there, be it animate or inanimate. 
By doing these he causes destruction of various objects with 
many instruments. Let us consider the real reason for the 
dust that gets bound to him in the process? It is the greasy 
stuff of oil, etc. that is the real reason for this bondage of 
dust on his body and not the various bodily activities. In 
the same manner, a person with false-faith gets engaged 
in many activities and has upayoga in these activities with 
psychic emotions of attachment, etc and gets bound with the 
grime of karmas.

 [Note: It is established through logic that karmic particles, 
channels of mind, speech, body and abuse of animate or 
inanimate things are not the reasons for bondage but the 
engagement of upayoga in attachment, aversion, etc is the 
real	cause	of	karmic	bondage.]

 Why does a samyak-drishti not incur bondage?
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 Oh nwU gmo Mod Uamo Uoho gìdpåh Ad{UXo g§VoŸ&          
 aoUw~hþbpå_ R>mUo H$ao{X gËWoqh dm`m_§Ÿ&&242&&
 qN>X{X q^X{X ` Vhm VmbrVbH$`{bd§gqnS>rAmoŸ&          
 g{ƒÎmm{MÎmmU§ H$ao{X XìdmU-_wdKmX§Ÿ&&243&&
 CdKmX§ Hw$ìd§Vñg Vñg UmUm-{dhoqh H$aUoqhŸ&          
 {UÀN>`Xmo qMVoÁO hþ qH$ nƒ`Jmo U a`~§YmoŸ&&244&&
 Omo gmo Xw Uoh^mdmo Vpåh Uao VoU Vñg a`~§YmoŸ&          
 {UÀN>`Xmo {dÊUo`§ U H$m`MoÆ>mqh gogmqhŸ&&245&&
 Ed§ gå_m{XÆ>r dÅ>§Vmo ~hþ{dhogw OmoJogwŸ&          
 AH$a§Vmo CdAmoJo amJmXr U {bßn{X aEUŸ&&246&&
242-246. Consider an	opposite	example	of	a	person	who	has	not	

applied oil or any other greasy thing on the body and remains 
in	the	dusty	place	doing	exercises	with	weapons	(sword,	etc)	
and cuts the trees and/or branches of palm, banana, bamboo, 
ashoka, etc and destroys the objects there, be it animate or 
inanimate. By doing these he causes destruction of various 
objects with many instruments. Let us consider what is the 
real reason for dust not getting bound to him in the process? 
It is the absence of the greasy stuff of oil, etc. that is the 
real reason for not incurring the accumulation of dust on his 
body and not those bodily activities. In the same manner, a 
person with right-faith gets engaged in many activities but 
there is absence of the psychic emotions of attachment, etc. 
in his upayoga  and so he does not get bound with the dust 
of karmas.

 The intention of a false-believer:
 Omo _ÊU{X qhgm{_ ` qh{gÁOm{_ ` naoqh gÎmoqhŸ&          
  gmo _yT>mo AÊUmUr UmUr EÎmmo Xw {ddarXmoŸ&&247&&
247.  A person with delusion/ false faith or one devoid of right-

knowledge thinks like this: “I kill other lives” and “I get 
killed by other beings”. One who thinks contrary to this is 
the knower. 

 Erroneous reasoning symbolizes ignorance:
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 AmCŠI`oU _aU§ OrdmU§ {OUdaoqh nÊUÎm§Ÿ&          
 AmC§ U hao{g Vw§ H$h Vo _aU§ H$X§ VoqgŸ&&248&&
248.  According to the omniscients, the death of a being is caused 

by termination of age related karma. No one can take away 
this age karma from any one, if so then, how can a person 
kill others?

 AmCŠI`oU _aU§ OrdmU§ {OUdaoqh nÊUÎm§Ÿ&          
 AmC§ U ha§{V Vwh§ H$h Vo _aU§ H$X§ VoqhŸ&&249&&
249.  According to the omniscients, the death of a being is caused 

by termination of age related karma. Others cannot take 
away this age karma from you, if so then, how can others 
kill you?

 Why does erroneous reasoning symbolize ignorance?
 Omo _ÊU{X Ordo{_ ` Or{dÁOm{_ ` nao{h§ gÎmoqhŸ&          
 gmo _yT>mo AÊUmUr UmUr EÎmmo Xw {ddarXmoŸ&&250&&
250.  The belief, “I can cause others to live and others can make 

me live” is an erroneous (deluded) and ignorant view. The 
wise (gyani) has the contrary view.  (A gyani is one who 
knows that the pure soul is a knower and seer and not a doer 
of anything other than this).

 AmD$X`oU Ord{X Ordmo Ed§ ^U§{V gìdÊhÿŸ&          
 AmC§ M U Xo{g Vw§ H$h§ VE Or{dX§ H$X§ VoqgŸ&&251&&
251.  A being lives because of fruition of age-determining karma 

as revealed by the omniscients. One cannot give (or transfer 
as these are subtle and not known to us)) this karma to others, 
then how can you say that you are making others live? 

 AmD$X`oU Ord{X Ordmo Ed§ ^U§{V gìdÊhÿŸ&          
 AmC§ M U qX{V Vwh§ H$h§ Uw Vo Or{dX§ H$X§ VoqhŸ&&252&&
252.  A being lives because of fruition of age-related karma as 

revealed by the omniscients. Others cannot give (or transfer 
as these are subtle and not known to us)) this karma to you, 
then how can others say that they are making you live? 

 The same logic applies to thinking about pleasures and pain:
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 OmoAßnUm Xw _ÊU{X XwpŠIXgw{hXo H$ao{_ gÎmo {ÎmŸ&          
 gmo _yT>mo AÊUmUr UmUr EÎmmo Xw {ddarXmoŸ&&253&&
253. One who believes, “I make others happy or unhappy” and 

“Others make me happy or unhappy” remains with delusion 
and ignorance. The knowledgeable has view contrary to the 
above.

 H$å_moXEU Ordm XwpŠIXgw{hXm hd§{V O{X gìdoŸ&          
 H$å_§ M U Xo{g Vw§ XwpŠIXgw{hXm H$h H$`m VoŸ&&254&&
254.  All beings become unhappy or happy due to the rise/

operation of (delusion-producing) karma and you cannot 
impart karmas to them, then how can you make them 
miserable or happy?  

 H$å_moXEU Ordm XwpŠIXgw{hXm hd§{V O{X gìdoŸ&          
 H$å_§ M U qX{V Vwh§ H$Xmo{g H$h§ XwpŠIXmo VoqhŸ&&255&&
255. All beings become unhappy or happy due to the rise/

operation of (delusion-producing) karmas and others cannot 
impart these karmas to you, then how can others make you 
miserable?  

 H$å_moXEU Ordm XwpŠIXgw{hXm hd§{V O{X gìdoŸ&          
 H$å_§ M U qX{V Vwh§ H$h V§ gw{hXmo H$Xmo VoqhŸ&&256&&
256.  All beings become unhappy or happy due to the rise/

operation of (delusion-producing) karmas and others cannot 
impart karmas to them, then how can others make you 
happy? 

 [Note: Not knowing the true nature of the soul and karmas, 
the ignorant one has attachment to the objects and thus 
causes	bondage.]

 It is false-belief that one can cause misery to others:
 Omo _a{X Omo ` Xþ{hXmo Om`{X H$å_moXEU gmo gìdmoŸ&          
 Våhm Xþ _m[aXmo Xo Xþhm{dXmo Mo{X U hþ {_ÀN>mŸ&&257&&
257.		Death	and/or	misery	of	living	beings	are	all	the	consequences	

of operation of one’s own karmas. Is not your belief that “I 
killed, I caused misery” really false? 
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 Omo U _a{X U ` Xþ{hXmo gmo {d ` H$å_moXEU Mod IbwŸ&          
 Våhm U _m[aXmo Umo Xþhm{dXmo Mo{X U hþ {_ÀNmŸ&&258&&
258.  Those beings that do not die and/or do not suffer misery is 

due	to	the	consequences	of	operation	of	one’s	own	karmas.	Is	
not your belief that “I did not kill or I did not cause misery” 
really false?

 [Note: Such statements seem to be true in common parlance 
from the practical (vyavahara) standpoint but not true from 
the	real	point	of	view.]

 Erroneous thinking leads to karmic bondage:
 Egm Xþ Om _Xr Xo XþpŠIXgw{hXo H$ao{_ gÎmo {ÎmŸ&          
 Egm Xo _yT>_Xr gwhmgwh§ ~§YXo H$å_§Ÿ&&259&&
259.  It is this erroneous notion, “I cause others to be unhappy or 

happy” are caused due to delusion and ignorance and these 
create bondage of auspicious and inauspicious karmas. (This 
false conception results in immense karmic bondage).

 XþpŠIXgw{hXo gÎmo H$ao{_ O§ Ed_ÁPd{gX§ VoŸ&          
 V§ nmd~§YJ§ dm nwÊUñg d ~§YJ§ hmo{XŸ&&260&&
260.  One who thinks, “I make beings miserable or happy”, creates 

bondage of evil (papa) or good (punya) karmas.

 _m[a{_ Ordmdo{_ ` gÎmo O§ Ed_ÁPd{gX§ VoŸ&          
 V§ nmd~§YJ§ dm nwÊUñg d ~§YJ§ hmo{XŸ&&261&&
261.  One who thinks, “I kill others and others live because of 

me”, creates bondage of evil (papa) or good (punya) karmas.
 [Note: It is wrong to think that reasons for bondage of evil 

and good deeds are different. Ignorance (of the nature of 
reality) and false conception/perverse attitude (mithyatva) 
are	the	causes	of	both	papa	and	punya.]

 AÁPd{gXoU ~§Ymo gÎmo _maoC _m d _maoCŸ&          
 Egmo ~§Yg_mgmo OrdmU§ {UÀN>`U`ñgŸ&&262&&
262. Whether one kills living beings or does not kill others, the 

bondage is created by the very idea/thought of killing. This 
is the essence of the principle of bondage from the real 
point of view. (Here, the real standpoint is focussed and the 
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vyavahara point of view is treated as secondary. Adopting 
only one point of view all the times is false-faith).  

 Ed_{bE AXÎmo A~§^Moao n[a½Jho ModŸ&          
 H$sa{X AÁPdgmU§ O§ VoU Xw ~ÁPXo nmd§Ÿ&&263&&
263.  The desire/idea to kill, thoughts of lying, stealing, lack 

of chastity (abrahmacharya) and possessions lead to the 
bondage of papa karma.  

 Vh {d ` gƒo XÎmo ~§^o An[a½JhÎmUo ModŸ&          
 H$sa{X AÁPdgmU§ O§ VoU Xw ~ÁPXo nwÊU§Ÿ&&264&&
264.  Further, thoughts of truthfulness, non-stealing, celibacy and 

non-possessions lead to the bondage of punya karmas. 

 dËWw§ nSw>ƒ O§ nwU AÁPdgmU§ Vw hmo{X OrdmU§Ÿ&          
 U ` dËWwXmo Xw ~§Ymo AÁPdgmUoU ~§YmopËWŸ&&265&&
265.  The underlying factor for all kinds of thoughts is attachment 

and aversion for worldly things. Bondage is caused by one’s 
thoughts	about	 the	objects	and	not	by	 the	external	objects	
themselves.   

 Now, it is discussed how false ideas are pointless and 
meaningless:

 XwpŠIXgw{hXo Ordo H$ao{_ ~§Yo{_ Vh {d_moMo{_Ÿ&          
 Om Egm _yT>_Xr {UaËW`m gm hþ Xo {_ÀNmŸ&&266&&
266. The thoughts such as “I cause living beings to be unhappy or 

happy and I cause bondage to others or liberate others from 
bondage” arise due to delusion (attachment or aversion), 
without any purpose and are false.

 AÁPdgmU{U{_Îm§ Ordm ~ÁP§{V H$å_Um O{X {hŸ&          
 _wƒ§{V _moŠI_½Jo {R>Xm ` Vm qH$ H$ao{g Vw§Ÿ&&267&&
267. If karmic bondage is created by one’s own thoughts as 

instrumental reasons (nimitta) and thoughts lead to release 
from karma and attainment of moksha, then your idea to 
bind and liberate others is futile and unrealistic? (The idea 
to bind or release does not serve any purpose).

 [Note: One’s thoughts do not cause changes in other 
substances and are called as Akinchitkar (of zero-impact) 
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i.e., not having even the slightest impact. Our own thoughts 
of attachment or detachment lead to our bondage or release 
from karmas. Other factors are mere instrumental agents 
and	not	the	root	cause.]	

        gìdo H$ao{X Ordmo AÁPdgmUoU {V[a`UoaBEŸ&          
 Xod_UwE ` gìdo nwÊU§ nmd§ M Uo`{dh§Ÿ&&268&&
268.		Various	modifications	(paryaya)	of	the	life	of	(infinite)	living	

beings such as sub-human, hellish, celestial and human 
conditioning is caused by the different kinds of good and 
evil thoughts of the ignorant jiva. 

 Yå_mYå_§ M Vhm OrdmOrdo AbmoJbmoJ§ MŸ&          
 gìdo H$ao{X Ordmo AÁPdgmUoU AßnmU§Ÿ&&269&&
269.		Similarly,	 the	 self	 identifies	 oneself	 with	 substances	 of	

medium of motion (dharma), medium of rest (adharma), 
other living and non-living things, loka-aloka (space) with 
thoughts of different kinds (but fails to identify itself with 
the transcendental self which is the all-knowing supreme 
reality). 

	 [Note:	Such	thoughts	are	due	to	ignorance	of	reality.]
	 Absence	 of	 defilements	 such	 as	 attachment	 and	 aversion	

(raga and dvesha), etc do not cause bondage:
 EXm{U UpËW Ooqg AÁPdgmUm{U Ed_mXr{UŸ&          
 Vo AgwhoU gwhoU d H$å_oU _wUr U {bßn§{VŸ&&270&&
270.		An	ascetic	who	has	relinquished	all	such	defilements	(and	

is devoted to the contemplation of reality) is unaffected 
by auspicious and inauspicious bondage of karmas. 
(True ascetics are absorbed in the contemplation of the 
transcendental reality characterised by right-faith, right-
knowledge and right-conduct and hence do not cause or 
incur intensive kind of bondage of karmas).

	 What	do	we	mean	by	these	defilements/thought	activities?	
There is a need to understand the terminology in view of its 
frequent	usage:

 ~wÕr ddgmAmo {d ` AÁPdgmU§ _Xr ` {dÊUmU§Ÿ&          
 EŠH$Æ>_od gìd§ {MÎm§ ^mdmo ` n[aUm_moŸ&&271&&
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271.  The following words are synonymous and have the same 
meaning - buddhi (comprehension), vyavasaya (engagement 
of mind, speech and body), adhyavasana (cognitive activity), 
mati (perception based on senses), vijnana (systematic 
knowledge), chitta (consciousness), bhava (conscious 
modification),	 and	 parinama	 (conscious	 manifestation	 or	
transformation).

 Ed§ ddhmaUAmo n{S>{gÕmo OmU {UÀN>`UEUŸ&          
 {UÀN>`U`m{gXm nwU _w{UUmo nmd§{V {UìdmU§Ÿ&&272&&
272. The practical point of view (based on dependence on 

other substances) is superseded by the real point of view 
(which is based on independence of the soul). The ascetics 
(enlightened, detached seekers) accomplish liberation 
(nirvana) by taking refuge in the real point of view.

  Abhavya, one who is incapable of achieving moksha, relies 
on	 the	 practical	 point	 of	 view	 and	 fails	 to	 experience	 the	
transcendental reality:

 dXg{_XrJwÎmrAmo grbVdmo {OUdao{h§ nÊUÎm§Ÿ&          
 Hw$ìd§Vmo {d A^ìdmo AÊUmUr {_ÀN>{XÆ>r XþŸ&&273&&
273. The abhavya (ascetic) undertakes the vows, various 

carefulness-es called samiti, self-restraints called guptis, 
celibacy and austerities as propounded by the omniscients 
but remains ignorant of the nature of the pure soul and 
nurtures false-faith.

 _moŠI§ AgÔh§Vmo A^{d`gÎmmo Xþ Omo AYrEÁOŸ&          
 nmR>mo U H$ao{X JwU§ AgÔh§Vñg UmU§ VwŸ&&274&&
274.  An abhavya may have studied all the scriptures (is well-

versed in eleven out of the twelve sacred scriptures) but 
lacks faith and knowledge of the true nature of liberation, 
does	not	benefit	by	the	study	of	scriptures	and	thus	remains	
ignorant. 

 gÔh{X ` nÎmo{X ` amoMo{X ` Vh nwUmo ` \$mgo{XŸ&          
 Yå_§ ^moJ{U{_Îm§ U Xþ gmo H$å_ŠI`{U{_Îm§Ÿ&&275&&
275. An abhavya takes to faith, knowledge and set of practices 

adjoined by different religions (not understanding the real 
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nature of the self), and does the same again and again in 
different births. Such belief and practice ensures pleasures 
in the transmigratory cycle but not liberation as one fails to 
know the right way to destroy the karmas associated with 
the soul.

 The nature of standpoints on three ratnas:
 Am`mamXr UmU§ OrdmXr X§gU§ M {dÊUo`§Ÿ&          
 N>ÁOrd{UH§$ M Vhm ^U{X M[aÎm§ Vw ì`dhmamoŸ&&276&&
276. According to the vyavahara standpoint, knowledge of 

acharanga and other sacred scriptures is right-knowledge, 
belief in soul and other tattvas is right-faith and practice of 
non-violence	 towards	 the	 six	 types	 of	 life-forms	 is	 right-	
conduct.

 AmXm Iw _ÁP UmU§ AmXm _o X§gU§ M[aÎm§ MŸ&          
 AmXm nƒŠImU§ AmXm _o g§damo OmoJmoŸ&&277&&
277.  From the real standpoint, my soul is knowledge (jnana), my 

soul is vision (darshan) and right-conduct (charitra), my 
soul is renunciation (pratyakhyana), my soul is stoppage of 
karmas (samvara) and yoga (samadhi/meditation).

 Thus, the real point of view is worthy of adoption and the 
practical standpoint is to be negated. 

	 An	example	of	crystal:
 Oh \${bh_Ur gwÕmo U g`§ n[aU_{X amJ_mXrqhŸ&           
 a§{JÁO{X AÊUoqh Xw gmo aÎmmXrqh XìdoqhŸ&&278&&
 Ed§ UmUr gwÕmo U g`§ n[aU_{X amJ_mXrqhŸ&           
 amBÁO{X AÊUoqh Xw gmo amJmXrqh XmogoqhŸ&&279&&
278-279. A piece of crystal is pure and colourless by its nature. It 

looks red-coloured in the presence of another red-coloured 
object but does not become red-coloured. Similarly, the 
soul is pure consciousness and does not cause by itself to 
be	full	of	attachment,	but	 the	presence	of	defilements	 like	
attachment, aversion, delusion, etc pollute the soul. 

 A gyani is not the doer of passions (kashaya):
 U ` amJXmog_moh§ Hw$ìd{X UmUr H$gm`^md§ dmŸ&          
 g`-_ßnUmo U gmo VoU H$maJmo Voqg ^mdmU§Ÿ&&280&&
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280.  A gyani (knower) understands the nature of the pure soul 
and hence does not cause by own self the psychic states of 
attachment, aversion, delusion or other types of passions. 
He is not the doer or causal agent of these passions.  

 amJpåh ` Xmogpåh ` H$gm`H$å_ogw Mod Oo ^mdmŸ&          
 Voqh Xw n[aU_§Vmo amJm{X ~§Y{X nwUmo {dŸ&&281&&
281.	 The	modifications	 of	 chitta	 (bhava)	 take	 place	 due	 to	 the	

rise of psychic states relating to attachment, aversion and 
passions. The ignorant beings identify with them and do 
the same repeatedly in repeated births, thus creating the 
customary karmic bondage. (This has been happening since 
time immemorial as a rule for all worldly beings).

 In case of an ignorant being, it is proved that rise of material 
karma is instrumental (nimitta) for the rise of attachment, 
etc:

 amJpåh ` Xmogpåh ` H$gm`-H$å_ogw Mod Oo ^mdmŸ&          
 Voqh Xw n[aU_§Vmo amJmXr ~§YXo MoXmŸ&&282&&
282.	 The	 modifications	 in	 the	 chitta	 (bhava)	 take	 place	 due	 to	

the rise of psychic states like attachment, aversion and 
delusion (which includes false-belief and the passions and 
quasi-passions).	 These	 are	 material	 karma	 by	 nature	 and	
instrumental for these psychic states. The ignorant (agyani 
is one who knows not the nature of the pure self) identify 
themselves	 with	 the	 defilements	 repeatedly	 in	 repeated	
births, thus creating karmic bondage. 

 How is the soul a non-causal factor for attachment, etc?
 Aßn{S>H$_U§ Xþ{dh§ AnƒImU§ Vhod {dÊUo`§Ÿ&          
 EXoUwdXogoU ` AH$maJmo dpÊUXmo MoXmŸ&&283&&
283.		Both	aparatikramana	(non-repentance	or	non-expiation)	and	

apratyakhana (non-renunciation) are of two types. In view 
of this, the soul has been described as a non-causal factor 
(akarta). 

 Aßn{S>H$_U§ Xþ{dh§ Xìdo ^mdo AnƒImU§ {nŸ&          
 EXoUwdXogoU ` AH$maJmo dpÊUXmo MoXmŸ&&284&&
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284. Two kinds of non-repentance and two kinds of non-
renunciation are each relating to material (dravya) and 
psychical (bhava). In view of this, the soul has been described 
as an akarta (non-causal factor).

	 [Note:	 One	 who	 liked/desired	 certain	 external	 objects	 in	
the past and also likes/desires them at present is material 
non-repentance and attachment to them is psychical non-
repentance.	Similarly,	the	desire	to	get	the	external	objects	
in future is material non-renunciation and attachment to 
them	is	psychical	non-renunciation.]

  Omd§ Aßn{S>H$_U§ AnƒImU§ M Xìd^mdmU§Ÿ&          
 Hw$ìd{X AmXm Vmd§ H$Îmm gmo hmo{X UmXìdmoŸ&&285&&
285. It should be known that the soul remains a causal factor 

(karta) as long as material and psychical practices both kinds 
of non-repentance and non-renunciation are present.

 The nature of instrumentality of material (dravya) and 
psychic	 states	 (bhava)	 factors	 is	 explained	 through	 an	
example:

 AmYmH$å_mXr`m nmo½JbXìdñg Oo B_o XmogmŸ&           
 H$h Vo Hw$ìd{X UmUr naXìd-JwUm Xþ Oo {Uƒ§Ÿ&&286&&
286.		Material	defilements	 in	 the	preparation	of	 food	 for	monks	

(adhahkarma) and such others are not done by a gyani as 
these relate to physical objects. How can a soul cause the 
defilements	which	are	material	in	nature?	

 AmYmH$å_§ CÔo{g`§ M nmo½Jb-_`§ B_§ Xìd§Ÿ&           
 H$h V§ __ hmo{X H$`§ O§ {Uƒ-_MoXU§ dwÎm§Ÿ&&287&&
287.	 Both	 the	 preparation	 of	 food	 for	 the	 benefit	 of	 monks	

(audhaishik) and preparation of food for monks with material 
defaults (adhahkarma) relate to physical or material objects 
and are not caused by the soul. How can a spiritual soul be a 
doer of things which are inanimate?

  [Note: Those who are materially inclined have attachment 
for them and eventually there is karmic bondage. A gyani 
does not have attachment and hence there is no bondage for 
him.]
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Questions for Practice
Chapter 7

1.  Why does a man smeared with oil get dust-deposit on his 
body? 

2.  How does an ignorant person believe while saving other’s 
life? 

3.  What determines all the events in one’s life as a rule? 
4.  Describe the real point of view on killing/saving life?
5.  State the essence of the chapter of bondage. 
6.  What is the root cause of bondage? 
7.  What is responsible for transmigration of soul in the world? 
8.  State the path of moksha from practical point of view and 

real point of view.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ChAPTER 8
moKSha / liBeratioN

 Liberation means complete separation of soul and all kinds 
of bondage:

 Oh Um_ H$mo {d nw[agmo ~§YU`påh {MaH$mbn{S>~ÕmoŸ&            
 {Vìd§ _§X-ghmd§ H$mb§ M {d`mUXo VñgŸ&&288&&
 OB U {d Hw$U{X ÀN>oX§ U _wƒXo VoU ~§YU-dgmo g§Ÿ&            
 H$mboU C ~hþJoU {d U gmo Uamo nmd{X {d_moŠI§Ÿ&&289&&
 B` H$å_-~§YUmU§ nXog-{R>B-n`{S>-_od-_Uw^mJ§Ÿ&            
 OmU§Vmo {d U _wƒ{X _wƒ{X gmo Mod O{X gwÕmoŸ&&290&&
288-290. Here	is	an	example	of	a	person	in	shackles.	He	has	been	

chained for a long time and knows the type of bondage 
- rigorous or non-rigorous and the duration of bondage. 
However, mere knowledge is not enough for freeing oneself 
from such a state. He must endeavour to set himself free if he 
so desires, otherwise he remains chained for a very long time. 

 Likewise, an individual with karmic bondage knows about 
the	type	of	karmic	bondage,	extent	of	bondage,	its	duration	
and intensity of bondage. But this knowledge is not enough 
for liberation from karmic bondage. He can attain liberation 
only if he knows the pure soul and keeps himself free from 
attachment, etc.        

 Contemplation of bondage is not enough to destroy the 
karmas:

 Oh ~§Yo qMV§Vmo ~§YU-~Õmo U nmd{X {d_moŠI§Ÿ&            
 Vh ~§Yo qMV§Vmo Ordmo {d U nmd{X {d_moŠI§Ÿ&&291&&
291. One does not become free simply by worrying or thinking 

about the bondage of shackles. Likewise, liberation from 
karma is not possible simply by worrying or thinking about 
karmic bondage.

 [Note: Merely thinking about karmic bondage is an 
auspicious deed (may cause good bondage) but this by itself 
does	not	lead	to	liberation.]	

 The way to liberation:
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 Oh ~§Yo N>oÎmyU ` ~§YU-~Õmo Xþ nmd{X {d_moŠI§Ÿ&            
 Vh ~§Yo N>oÎmyU ` Ordmo g§nmd{X {d_moŠI§Ÿ&&292&&
292.  A person bound in shackles can become free only by breaking 

the chains. Similarly, a person bound by karmic bondage 
gets liberation only by destroying the karmic bondage.  

 ~§YmU§ M ghmd§ {d`m{UXþ§ AßnUmo ghmd§ MŸ&            
 ~§Yogw Omo {daÁO{X gmo H$å_-{d_moŠIU§ Hw$U{XŸ&&293&&
293.		By	acquiring	the	knowledge	of	the	nature	of	karmic	bondage	

and the nature of the soul, one becomes indifferent (keeps 
away) from bondage; thereupon he gets liberation from 
karma as liberation means separation of the soul and karmic 
bondage.

 Now, the process of separation of the above two is described:
 Ordmo ~§Ymo ` Vhm {N>ÁO§{V gbŠIUoqh {U`EqhŸ&            
 nÊUm-N>oXUEU Xþ {N>ÊUm UmUÎm-_mdÊUmŸ&&294&&
294. The soul and karmic bondage are to be distinguished by 

their	unique	individual	characteristics.	Then,	the	separation	
of the two is done by the application of the instrument of 
differentiated acumen (pragya-chaini/wisdom/spiritual 
insight) through deep meditation.   

 What is to be done for separation of the two?
 Ordmo ~§Ymo ` Vhm {N>ÁO§{V gbŠIUoqh {U`EqhŸ&            
 ~§Ymo N>oXUXìdmo gwÕm Aßnm ` KoÎmìdmoŸ&&295&&
295. The separation of the soul and karmic bondage is done through 

recognition	of	the	definite	respective	individual	features	of	
the	two.	After	such	mental	reflection,	karmic	bondage	is	to	
be fully discarded and the pure self is to be accomplished by 
its realisation.  

	 Now	the	question	is	how	to	acquire	the	pure	self?
 H$h gmo {Kßn{X Aßnm nÊUmE gmo Xw {KßnXo AßnmŸ&            
 Oh nÊUmB {d^Îmmo Vh nÊUmEd KoÎmìdmoŸ&&296&&
296.	 The	 pure	 self	 is	 acquired	 after	 separation	 from	 karmic	

bondage by differentiated acumen or insight (pragya-chaini/
wisdom/spiritual insight). Just as the pure soul is separated 
from bondage by differentiated acumen (pragya), it is to 
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be	 acquired	 or	 realised	 by	 the	 same	 pragya.	 (The	 means	
adopted are the same for both separation and realisation of 
the pure soul).

 How pragya helps in realisation of the self?
 nÊUmE {KÎmìdmo Omo MoXm gmo Ah§ Vw {UÀN>`XmoŸ&            
 Adgogm Oo ^mdm Vo _ÁP nao {Îm Um`ìdmŸ&&297&&
297.  Pragya helps in absorption of the self as follows: The 

conscious being understood or realised in the process is 
definitely	“I”	and	the	rest	of	psychical	states	are	alien	to	me,	
not “mine”.

 Pragya helps in absorption of the self as follows:
 nÊUmE {KÎmìdmo Omo XÆ>m gmo Ah§ Vw {UÀN>`XmoŸ&            
 Adgogm Oo ^mdm Vo _ÁP nao {Îm UmXìdmŸ&&298&&
298.  The conscious being with vision/perception understood or 

realised	in	the	process	above	is	definitely	“I”	and	the	rest	of	
the psychical states are alien to me, not “mine”.

 Pragya helps in absorption of the self as follows:
 nÊUmE {KÎmìdmo Omo UmXm gmo Ah§ Vw {UÀN>`XmoŸ&            
 Adgogm Oo ^mdm Vo _ÁP nao {Îm UmXìdmŸ&&299&&
299.  The conscious being with knowledge understood or realised 

in	the	process	above	is	definitely	“I”	and	the	rest	of	psychical	
states are alien to me, not “mine”.

 [Note: Consciousness consists of vision and knowledge. 
Hence	both	are	explained	for	clear	comprehension.]

 H$mo Um_ ^{UÁO ~whmo UmXw§ gìdo namBE ^mdoŸ&            
 _ÁP-{_U§ {V ` d`U§ OmU§Vmo Aßn`§ gwÕ§Ÿ&&300&&
300.  Knowing one-self to be an individual personality of pure soul 

and that all the psychical states belong to other substances, 
who will say that all mundane psychical states are “mine’?

	 The	above	view	is	explained	through	an	example:
 Wo`mXr Adamho Omo Hw$ìd{X gmo C g§{H$Xmo ^_BŸ&            
 _m ~ÁPoÁO§ Ho$U {d Mmoamo {Îm OUpåh {d`a§VmoŸ&&301&&
301. One who commits the crime of theft is (always) worried 

while moving in the midst of people that he may be caught 
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by someone. He is thus doubtful while moving from place 
to place.  

 Omo U Hw$U{X Adamho gmo {Uñg§H$mo Xþ OUdXo ^_{XŸ&             
 U {d Vñg ~pÁPXþ§ Oo qMVm CßnÁO{X H$`mBŸ&&302&&
302.  On the contrary, one who does not commit a crime, is not 

worried and always moves freely in the midst of people 
without the fear of being caught. 

 Edpåh gmdamhmo ~ÁPm{_ Ah§ Vw g§{H$Xmo MoXmŸ&             
 OB nwU {Uamdamhmo {Uñg§H$moh§ U ~ÁPm{_Ÿ&&303&&
303.  In the same manner, the soul which has committed the 

blunder of enjoyment of pleasure (psychical states) through 
other substances/objects has always the fear of karmic 
bondage,	“I	have	the	flaws”	and	“I	may	have	bondage”.	One	
who has no blemish does not have fear and knows for sure 
that, “I will not have bondage”.  

 What is the weakness or culpability of the soul?
 g§{g{Õ-amY-{gÕ§ gm{Y`-_mam{Y`§ M E`Æ>§Ÿ&             
 AdJXamYmo Omo Ibw MoXm gmo hmo{X AdamYmoŸ&&304&&
304.  Samsiddhi (very well accomplished), radha (purity, adoration/ 

happiness), siddhi (perfection), sadhita (achievement), 
aradhita (adoration) – all these have the same meaning and 
thus synonymous. When the self is without appreciation of 
the pure self, then he has all kinds of imperfections.

 Omo nwU {UamdamYmo MoXm {Uñg§{H$Amo C gmo hmoBŸ&             
 AmamhUmB {Uƒ§ dÅ>oB Ah§ {V OmU§VmoŸ&&305&&
305.  The soul which is without blemish has no fear of bondage. 

Such a soul always remains dynamic with adoration knowing 
well that, “that which is the pure soul, is the real me”. 

 The viewpoint of nishchay is as follow:
 n{S>H$_U§ n{S>gaU§ n[ahmamo YmaUm {U`Îmr `Ÿ&             
 qUXm Jahm gmohr AÆ>{dhmo hmo{X {dgHw§$^moŸ&&306&&
306.  Pratikramana (repentance for previous karma), pratisarana 

(pursuit of right-faith), parihara (removal of mithyatva-
false-faith), dharana (refuge in meditation of the pure soul), 
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nivritti	 (giving	 up	 attachment	 to	 external	 objects),	 ninda	
(realising	 the	flaws),	garha	(confessing	defaults	before	 the	
Guru)	 and	 shuddhi	 (purification	by	penance)	 -	 these	 eight	
types are said to be the pot of poison without self-realization 
(because these augment the idea of “doer” which in turn 
leads to immense cause karmic bondage.)

 Aßn{S>H$_U_ßn{S>gaU§ Aßn[ahmamo AYmaUm ModŸ&             
 A{U`Îmr ` AqUXmJahmgmohr A_`Hw§$^moŸ&&307&&
307. Apratikramana (non-repentance for previous karma), 

apratisarana (non-pursuit of right-faith), parihara (non-
removal of mithyatva-false-faith), adharana (non-refuge 
in meditation of the pure soul), anivritti ( not giving up 
attachment	 of	 external	 objects),	 aninda	 (not	 realising	
defaults), agarha (not confessing the shortcomings before 
the	 Guru)	 and	 ashuddhi	 (	 non-purification	 by	 penance)	 -	
these eight types are said to be the pot of nectar (amrita ). 
(This is because they do not amplify the idea of “doer” and 
so no bondage is caused).

Questions for Practice
Chapter 8

1.  What separates a soul from karmic bondage? 
2.		 Explain	 the	 meaning	 of	 the	 instrument	 of	 discriminative	

wisdom (pragya-chaini).
3.  State the attributes of soul and that of bondage.
4.  What do we get from discriminative wisdom (bheda-

vijnana)?
5.		 What	is	the	biggest	flaw/blemish	of	the	soul?	
6.  What constitutes the pot of poison from transcendental point 

of view?
7.  Narrate the objective behind the discussion on the pot of 

nectar and pot of poison?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ChAPTER 9

SarVa-ViShUDDha-GyaNa
comPlete PUre KNowleDGe 

 The non-doer attribute of the soul described through an 
example:

 X{d`§ O§ CßnÁOB JwUoqh V§ Voqh OmUgw AUÊU§Ÿ&              
 Oh H$S>`mXrqh Xw nÁOEqh H$U`§ AUÊU{_hŸ&&308&&
308.		The	substance	that	gives	rise	to	modifications	of	its	attributes	

is	 inseparable	 from	 these	 attributes	 and	 modifications.	 In	
this world, it is observed that ornaments such as bangles and 
others made out of gold are not different from gold. 

 OrdñgmOrdñg Xw Oo n[aUm_m Xw Xo{gXm gwÎmoŸ&              
 V§ Ord-_Ord§ dm Vo{h-_UÊU§ {d`mUm{hŸ&&309&&
309.  The modes of the soul or non-soul have been narrated in 

the scriptures as revealed by the omniscients. These modes 
are not different from their respective soul or non-soul 
substances.

 U Hw$Xmo{M {d CßnÊUmo Oåhm H$ÁO§ U VoU gmo AmXmŸ&              
 CßnmXo{X U qH${M {d H$maU_{d VoU U g hmo{XŸ&&310&&
310.  The soul is not caused by any other substance and is not 

the creation of anyone. The soul does not create any other 
substance and hence it is not the causal factor.

 [Note: All substances have their own attributes and 
modifications	and	operate	independently	of	each	other.]

 H$å_§ nSwÀM H$Îmm H$Îmma§ Vh nSw>ÀM H$å_m{UŸ&              
 CßnÁO§{V ` {U`_m {gÕr Xw U XrgXo AÊUmŸ&&311&&
311.  As a rule, one is ‘doer’ depending on the action or task 

accomplished (karma) and ‘karma’ is so called depending on 
the action of the doer. The above rule of causation is evident 
in the entire world and no other rule of creation operates. 
(All things are self-regulated.) 

	 Now,	the	insignificance	of	ignorance	is	being	highlighted:
 MoXm Xw n`S>rAÆ>§ CßnÁOB {dUñgBŸ&              
 n`S>r {d Mo``Æ>§ CßnÁOB {dUñgBŸ&&312&&
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312.  The soul takes birth and dies owing to the instrumental 
character of the nature of karma (prakriti). The rise or 
bondage or destruction of karma are caused by the soul 
(nimitta).

 Ed§ ~§Ymo C XmoÊh§ {n AÊUmoÊUßnÀM`m hdoŸ&              
 AßnUmo n`S>rE ` g§gmamo VoU Om`XoŸ&&313&&
313.  In this manner, the soul and karma prakriti are mutually 

determined by their respective instrumentality (nimitta) and 
the two have thus close association. In the process, there 
is the continuance (rise) of this mundane world of cycle of 
births and deaths. 

 Om Eg n`S>rAÆ>§ MoXm Uod {d_w§MEŸ&              
 A`mUAmo hdo Vmd {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r Ag§OAmoŸ&&314&&
314.  A person remains ignorant (agyayak), false-believer and 

without vows until the soul does not give up the association 
with	karma	prakriti	 in	 terms	of	 its	 identification	with	 rise	
and destruction of mundane activities.

 OXm {d_w§ME MoXm H$å_ß\$b-_U§V`§Ÿ&              
 VXm {d_wÎmmo hd{X OmUAmo nmgAmo _wUrŸ&&315&&
315.  When the soul gives up its association with karma prakriti 

which	 cause	 infinite	 consequences	 (births-deaths	 etc),	 the	
self becomes the knower (gyayak), one with right vision 
(darshak), an ascetic and liberated one.

 Now, it is stated that the enjoyment of fruits of karma is not 
the nature of soul:

 AÊUmUr H$å_-\$b§ n`{S>ghmd{Æ>Xmo Xþ doXo{XŸ&              
 UmUr nwU H$å_\$b§ OmU{X C{XX§ U doXo{XŸ&&316&&
316. Those that are ignorant of the nature of soul enjoy the 

consequences	 (fruition)	 of	 karmas	 by	 identifying	 oneself	
with karmas. The knower is aware of the results of the rise 
of karmas and hence does not enjoy them, but remains only 
the observer.

 U _w`{X n`{S>_^ìdmo gwQ²Rw> {d AÁPmBXÿU gËWm{UŸ&              
 JwS>XwÕ§ {n {n~§Vm U nÊU`m {Upìdgm hm|{VŸ&&317&&
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317.  Those that are incapable of achieving moksha (abhavya), 
may be adept in the knowledge of the scriptures, but does 
not give up the attachment of the karma prakriti. It is like a 
snake which remains poisonous (does not change its nature) 
even after drinking sweet milk.

 A gyani is a non-enjoyer of the fruits of karma:
 {Uìdo`-g_mdÊUmo UmUr H$å_ß\$b§ {d`mUo{XŸ&              
 _hþa§ H$Sw>`§ ~hþ-{dh-_do`Amo VoU gmo hmoBŸ&&318&&
318. A person with right-faith (knower) is completely detached,  

knows the results of different karma which may be sweet or 
bitter and hence does not enjoy the fruits of karma (remains 
the knower and indifferent to them).

 U {d Hw$ìdB U {d do`B UmUr H$å_mB§ ~hþn`mamB§Ÿ&              
 OmUB nwU H$å_-\$b§ ~§Y§ nwÊU§ M nmd§ MŸ&&319&&
319. The knower is neither the performer (doer) of different 

types of karma nor the enjoyer of the fruits of karma. 
He is a knower of the karmic bondage of auspicious and 
inauspicious karmas and their fruits.

 How is it possible to be a non-doer, non-enjoyer and remain 
a knower?

 {XÆ>r Ohod UmU§ AH$ma`§ Vh AdoX`§ ModŸ&              
 OmUB ` ~§Y-_moŠI§ H$å_wX`§ {UÁOa§ ModŸ&&320&&
320.  Like the eyes (in a body), knowledge is neither the doer nor 

the enjoyer.  The soul (knower) only knows about bondage of 
karmas, liberation from karmas, rise of karmas and shedding 
of karmas.  

 [Note: The eyes see the objects but do not cause changes in 
them	and	do	not	enjoy	the	object.	For	example,	eyes	only	
see	the	fire	but	do	not	get	burnt	in	fire.]	

 bmo`ñg Hw$U{X {dÊhÿ gwaUma`{V[a`_mUwgo gÎmoŸ&              
 g_UmU§ {n ` Aßnm O{X Hw$ìd{X N>pìdho H$mE&321&&
 bmo`g_UmU_o`§ {gÕ§V§ OB U Xrg{X {dgogmoŸ&              
 bmo`ñg Hw$UB {dÊhÿ g_UmU {d AßnAmo Hw$U{XŸ&&322&&
 Ed§ U H$mo {d _moŠImo Xrg{X bmo`g_UmU XmoÊh§ {nŸ&              
 {UÀM§ Hw$ìd§VmU§ gXod-_Uw`mgwao bmoEŸ&&323&&
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321-323. In the opinion of common people, Vishnu has created 
all beings such as celestial, hellish, human and sub-human. 
Similarly,	if	Jain	aspirants	believe	that	six-forms	of	beings	
have been created, then the doctrine of common people 
and that of Jain adherents becomes the same without any 
difference. What Vishnu does as per people’s belief and soul 
does as per Jain’s view-both are similar in regard to ‘some’ 
doer. In the opinion of both, there is perpetual creation of 
three worlds by someone-celestial beings (upper), human 
beings (middle) and asura-non-celestial beings (lower). Both 
cannot realize liberation!

 ddhma^m{gXoU Xw naXìd§ __ ^U§{V A{d{XXËWmŸ&              
 OmU§{V {UÀN>EU Xw U ` _h na_mUw{_Îm_{d qH${MŸ&&324&&
 Oh H$mo {d Uamo O§n{X Aåh§ Jm_{dg`U`aaÆ>§Ÿ&              
 U ` hm|{V Vñg Vm{U Xþ ^U{X ` _mohoU gmo AßnmŸ&&325&&
 E_od {_ÀN>{XÆ>r UmUr {Uñg§g`§ hd{X EgmoŸ&              
 Omo naXìd§ __ B{X OmU§Vmo Aßn`§ Hw$U{XŸ&&326&&
 Våhm U _o {Îm UÀMm XmoÊh {d EXmU H$Îm{ddgm`§Ÿ&              
 naXìdo OmU§Vmo OmUoÁOmo {X{Æ>-a{hXmU§Ÿ&&327&&
324-327. Those who get deluded by vyavahara point of view 

and lack the understanding of principles (tattvas), identify 
themselves with other substances and call them as ‘mine’, 
while the wise (gyani) are aware that even an atom of non-
soul substances is not ‘mine’.

 When one talks of ‘my village’, ‘my city’ and ‘my country’, 
he really does not own them but makes that statement out of 
delusion or attachment to them. 

 Thus, even if some knowledgeable person says that ‘these 
other substances are mine’, is identifying himself with other 
objects and therefore is undoubtedly nurturing false-belief.

	 One	who	has	acquired	the	knowledge	of	tattvas	(principles	
governing operation of substances) is aware that ‘other 
substances are not mine’ and that both the above views of 
common people and that of Jain adherents are based on   the 
false understanding of ‘doer’. He knows that both the group 
of believers lack right-faith.      
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 Now, who is the doer of psychic karmas?
 {_ÀN>Îm§ O{X n`S>r {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r H$ao{X AßnmU§Ÿ&              
 Våhm AMoXUm Vo n`S>r UUw H$maJmo nÎmmoŸ&&328&&
328.  If falsehood (a prakriti of deluded karma) causes a soul to 

have false-faith, then the inanimate prakriti becomes the 
causal agent (so false-belief (mithya bhava) is proved to be 
inanimate). 

 Ahdm Egmo Ordmo nmo½JbXìdñg Hw$U{X {_ÀN>Îm§Ÿ&              
 Våhm nmo½JbXìd§ {_ÀNm{XÆ>r U nwU OrdmoŸ&&329&&
329.  On the contrary, if the soul is assumed to be responsible 

for falsehood of inanimate substance, then that non-living 
substance is proved to be having false faith, not the soul.

 [Note: This establishes that the soul is responsible for its 
own	false-belief	which	is	a	psychic	karma	itself.]	

 Ah Ordmo n`S>r Vh nmo½JbXìd§ Hw$U§{V {_ÀN>Îm§Ÿ&              
 Våhm Xmoqh H$X§ V§ XmopÊU {d ^w§O§{V Vñg \$b§Ÿ&&330&&
330.  If it is assumed that both the soul and karma prakriti are 

responsible for wrong-faith, then both ought to enjoy or 
suffer as karma was done by them, which is not the case.  

 Ah U n`S>r U Ordmo nmo½JbXìd§ H$ao{X {_ÀN>Îm§Ÿ&              
 Våhm nmo½JbXìd§ {_ÀN>Îm§ V§ Vw U hþ {_ÀN>mŸ&&331&&
331. If it is assumed that neither karma prakriti nor the soul is 

responsible for wrong-faith, then non-living karma will be 
proved to be false. Is this view not really false? 

 Now, it is stated that the soul is not always non-doer (akarta), 
but doer in some respect:

 H$å_oqh Xþ AÊUmUr {H$ÁO{X UmUr Vhod H$å_oqh&              
 H$å_oqh gwdm{dÁO{X O½Jm{dÁO{X Vhod H$å_oqhŸ&&332&&
 H$å_oqh gwhm{dÁO{X XwŠIm{dÁO{X Vhod H$å_oqhŸ&              
 H$å_oqh ` {_ÀN>Îm§ {UÁO{X {UÁO{X Ag§O_§ ModŸ&&333&&
 H$å_oqh ^_m{S>ÁO{X CS²>T>_hmo Mm{d {V[a`bmo`§ MŸ&              
 H$å_oqh Mod {H$ÁO{X gwhmgwh§ Oo{Îm`§ qH${MŸ&&334&&
 Oåhm H$å_§ Hw$ìd{X H$å_§ Xo{X ha{X {Îm O§ qH${MŸ&              
 Våhm C gìd-Ordm AH$maJm hm|{V AmdÊUmŸ&&335&&
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332-335. It is said that karmas cause the soul to be ignorant; 
karmas make a person to be the knower; karmas cause a 
person to be asleep; karma keeps one awake;  karma make a 
person happy; karmas make a person miserable; karmas lead 
to wrong belief; karmas lead to non-acceptance of vows/
discipline.  Karmas make a person to transmigrate in the 
upper, middle and lower worlds and all good and evil deeds 
are caused by karmas. Further, it is said that karmas cause 
things to happen, karmas give all that one owns and karmas 
take way what one possesses. Thus, whatever is to be done 
(in one’s life) is done by karmas. All souls, therefore, are 
considered to be non-doer (akarta).

 nw[a{gpËW`m{hbmgr BËWrH$å_§ M nw[ag_{hbg{XŸ&              
 Egm Am`[a`-na§namJXm E[agr Xw gwXrŸ&&336&&
 Våhm U H$mo {d Ordmo A~§^Mmar Xw Aåh CdXogoŸ&              
 Oåhm H$å_§ Mod {h H$å_§ A{hbg{X B{X ^{UX§Ÿ&&337&&
336-337. It has been the teaching of the tradition of Acharyas 

that karma that causes male gender, creates the desire for 
the	opposite	 sex	and	karma	 that	causes	 the	 female	gender	
creates the desire for men.  According to this principle, none 
is a non-celibate because a particular karma leads to the 
desire of other karma.

 Oåhm KmXo{X na§ naoU Km{XÁOXo ` gm n`S>rŸ&              
 EXoUËWoU {H$a ^ÊU{X naKmX-Um_o{ÎmŸ&&338&&
 Våhm U H$mo {d Ordmo dKmXAmo ApËW Aåh CdXogoŸ&              
 Oåhm H$å_§ Mod {h H$å_§ KmXo{X B{X ^{UX§Ÿ&&339&&
338-339. One who kills others and one that is killed by others is 

due to the operation of karma prakriti known as paraghat 
karma. According to this view, no one is considered as guilty 
of killing since it is only one material karma that destroys 
another material karma.

 Ed§ g§IwdEg§ Oo C nê$d|{V E[ag§ g_UmŸ&              
 Voqg n`S>r Hw$ìd{X Aßnm ` AH$maJm gìdoŸ&&340&&
 Ahdm _ÊU{g _ÁP§ Aßnm AßnmU_ßnUmo Hw$U{XŸ&              
 Egmo {_ÀN>-ghmdmo Vwåh§ E`§ _wU§VñgŸ&&341&&
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340-341. The above view belongs to Sankhya philosophy and if 
any Jain adherent is interpreting likewise, then it will be 
falsely established that only karma prakriti is operating and 
the soul is non-doer (non-functional).

  Alternatively, if one wants to prove that the soul is the doer, 
the	logic	is	as	follows.	‘My	soul	substance	gets	modified	by	
itself,’ such a belief is also erroneous.

 Aßnm {UÀMmo@g§IoÁOnXogmo Xo{gXmo Xw g_`påhŸ&               
 U {d gmo gŠH${X VÎmmo hrUmo A{hAmo ` H$mXw§ OoŸ&&342&&
342.  As per scriptures, the soul is eternal and occupies innumerable 

space units. The space units of a soul cannot be increased or 
decreased by any one.

 Ordñg Ordê$d§ {dËWaXmo OmU bmoJ_oÎm§ IwŸ&               
 VÎmmo gmo qH$ hrUmo A{hAmo ` H$h§ Hw$U{X Xìd§Ÿ&&343&&
343.		The	maximum	extension	of	space	units	of	 the	soul	can	be	

to	 the	 extent	 of	 occupied	part	 (occupied	by	 the	other	five	
substances and beyond which only space is there) of the 
universe. How can this eternal nature of soul be increased or 
decreased in terms of space units?

 Ah OmUJmo Xw ^mdmo UmUghmdoU AÀN>Xo {Îm _X§Ÿ&               
 Våhm U {d Aßnm Aßn`§ Vw g`-_ßnUmo Hw$U{XŸ&&344&&
344.  If it is assumed that the knower (gyayak) nature of the soul 

is essentially made up of the nature of knowledge, then it is 
to be accepted that the soul does not modify itself by itself. 

 [Note: If karma is said to be doer of karma, then there is 
conflict	with	principle	of	 syadvada	 (true	 from	a	particular	
point of view). If it is believed that the soul is the doer of 
karma	in	the	state	of	ignorance,	there	is	no	conflict	as	such	
from	this	particular	point	of	view.	Refer	to	the	Annexure	I	
and	II	for	details	on	Syadvada	and	Anekantavada]

 Now, the momentary nature and multi-dimensional nature 
are discussed:

 Ho$qh{M Xw nÁOEqh {dUñgE Uod Ho$qh{M Xw OrdmoŸ&               
 Oåhm Våhm Hw$ìd{X gmo dm AÊUmo d Uo`§VmoŸ&&345&&
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345.  According to one point of view, the soul dies every moment 
(in terms of paryayas) and lives eternally and never dies 
from the standpoint of substance (dravya). Therefore, ‘one 
who enjoys (karma) is the doer (of karma) or ‘another one 
does,’ such a view is lopsided (one-sided).

 Ho$qh{M Xw nÁOEqh {dUñgE Uod Ho$qh{M Xw OrdmoŸ&               
 Oåhm Våhm doX{X gmo dm AÊUmo d Uo`§VmoŸ&&346&&
346.  According to one point of view, the soul dies every moment 

(in terms of paryayas) and lives eternally and never dies 
from the standpoint of substance (dravya). Therefore, ‘one 
who does (karma) is the enjoyer (of karma) or ‘another one 
enjoys’, such a view is lopsided (one-sided). (Jainism stands 
for multi-dimensional approach or anekantvada).

 Omo Mod Hw$U{X gmo {M` U doXE Oñg Eg {gÕ§VmoŸ&               
 gmo Ordmo UmXìdmo {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r AUm[ahXmoŸ&&347&&
347.  Those who believe in the principle, ‘One who does (karma) 

is not the enjoyer (of karma)’, have false-faith and are not 
the followers of Arihantas.

 AÊUmo H$ao{X AÊUmo n[a^w§O{X Oñg Eg {gÕ§VmoŸ&              
 gmo Ordmo UmXìdmo {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r AUm[ahXmoŸ&&348&&
348.  Those who believe in the principle, ‘One does (karma), and 

another is the enjoyer (of karma)’, have false-faith and are 
not the followers of Arihantas. 

	 The	two	standpoints	are	explained	through	an	example:
 Oh {gpßnAmo Xþ H$å_§ Hw$ìd{X U ` gmo Xþ Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ&              
 Vh Ordmo {d ` H$å_§ Hw$ìd{X U ` Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ&&349&&
349. An artisan (say goldsmith) does his work of art (say 

ornaments) but he does not become one with the work of art 
(goldsmith himself does not become the ornaments). In the 
same manner, a soul also performs good or bad karmas but 
does not become one with karma (matter).

  Oh {gpßnAmo Xþ H$aUoqh Hw$ìd{X U ` gmo Xþ Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ&               
 Vh Ordmo H$aUoqh Hw$ìd{X U ` Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ&&350&&
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350.  An artisan (say goldsmith) does his work of art using certain 
tools (say hammer,etc) but he does not become one with 
the work of art ( say, goldsmith himself does not become 
one with the ornaments). In the same manner, a soul also 
performs good or bad deeds (using tools of mind, speech 
and body) but does not become one with karma (matter).

 Oh {gpßnAmo Xþ H$aUm{U {JÊh{X U gmo Xþ Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ&              
 Vh Ordmo H$aUm{U Xþ {JÊh{X U ` Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ&&351&&
351.  An artisan (say goldsmith) does his work adopting certain 

tools (say hammer, etc) but he does not become one with the 
tools (goldsmith himself does become hammer etc). In the 
same manner, a soul also performs good or bad karmas but 
does not become one with the karmas 

 Oh {gpßn Xþ H$å_\$b§ ^w§O{X U gmo Xþ Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ&               
 Vh Ordmo H$å_\$b§ ^w§O{X U ` Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ&&352&&
352.  An artisan (say goldsmith) enjoys the fruits of his work of art 

but he does not become one with the work of art (goldsmith 
himself does become one with those fruits). In the same 
manner, a soul also enjoys the fruits of good or bad karmas 
(pleasures or pain) but does not become one with the fruits 
of karma.

 Ed§ ddhmañg Xw dÎmìd§ X[agU§ g_mgoUŸ& 
 gwUw {UÀN>`ñg d`U§ n[aUm_H$X§ Vw O§ hmo{XŸ&&353&&
353.  The above principle is described from the practical (vyavahara) 

viewpoint. Now the real point of view (nischaya) is stated 
which	describes	the	subject	of	the	modifications	(parinama)	
of the soul. 

 Oh {gpßnAmo Xþ MoÆ>§ Hw$ìd{X hd{X ` Vhm AUÊUmo goŸ& 
 Vh Ordmo {d ` H$å_§ Hw$d{X hd{X ` AUÊUmo goŸ&&354&&
354.  The artisan is the doer of the conceptual effort or visualisation 

of the task to be performed (into physical form) and this 
cannot be disassociated with him. Likewise, the soul is doer 
of the karmas in terms of conceptual or visualisation effort 
and become identical with it - this cannot be separated from it. 
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 Oh MoÆ>§ Hw$ìd§Vmo Xþ {gpßnAmo {UÀMXþpŠIAmo hmo{XŸ& 
 VÎmmo {g`m AUÊUmo Vh MoÆ>§Vmo Xþhr OrdmoŸ&&355&&
355. When the artisan is making the conceptual effort or 

visualisation of the task to be performed (into physical 
form), always has suffering (in terms of working very hard 
to accomplish the task) and this cannot be disassociated with 
him. Likewise, when the soul is making the conceptual or 
visualisation	of	the	task	always	has	anxiety	to	complete	the	
task and this (suffering) cannot be said to be separate from it. 

 Now, the statement in terms of both nischaya (real) and 
vyavahara (practical) are given with a clear perception of 
the real point of view:

 Oh go{S>`m Xw U nañg go{S>`m go{S>`m ` gm hmo{XŸ& 
 Vh OmUJmo Xw U nañg OmUJmo OmUJmo gmo XwŸ&&356&&
356.  When limestone/paint (or any other object applied to put 

colour or cement on wall, etc) is applied on the object, it 
does not become the object (say, wall in this case) but retains 
its character of limestone/paint. Similarly, the knower does 
not become the other object (although knows it), but retains 
only its nature of knower. 

 Oh go{S>`m Xw U nañg go{S>`m go{S>`m ` gm hmo{XŸ& 
 Vh nmgJmo Xw U nañg nmgJmo nmgJmo gmo XwŸ&&357&&
 357.  When limestone/paint (any other object applied to put colour 

or cement on wall, etc) is applied on the object, it does not 
belong to the other object (say, wall in this case) but retains 
its character of limestone/paint. Similarly, one who sees, 
does not belong to the other object (although sees it), but 
retains only its nature of vision.

 Oh go{S>`m Xw U nañg go{S>`m go{S>`m ` gm hmo{XŸ& 
 Vh g§OXmo Xw U nañg g§OXmo g§OXmo gmo XwŸ&&358&&
358.  When limestone/paint (any other object applied to put 

colour or cement on wall, etc) is applied on the object, it 
does not become the other object (say, wall in this case) but 
retains its character of limestone/paint. Similarly, one who 
adopts vows or right-conduct (spiritual discipline), does not 
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become the other object (other objects for which vows are 
taken), but retains only the restrained/righteous nature of the 
soul.

 Oh go{S>`m Xw U nañg go{S>`m go{S>`m ` gm hmo{XŸ& 
 Vh X§gU§ Xw U nañg X§gU§ X§gU§ V§ VwŸ&&359&&
359.  When limestone/paint (any other object applied to put colour 

or cement on wall, etc) is applied on the object, it does not 
belong the other object (say, wall in this case) but retains its 
character of limestone/paint. Similarly, the soul with right-
faith does not become or belong to the other object (although 
knows it), but retains only its nature of right-faith. 

 Ed§ Vw {UÀN>`-U`ñg ^m{gX§ UmU-X§gU-M[aÎmoŸ& 
 gwUw ddhma-U`ñ` ` dÎmìd§ go g_mgoUŸ&&360&&
360.		Thus,	the	real	point	of	view	is	explained	in	terms	of	right-

knowledge, right-faith and right-conduct and the description 
with	respect	to	vyavahara	(practical	point	of	view)	is	briefly	
given now.

 Oh naXìd§ goS>{X hþ go{S>`m AßnUmo ghmdoUŸ&  
 Vh naXìd§ OmU{X UmXm {d gEU ^mdoUŸ&&361&&
361.  Just as limestone/paint by its own inherent nature makes the 

wall (the other object) white, the knower by its own inherent 
nature knows the other substances.

 Oh naXìd§ goS>{X hþ go{S>`m AßnUmo ghmdoUŸ&  
 Vh naXìd§ nñg{X Ordmo {d gEU ^mdoUŸ&&362&&
362.  Just as limestone/paint by its own inherent nature makes the 

wall (the other object) white, the soul by its own inherent 
nature sees the other substances.

 Oh naXìd§ goS>{X hþ go{S>`m AßnUmo ghmdoUŸ&  
 Vh naXìd§ {dOh{X UmXm {d gEU ^mdoUŸ&&363&&
363.  Just as limestone/paint by its own inherent nature makes the 

wall (the other object) white, the knower by its own inherent 
nature (right-conduct) remains detached of other substances.

 Oh naXìd§ goS>{X hþ go{S>`m AßnUmo ghmdoUŸ&  
 Vh naXìd§ gÔh{X gå_{ÔÆ>r ghmdoUŸ&&364&&
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364. Just as limestone/paint by its own inherent nature makes the 
wall (the other object) white, the soul with right-faith by its 
own inherent nature knows the reality of other substances.

 Ed§ ddhmañg Xw {d{UÀN>Amo UmUX§gUM[aÎmoŸ&  
 ^{Uxmo AÊUogw {d nÁOEgw E_od UmXìdmoŸ&&365&&
365.  In this way, right-knowledge, right-faith and right-conduct 

have been described from the vyavahara point of view. It 
should	be	applied	to	different	forms	of	modifications	of	the	
soul.

 The attitude of a samyak-drishti is described:
 X§gUUmUM[aÎm§ qH${M {d UpËW Xw AMoXUo {dgEŸ&  
 Våhm qH$ KmX`Xo MoX{`Xm Vogw {dgEgwŸ&&366&&
366.  Now, remember that the knowledge and objects of knowledge 

are totally different and the soul’s attributes cannot be found 
in other substances. So the soul with right-faith does not 
have attachment to other substances:

 [Not a fragment of faith, knowledge and conduct are found 
in inanimate objects. Is there anything in these objects for 
the	soul	to	destroy?]

 X§gUUmUM[aÎm§ qH${M {d UpËW Xw AMoXUo H$å_oŸ&   
 Våhm qH$ KmX`Xo MoX{`Xm Vpåh H$å_påhŸ&&367&&
367.  Not a fragment of faith, knowledge and conduct are found in 

inanimate karmas. Is there anything in these karmas for the 
soul to destroy?

 X§gUUmUM[aÎm§ qH${M {d UpËW Xw AMoXUo H$mEŸ&   
 Våhm qH$ KmX`Xo MoX{`Xm Vogw H$mEgwŸ&&368&&
368.  Not a fragment of faith, knowledge and conduct are found in 

the inanimate body. Is there anything in these bodies for the 
soul to destroy?

 UmUñg X§gUñg ` ^{UXmo KmXmo Vhm M[aÎmñgŸ&   
 U {d Vqh nmo½JbXìdñg H$mo {d KmXmo Xw {U{ÔÆ>moŸ&&369&&
369.  Here, there is a talk of destruction of knowledge, faith and 

conduct, but even a bit of destruction of matter substance 
has not been talked about. (With destruction of faith, 
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knowledge and conduct, there is no destruction of any non-
living matter).

 Ordñg Oo JwUm Ho$B UpËW Ibw Vo naogw XìdogwŸ&   
 Våhm gå_m{X{Æ>ñg UpËW amJmo Xw {dgEgwŸ&&370&&
370.  The properties found in the soul are, in fact, not found in 

other substances and hence the soul with right-faith does not 
have attachment to other objects.

 amJmo Xmogmo _mohmo Ordñgod ` AUÊU-n[aUm_mŸ&   
 EXoU H$maUoU Xw gÔm{Xgw UpËW amJmXrŸ&&371&&
371.		The	inseparable	modifications	of	 the	soul	(in	samsara)	are	

attachment, aversion and delusion. Therefore, sound and 
other substances (being matter) do not have attachment, etc. 
(being inanimate in nature). 

	 What	is	the	doctrine	that	governs	the	various	modifications?
 AÊUX{dEU AÊUX{d`ñg U H$saE JwUwßnmAmoŸ&   
 Våhm Xþ gìd-Xìdm CßnÁO§Vo ghmdoUŸ&&372&&
372.  Attributes of one substance cannot be caused by the attributes 

of another substance. The principle is that all substances 
have	modifications	that	arise	because	of	their	own	self-same	
nature.

 The soul is completely neutral to other substances but the 
ignorant soul thinks otherwise: 

 qU{XXg§WwXd`Um{U nmo½Jbm n[aU_§{V ~hþJm{UŸ&   
 Vm{U gw{UXÿ` ê$g{X Vyg{X ` nwUmo Ah§ ^{UXmoŸ&&373&&
373.  It is the particles of matter that are transformed into sounds 

of various words of praise or abuse. The ignorant one thinks, 
‘I am told’ and assuming this becomes angry or pleased.

 nmo½JbXìd§ gÔÎmn[aUX§ Vñg O{X JwUmo AÊUmoŸ&   
 Våhm U Vw§ ^{UXmo qH${M {d qH$ ê$g{g A~wÕmoŸ&&374&&
374.  It is the particles of matter that are transformed into sounds 

of	various	words.	Their	 attributes	 are	quite	different	 from	
that of soul. No one has really addressed you (the soul). 
Why do you feel angry?  The ignorant one thinks otherwise 
and gets furious. 
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 Agwhmo gwhmo d gÔmo U V§ ^U{X gwUgw _§ {V gmo ModŸ&   
 U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXþ§ gmoX-{dg`-_mJX§ gÔ§Ÿ&&375&&
375.  Bad or good language (words) does not volunteer on its own 

to tell you, ‘Listen to me’. The soul also (does not fall from 
its nature of knowing) does not reach out to listen to the 
words (these are subjects of the hearing sense/ears). 

 If one does not want to listen, no one forces you to listen. Not 
knowing this nature, the ignorant one develops attachment 
or aversion to these and creates karmic bondage.

 Agwh§ gwh§ d ê$d§ U V§ ^U{X noÀN> _§ {V gmo ModŸ&    
 U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXþ§ MŠIw-{dg`-_mJX§ ê$d§Ÿ&&376&&
376. Bad or good objects seen by you do not volunteer on their 

own to tell you or ask you, ‘See me’. The soul also (does not 
fall from its nature of seeing) does not reach out to see the 
objects (these are subjects of the seeing sense/eyes). 

 If one does not want to see, no one forces you to see. Not 
knowing this nature, the ignorant one develops attachment 
or aversion to these and creates karmic bondage.

 Agwhmo gwhmo d J§Ymo U V§ ^U{X {O½K _§ {V gmo ModŸ&    
 U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXþ§ KmU-{dg`-_mJX§ J§Y§Ÿ&&377&&
377.  Bad or good smell does not volunteer on its own to tell or 

ask you, ‘Smell me’. The soul also (does not fall from its 
nature of knowing) does not reach out to smell the objects 
(these are subjects of the sense of smell /nose). 

 If one does not want to smell, no one forces you to smell. Not 
knowing this nature, the ignorant one develops attachment 
or aversion to these and creates karmic bondage.

 Agwhmo gwhmo d agmo U V§ ^U{X ag` _§ {V gmo ModŸ&    
 U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXþ§ agU-{dg`-_mJX§ Vw ag§Ÿ&&378&&
378.  Bad or good taste of objects does not volunteer on its own to 

tell or ask you, ‘Taste me’. The soul also (does not fall from 
its nature of knowing) does not reach out to taste the objects 
(these are subjects of taste sense/tongue). 

 If one does not want to taste, no one forces you to taste. Not 
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knowing this nature, the ignorant one develops attachment 
or aversion to these and creates karmic bondage.

 Agwhmo gwhmo d \$mgmo U V§ ^U{X \w$ggw _§ {V gmo ModŸ&    
 U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXþ§ H$m`-{dg`-_mJX§ \$mg§Ÿ&&379&&
379.  Bad or good touch of objects does not volunteer on its own 

to ask you, ‘Touch me’. The soul also (does not fall from its 
nature of knowing) does not reach out to touch the objects 
(these are subjects of the touch sense/body). 

 If one does not want to touch, no one forces you to touch. Not 
knowing this nature, the ignorant one develops attachment 
or aversion to these and creates karmic bondage.

 Agwhmo gwhmo d JwUmo U V§ ^U{X ~wÁP _§ {V gmo ModŸ&    
 U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXþ§ ~w{Õ-{dg`-_mJX§ Vw JwU§Ÿ&&380&&
	380.		Bad	or	good	quality	(‘guna’	or	attribute	of	objects/substances)	

does not volunteer of its own to tell you, ‘Know me’. The 
soul also (does not fall from its nature of knowing) does 
not	reach	out	to	know	the	quality	of	the	objects	(these	are	
subjects of the mind). 

	 If	one	does	not	want	to	know	any	quality,	no	one	forces	you	
to know the same. Not knowing this nature, the ignorant one 
develops attachment or aversion to these and creates karmic 
bondage.

 Agwh§ gwh§ d Xìd§ U V§ ^U{X ~wÁP _§ {V gmo ModŸ&    
 U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXþ§ ~w{Õ-{dg`-_mJX§ Xìd§Ÿ&&381&&
381.  A bad or good dravya (substance) does not volunteer on its 

own to tell you, ‘Know me’. The soul also (does not fall 
from its nature of knowing) does not reach out to know the 
substances (these are substances understood by wisdom/
mind). 

 If one does not want to know the substance, no one forces 
you to know the substance. Not knowing this nature, the 
ignorant one develops attachment or aversion to these and 
creates karmic bondage.

 E`§ Vw Om{UD$U§ Cdg_§ Uod JÀN>Xo _yT>moŸ&    
 {U½Jh_Um nañg ` g`§ M ~wqÕ {gd-_nÎmmoŸ&&382&&
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382. Even after knowing the above, the false believer does not 
calm down his passions of attachment and aversion. Not 
realising the true path of liberation, he desires to possess 
other substances. 

 Now, here is the description about real right-conduct:
 H$å_§ O§ nwìdH$`§ gwhmgwh-_Uo`-{dËWa-{dgog§Ÿ&    
 VÎmmo {U`ÎmXo Aßn`§ Vw Omo gmo n{S>ŠH$_U§Ÿ&&383&&
383.  The soul is said to have real repentance (pratikramana) when 

the self keeps oneself away from getting engaged with the 
rise of previous karmas which are good or bad and is of 
many types (knowledge-obscuring, etc.).

 H$å_§ O§ gwh_gwh§ Opåh ` ^mdpåh ~ÁP{X ^{dñg§Ÿ&    
 VÎmmo {U`ÎmXo Omo gmo nƒŠImU§ hd{X MoXmŸ&&384&&
384.  The soul is said to have real renunciation (pratyakhyana) 

when	 the	 self	 keeps	 oneself	 away	 from	 the	 defilements	
(bhava) that create bondage of future karmas which are good 
or bad and is of many types (knowledge-obscuring, etc.).

 O§ gwh_gwh_w{XÊU§ g§n{S> ` AUo`{dËWa{dgog§Ÿ&    
 V§ Xmog§ Omo MoX{X gmo Ibw Ambmo`U§ MoXmŸ&&385&&
385.  That soul is said to have real confession of the imperfections 

(alochana)) when the self keeps oneself away from getting 
engaged with the rise of karmas at present which are good or 
bad and is said to be of many types (knowledge- obscuring, 
etc.).

 {Uƒ§ nƒŠImU§ Hw$ìd{X {Uƒ§ n{S>ŠH$_{X Omo `Ÿ&    
 {Uƒ§ AmbmoMo`{X gmo hþ M[aÎm§ hd{X MoXmŸ&&386&&
386.  That soul is said to have right-conduct when it adopts 

these three practices of real repentance (pratikramana), 
real renunciation (pratyakhyana) and real confession of the 
imperfections (alochana). 

 Now, there is reference to the types of consciousness relating 
to karma and fruits of karma:

 doX§Vmo H$å_\$b§ AßnmU§ Hw$U{X Omo Xþ H$å_\$b§Ÿ&    
 gmo V§ nwUmo {d ~§Y{X ~r`§ XþŠIñg AÆ>{dh§Ÿ&&387&&
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387.		While	experiencing	the	fruits	of	karma,	one	who	identifies	
himself with that fruit of karma, he is again sowing the seeds 
of misery in the form of eight types of karmic bondage.

 doX§Vmo H$å_\$b§ _E H$X§ _wU{X Omo Xþ H$å_-\$b§Ÿ&    
 gmo V§ nwUmo {d ~§Y{X ~r`§ XþŠIñg AÆ>-{dh§Ÿ&&388&&
388.		While	experiencing	the	fruits	of	karma,	one	who	thinks,	‘the	

fruits of karma are caused by me’, he is again sowing the 
seeds of misery in the form of eight types of karmic bondage.

 doX§Vmo H$å_-\$b§ gw{hXmo Xþ{hXmo ` hd{X Omo MoXmŸ&    
 gmo V§ nwUmo {d ~§Y{X ~r`§ XþŠIñg AÆ>-{dh§Ÿ&&389&&
389.		While	experiencing	the	fruit	of	karma,	if	one	becomes	happy	

or miserable, he again sows the seeds of misery in the form 
of eight types of karmic bondage.

	 [Note:	 One	 can	 apply	 this	 reasoning	 of	 experience	
individually for all the 148 subdivisions of karma and see 
how the bondage is created. Alternatively, one can endeavour 
to	 have	 experience	of	 the	pure	 soul	 (and	not	worry	 about	
karma and its fruits), then one sheds the karma and moves 
towards	liberation	after	complete	destruction	of	all	karmas.]

 [This Chapter is about the divine, out of the world, complete-
pure knowledge and hence it has been shown that knowledge 
is not the doer or the enjoyer. Knowledge only knows or 
helps the jiva to know and not do anything. 

 Now, it is shown that this knowledge is different from other 
substances and their attributes:

 gËW§ UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm gËW§ U `mUXo qH${MŸ&     
 Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ gËW§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&390&&
390.  The scriptures do not constitute knowledge as these scriptures 

(being inanimate) do not know anything, so based on this 
logic; the omniscient lord says that knowledge is dissimilar 
to other substances.

 gÔmo UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm gÔmo U `mUXo qH${MŸ&     
 Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ gÔ§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&391&&
391.  The words do not constitute knowledge as these words 

(being inanimate) do not know anything, so based on this 
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logic the omniscient lord says that knowledge is dissimilar 
to words.

 ê$d§ UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm ê$d§ U `mUXo qH${MŸ&     
 Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ ê$d§ {OUm ~o§{VŸ&&392&&
392.  The outward appearances (rupa) do not constitute knowledge 

as these outward appearances (being inanimate) do not know 
anything, so based on this logic the omniscient lord says that 
knowledge is dissimilar to outward appearances.

 dÊUmo UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm dÊUmo U `mUXo qH${MŸ&     
 Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ dÊU§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&393&&
393.  The colours do not constitute knowledge as these colours 

(being inanimate) do not know anything, so based on this 
logic the omniscient lord says that knowledge is dissimilar to 
colours.

 J§Ymo UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm J§Ymo U `mUXo qH${MŸ&     
 Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ J§Y§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&394&&
394. The smell does not constitute knowledge as this smell 

(being inanimate) does not know anything, so based on 
this reasoning the omniscient lord says that knowledge is 
dissimilar to smell.

 U agmo Xw hd{X UmU§ Oåhm Xw agmo U `mUXo qH${MŸ&    
 Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ ag§ M AÊU§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&395&&
395.  The tastes do not constitute knowledge as these tastes (being 

inanimate) do not know anything, so based on this logic the 
omniscient lord says that knowledge is dissimilar to taste.

 \$mgmo U hd{X UmU§ Oåhm \$mgmo U `mUXo qH${MŸ&     
 Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ \$mg§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&396&&
396.  The touch does not constitute knowledge as the touch (being 

inanimate) does not know anything, so based on this logic 
the omniscient lord says that knowledge is dissimilar to 
touch.

 H$å_§ UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm H$å_§ U `mUXo qH${MŸ&     
 Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ H$å_§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&397&&
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397.  The karmas do not constitute knowledge as these karmas 
(being inanimate) do not know anything, so based on this 
logic the omniscient lord says that knowledge is dissimilar 
to karmas.

 Yå_mo UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm Yå_mo U `mUXo qH${MŸ&     
 Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ Yå_§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&398&&
398. The medium of motion does not constitute knowledge as 

the medium of motion (being inanimate) does not know 
anything, so based on this logic the omniscient lord says that 
knowledge is dissimilar to the medium of motion.

 UmU-_Yå_mo U hd{X OåhmYå_mo U `mUXo [H§${MŸ&     
 Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU-_Yå_§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&399&&
399. The medium of rest does not constitute knowledge as the 

medium of rest (being inanimate) does not know anything, so 
based on this logic the omniscient lord says that knowledge 
is dissimilar to medium of rest.

 H$mbmo UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm H$mbmo U `mUXo qH${MŸ&     
 Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ H$mb§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&400&&
400. Time dravya does not constitute knowledge as the time 

substance (being inanimate) does not know anything, so 
based on this logic the omniscient lord says that knowledge 
is dissimilar to time dravya.

 Am`mg§ {n U UmU§ Oåhm`mg§ U `mUXo qH${MŸ&     
 Våhm`mg§ AÊU§ AÊU§ UmU§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&401&&
401.  Space does not constitute knowledge as space (being 

inanimate) does not know anything, so based on this logic the 
omniscient lord says that knowledge is dissimilar to space.

 UÁPdgmU§ UmU§ AÁPdgmU§ AMoXU§ OåhmŸ&     
 Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÁPdgmU§ Vhm AÊU§Ÿ&&402&&
402. Thoughts or emotions (adhyavasan) do not constitute 

knowledge as they are inanimate and do not know anything, 
so based on this logic the omniscient lord says that knowledge 
is dissimilar to thoughts or emotions.
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 Oåhm OmU{X {UÀM§ Våhm Ordmo Xw OmUJmo UmUrŸ&     
 UmU§ M OmU`mXmo Aìd{X[aÎm§ _wUo`ìd§Ÿ&&403&&
403.  The attribute of the soul is knowledge and to know 

eternally is its function, hence the soul is a knower (gyayak) 
par	 excellence	 and	 is	 full	 of	 knowledge.	 It	 can	 be	 very	
well comprehended that knowledge and the knower are 
inseparable. (One who knows and sees himself as knower 
and seer is a gyani.)   

 UmU§ gå_m{XqÆ> Xw g§O_§ gwÎm-_§J-nwìdJ`§Ÿ&     
 Yå_mYå_§ M Vhm nìdÁO§ Aã^wd§{V ~whmŸ&&404&&
404.  Enlightened ones adore this supreme knowledge and this 

experience	 of	 the	 self-same	nature	 of	 knowledge	 is	 right-
faith, restraint of senses (sanyama), knowledge of the 
sacred scriptures, auspicious and inauspicious deeds and 
renunciation. 

 Knowledge does not have a body (physical) and does not 
need alien substances. It is self-born, indestructible and 
independent:

 AÎmm Oñgm-_wÎmmo U hþ gmo AmhmaJmo hd{X Ed§Ÿ&     
 Amhmamo Ibw _wÎmmo Oåhm gmo nmo½Jb-_Amo XwŸ&&405&&
405.  Soul is incorporeal (amurtik-formless) and cannot be the 

consumer of food (anahari). Food is tangible because it is 
material in nature.

 U {d gŠH${X KoÎmw§ O§ U {d_moÎmw§ O§ M O§ naÔìd§Ÿ&    
 gmo H$mo {d ` Vñg JwUmo nmC{JAmo {dñggmo dm {dŸ&&406&&
406.		Other	substances	cannot	be	acquired	or	relinquished	by	the	

soul	because	it	is	the	attribute	of	the	soul	not	to	acquire	other	
substances on its own or through other means (nimitta).

 Våhm Xw Omo {dgwÕmo MoXm gmo Uod JoÊhXo qH${MŸ&     
 Uod {d_w§M{X qH${M {d OrdmOrdmU XìdmU§Ÿ&&407&&
407.  In view of this, the soul having the nature of pure 

consciousness	 does	 not	 acquire	 or	 relinquish	 any	 other	
substance whether animate or inanimate.

 Bodily activities do not cause liberation:
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 nmg§S>rqbJm{U d {J{hqbJm{U d ~hþßn`mam{UŸ&     
 KoÎmw§ dX§{V _yT>m qbJ-{_U§ _moŠI-_½Jmo {ÎmŸ&&408&&
408.  The unwise (those lacking understanding of pure soul/deep 

spirituality) assume many types of outwardly practices 
and symbolic (false) representations of asceticism or 
householders’ practices and imagine, ‘these are signs of the 
path of moksha.’ 

 U Xw hmo{X _moŠI_½Jmo qbJ§ O§ Xoh{Uå__m A[ahmŸ&     
 qbJ§ _wBÎmw X§gU-UmU-M[aÎmm{U god§{VŸ&&409&&
409.		These	external	signs	and	practices	do	not	constitute	the	path	

of moksha because an Arihant is completely detached from 
the body or bodily signs and is engrossed in (deep spirituality 
through) right-faith, right-knowledge and right-conduct. 

 The three ratnas constitute the path to moksha:

 U {d Eg _moŠI_½Jmo nmg§S>r{J{h_`m{U qbJm{UŸ&     
 X§gU-UmU-M[aÎmm{U _moŠI-_½J§ {Oum ~|{VŸ&&410&&
410.		The	external	signs	of	ascetics	(dravyalinga)	or	householders	

do not represent the path of moksha (as these relate to the 
physical body). The omniscient lord has revealed that only 
right-faith in one’s pure soul, right-knowledge of the pure 
soul and absorption in it constitutes the path of moksha.

 Våhm O{hÎmw qbJo gmJma-UJmaEqh dm J{hXoŸ&     
 X§gU-UmU-M[aÎmo AßnmU§ Ow§O _moŠI-nhoŸ&&411&&
411.  Therefore, do not take cognisance of the outward symbols 

of both householders (sagara) and ascetics (anagara), rather 
focus on the real path in terms of right-faith, right-knowledge 
and right-conduct.

 [Note: The above statement is in terms of real point of 
view. It does not imply giving up vows or ‘dravya-linga’ 
but	 relinquishes	 adding	 spiritual	 value	 to	 it.	 This	 ‘draya-
linga’ by itself (alone) without ‘bhava-linga’ (complete 
detachment)	is	not	the	real	path.]

 _moŠInho AßnmU§ R>do{h V§ Mod Pm{h V§ Mo`Ÿ&     
 VËWod {dha {UÀM§ _m {dhagw AÊU-XìdogwŸ&&412&&
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412.	 May	 you	 uphold	 the	 soul	 firmly	 (without	 wavering)	 on	
the	 path	 of	moksha,	meditate	 on	 it,	 experience	 it,	 always	
evince interest in it and not take interest in other mundane 
substances. 

 Attachment to outward signs is not consistent with the 
concept of Samaysar: 

 nmg§S>rqbJogw d {J{hqbJogw d ~hþßn`maogwŸ&     
 Hw$ìd§{V Oo __qÎm Voqh U UmX§ g_`gma§Ÿ&&413&&
413. Those who are attached to various types of outward signs 

and practices be it of asceticism or householders’ ethics (and 
believe that this dravya-linga will provide moksha) do not 
know samaysar or the pure soul.

	 The	two	standpoints	on	the	external	signs:
 ddhm[aAmo nwU UAmo XmopÊU {d qbJm{U ^U{X _moŠInhoŸ&     
 {UÀN>`-UAmo U BÀN>{X _moŠI-nho gìd-qbJm{UŸ&&414&&
414.	 From	 the	 vyavahara	 standpoint	 these	 two	 (external	 signs	

of asceticism or householders’ ethics) are stated to be the 
path of moksha. The real standpoint does not believe in any 
symbolic representations to be the path of moksha.

 [Note: The subject matter of vyavahara standpoint is not the 
pure soul (but with fragmented understanding of the same). 
The subject matter of real standpoint is the one, divine, 
worthwhile,	 infinitely	potential,	 pure	 soul.	Those	with	 the	
experience	of	pure	soul	attain	moksha	and	not	others.]	

	 One	is	encouraged	to	understand	this	extraordinary	text:
 Omo g_`-nmhþS>-{_U§ n{T>XÿU§ AËW-VÀMXmo UmXþ§&     
 AËWo R>mhr MoXm gmo hmohr CÎm_§ gmoŠI§Ÿ&&415&&
415.		On	who	reads	this	(great	text	of)	Samayasar	(Samaypahud)	

knows it in depth its essence and remains engrossed in 
reality will certainly achieve supreme bliss (moksha).
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Questions for Practice
Chapter 9

1.  From the real point of view what is said to be the origin of 
karmas?

2.  How do the things in the world operate? 
3.  A snake drinking sweetened milk does not become non-

poisonous.	In	what	context	has	this	been	stated?
4.		 Explain	 the	 reasoning	 behind	 the	 example	 of	 eyes	 in	 this	

chapter.
5.  The goldsmith makes ornaments. State the real and practical 

point	of	view	in	this	example.
6.		 Narrate	 different	 viewpoints	 in	 the	 example	 of	 limestone/

paint.
7.		 Explain	 the	 different	 viewpoints	 on	 the	 practice	 of	

renunciation, confession and repentance.
8.  Why knowledge of scriptures is not real knowledge?  
9. When is the self considered to be on the path of liberation?
10.  Who actually knows Samayasar? How can Samayasar help 

in attaining supreme bliss?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Annexures

Notes on Select Concepts Underlying Samayasar

i - Multi-faceted Reality (Anekantavada)

The Universe consists of substances.  A substance is known by its 
nature.  The nature of a substance is described through its properties and 
forms, which may look alike or completely opposite to one another and 
yet	describe	 the	same	substance.	All	substances	have	such	conflicting	
properties.  Consider the following illustrations:

(a) A man is said to be father in relation to his son, but the same 
man is a son in relation to his father.  How can the same man be 
both father and son?

(b)	 Cold	water	and	hot	water	–	apparently	conflicting	properties	of	
hot	and	cold	co-exist	in	water.

(c) A medicine can cure a person and the same may kill another 
person.

(d) The taste of milk is sweet but when it turns into curd, it becomes 
sour.

(e) In a gold ring, the word ‘ring’ cannot encompass all other forms 
of gold ornaments. Gold is yellow in colour. Many objects have 
yellow	colour.	Yellowness	cannot	entirely	describe	what	is	gold.

(f) Delhi is in South, North, East and West for a person in Kashmir, 
Tamilnadu, Punjab and Assam respectively.  In spite of 
indications	of	conflicting	directions,	Delhi	is	where	it	is.

The above logic is to be applied to all the substances in the Universe such 
as soul, matter, space, time, medium of movement and rest.  All these 
substances	possess	mutually	conflicting	forms	or	properties.		Reality	is	
thus multifaceted. This is the infallible concept of Jain Philosophy used 
in proving the nature of any substance including the soul and matter.

‘Words’ are incapable of describing any object in its entirety as one has 
to	go	through	the	complicated	process	of	interpreting	the	text.		Consider	
the following process and tenets:
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a. Matter and its knowledge are indivisible.

b.	 To	explain	the	matter,	the	knower	first	attempts	to	describe	an	object	
partially and conveys the nature of a matter partially through words 
to the listener.

c. After hearing the words, the listener converts them into his ideas/
images about the matter and grasps separate meanings of different 
words and in parts. The same words connote different meanings in 
different	contexts.

d. If someone is to read the description of an object in words and 
attempts to draw a picture, it may not be the same and may draw 
something	quite	different.

e. If we listen or tell the words only according to one’s belief or 
imagination and refuse to listen or understand from the other’s point 
of view, this leads to bias or partial view contrary to the truth.

f. The listener goes beyond words and converts his understanding 
of separate parts/properties into an indivisible whole to know the 
truth.		True	knowledge	is	like	a	mirror,	it	reflects	instantaneously	the	
matter as it is and in its most natural manner.

g. Timeless, inseparable and unchangeable characteristics of any 
substance living or non-living is known as properties (guna) and the 
description of such properties represents intrinsic or real point of 
view.

h. A particular property assumes or displays changeable and momentary 
characteristics. These are known as forms (paryaya) of the object 
and the description of such forms is made from empirical/ practical 
or ephemeral point of view.

i. Understanding an object with its many properties and forms 
collectively and as an indivisible whole is known as ‘anekantavada’ 
or ‘multifaceted approach to reality’.

j. Mere idea of the object developed through illustrations or description 
following the principle of ‘anekantavada’ is also indirect knowledge.

Although the above process is very complicated, it works well regarding 
substances about which we are familiar but does not work well in case 
of abstract substances such as soul, etc and hence people adopt dogmatic 
positions	leading	to	a	lot	of	controversies,	beliefs,	conflicts,	etc.
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ii - validity of True Nature of Soul: Anekantavada and Syadvada

Although the soul is interpreted in terms of one prominent characteristic 
of knowledge but its multifarious nature never gets tarnished. It is 
because	 the	 soul	 has	 infinite	 properties	 and	 two	 properties	 at	 times	
may look contradictory but it gets resolved when the meaning of such 
terms	are	properly	 interpreted.	Amritchandra	Acharya	 in	his	annexure	
to	the	commentary	on	Samayasar	has	established	that	explanation	of	a	
soul with a singular characteristic (ekantavadi) will become lopsided 
and understanding the soul may get jeopardized but anekantavada and 
syadvada keep the understanding intact and alive. These principles of 
anekantavada and syadvada complement each other, are spontaneous 
and self-proven. These principles or rules should never be violated for 
proper understanding of Jain Philosophy. Acharya validates the true 
nature of the pure soul through fourteen aspects (Bhangas):

1 The soul’s nature is that of knowledge (gyansvarup-tatsvarup -) and 
even if soul knows other substances; it never gives up its nature of 
knowing. Knowledge does not come from eternal objects. Knowledge 
remains the prerogative of the soul.

2 Every substance is of its own nature and not of the nature of other 
substances (atatsvarup). 

3 A soul knows	other	substances	but	does	acquire	properties	of	other	
substances. Soul retains its own unitary (ekatva) nature.

4  While knowing other substances, a soul knows many forms/properties 
of them (anekatva) and thus gains true or complete knowledge while 
retaining its unitary character.

5	 While	external	objects	are	 subject	matter	of	 senses,	 existence	of	a	
soul (satpana) has to be recognized through its knowledge nature. A 
soul cannot be perceived by the senses.

6 There is complete absence (asatpana) of other substances in the 
soul but believers of absolutism (ekantavadi)	opine	that	a	soul	exists	
everywhere in everything.

7	 The	soul	resides	or	exists	in	its	own	space	(svakshetra astitva) and 
knows all substances without going into other spaces.

8	 A	soul	knows	other	substances	existing	in	other	spaces	but	is	aware	
about absence of the self in other spaces (parkshetra-nastitva). Thus, 
a	soul	retains	its	own	existence	in	its	space.	
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9  Soul’s knowledge of various forms in different time dimensions 
appear	 and	 disappear	 but	 a	 soul	 exists	 because	 of	 its	 own	 time	
dimension (svakal astitva).	Soul’s	existence	does	not	depend	on	the	
time dimension of other substances.

10 A syadvadi believes in the absence of soul’s time dimension (parkal 
nastitva) in other substances and thus the soul survives eternally in 
view of its own time dimension.

11 An ekantavadi opines that a soul knows properties of other substances 
but a syadvadi knows that a soul has knowledge of its own properties 
(svabhava-astitva).

12 A soul does not deviate from its true and pure nature and knows 
thoughts of other substances as distinct from soul’s own pure nature 
(parbhava-nastitva).

13 Knowledge differs in forms depending on the object of knowledge 
but	a	believer	in	eternal	and	inexorable	conscious	(nitytava) nature 
of soul knows them to be momentary.

14 A syadvadi knows the soul as a substance to be eternal but its forms 
of knowledge never remain constant and keep changing (anityatva). 

To sum up, a soul has to be comprehended in the above manner through 
different aspects based on anekantavada and syadvada. This makes 
knowledge right and any belief contrary to this is false-belief.

iii - 47 Properties of Pure Soul

The path to moksha begins with the change of perception about our 
own self. The moment one perceives oneself as a pure soul, understands 
its nature and functioning, the journey to moksha commences.  When 
the same perception is pursued relentlessly, one achieves moksha. The 
refined	perception	of	the	self	encompasses	in	itself	the	knowledge	and	
realization	of	operation	of	infinite	properties	of	the	soul.	A	divine	view	
of soul is realized which is beyond words. Amritchandra Acharya in his 
commentary	on	Samayasar	known	as	Atmakhyati,	meaning	glorification	
of	soul	added	an	annexure	where	we	find	the	unique	description	of	47	
properties	of	the	pure	soul	which	he	derived	from	the	text	of	Samayasar.	
A brief description of 47 such properties is given below to have an 
insight of the soul and to show how it functions:
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1.	 Live (Jivatva): The soul is always living and hence called as a 
living thing. It has lived in the past and will live in future and 
always assumes the properties of living substance.

2.	 Consciousness (Chiti): A living substance is characterized by 
consciousness. It never gives up this and never assumes the 
nature of non-living substances.

3.	 Vision (Drshi):	It	sees/reflects	in	general	all	substances	with	all	
of	their	properties	and	forms.	It	recognizes	their	existence	as	a	
whole with out discrimination.

4.	 Knowledge (Jnana): The soul can know the entire universe and 
individual entities with its past, present and future in a single 
unit of time simultaneously.

5.	 Bliss (Sukha): The pure soul is abounding with bliss, perfect 
and	infinite	happiness,	with	no	sensuous	pleasures,	anxieties	or	
sufferings.

6.	 Potency (Virya): The architect of pure soul is the soul itself. It 
has the ability to build, procreate or re-engineer itself through 
operation of its properties.

7.	 Supreme Sovereignty (Prabhutva): The self is its own king and 
sovereign.	 It	 is	 independent,	 unconquerable	 and	 invincible.	 It	
elevates itself to the highest status of Godhood when it treads on 
the	path	of	purification.

8.	 All-pervasiveness (Vibhutva):	The	sovereignty	of	soul	extends	
to all its forms and properties and reigns supreme, but has no 
sovereignty over body, senses and karmas. 

9.	 Omni-vision (Sarvadarshi): The pure soul is like a mirror of the 
universe.	The	entire	universe	is	reflected	in	the	soul	without	any	
discrimination in entirety.

10.	Omniscient (Sarvajnatva): Along with omni-vision property, 
the pure soul knows the entire universe simultaneously and at 
the same time knowing them separately also. 

11.	Transparency (Swachhatva): The nature of soul is transparent, 
i.e., it is the purest substance in the entire universe and the entire 
universe is seen and known as they really are;  just as a clean 
minor facilitates seeing and knowing things as they are without 
any distortions.
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12.	Self-illumination (Prakashatva): The soul is a self-illuminating 
substance and does not depend on anything. At the same time, it 
is self-realizable object and is distinctly seen and known during 
its	self-experience	in	deep	meditation.	It	 is	 like	a	lamp	that	 is	
self-illuminating; it does not need the help of other lamps to 
know	the	self-existing	illuminating	lamp.

13.	Unlimited-Potential (Asankuchit-vikasatva): When the 
properties of a soul blossom, there are no inhibiting or limiting 
factors in its complete revelation. It is not bound by space 
and time. It assumes the perfect form in no time, with its own 
ability and without any support from other objects provided one 
absorbs oneself in the divine nature.

14.	Non-Causative Nature (Akarya-karan): The soul does not cause 
any change in other objects nor do other objects cause changes 
in	 the	soul.	 It	does	not	 influence	nor	gets	 influenced	by	other	
substances. This applies to all properties of the soul and its 
forms.

15.	Knower and Knowable (Parinamya-Parinamaktva): The pure 
soul by its very nature has knowledge of all objects and at the 
same time it is knowable by other souls in the same manner.

16.	Non-Discarding	 and	 Non-Acquisition	 (Tyaga-
upadanshunyatva): The soul does not give up certain properties 
or accepts/assumes any additional properties. It always remains 
in	the	same	perfect	state	of	existence.	

17.	Self-Perpetuation (Aguru-Lagutava): The pure soul sustains 
itself’. The soul does not assume the nature of other substances.  
It never breaks up. It does not become heavy or light as it has 
no weight. It does not become big or small. It remains as it is 
forever.

18.	Appearance-Disappearance-Eternality (Utpada-vyaya-
dhruvatva): All the forms of the soul take place in a predetermined 
sequential	 manner,	 while	 its	 properties	 exist	 simultaneously	
without	any	sequence	and	are	permanent	in	nature.	New	form	
appears and the previous form disappears but the substance 
remains the same.

19.	Changeability (Parinama): Changeability is the nature of soul. 
The whole of soul undergoes changes when its form (paryaya) 
changes. The change in form encompasses change in properties 
also.
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20.	Abstract (Amurta):	The	soul	 is	without	 the	qualities	of	 touch,	
taste, smell and color. In the absence of karma particles, the 
abstract	 form	of	 soul	manifests	 itself.	This	 abstract	 quality	 is	
beyond the comprehension of senses.

21.	 Inactivity (Akartratva): The soul is absolutely inactive with 
respect to other substances. The presence of karma does not 
influence	the	pure	soul.		The	soul	gets	rid	of	them	and	remains	a	
neutral observer even during the travel on the path to liberation.

22.	Power	of	Non-absorption/experience	(Abhoktratva): The soul is 
of the nature of knower (jnata) and seer (drasta) and this leads 
to	self-absorption/experience.	The	soul	truly	does	not	rejoice	in	
karmas or pleasures of senses although it may appear to do so in 
the	mundane	existence.	It	rejoices	its	own	pure	self.

23.	Untremulous (Nishkriyatva): In the absence of karmic particles, 
the soul does not tremble but remains without vibrations. 
Quivering is not the nature of self’.

24.	 Invariable Territory (Niyatpradeshatva): Although the soul 
contracts	or	expands	according	to	the	size	of	a	body	in	different	
births,	it	has	a	fixed	definite	dimension.	In	moksha,	the	dimension	
is a little less than the last body. It occupies innumerable but 
definite	number	of	units	of	the	space.

25.	Self-Pervading (Swadharma-Vyapakatva): Notwithstanding 
many births and deaths, the soul has never permeated in any 
or bodily characteristics; it permeates its own properties and 
forms.

26.	Common, Uncommon and Common-Uncommon (Sadharan, 
Asadharan and Sadharan-Asadharan): While there are certain 
properties of soul which are common to other substances, there 
are	also	certain	unique	properties	of	the	soul.	Further,	there	are	
certain properties which are common to some substances and 
uncommon to other substances.

27.	 Infinite	Nature	(Anantadharmatva):	There	are	infinite	properties	
of the soul. They have different characteristics but nevertheless 
constitute only one indivisible whole. The pure soul is adorned 
by such type of nature.

28.	Conflicting	 Characteristics	 (Viruddha-dharmatva): Not only 
that	 the	soul	has	 infinite	characteristics,	 it	has	qualities	which	
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may	look	conflicting	in	nature	though	there	are	no	real	conflicts.	
Properties from 29 to 38 fall under such a category.  

29.	Power of Elemental Transformation (Tattva): When the soul 
undergoes transformation in its modes, it never discards its 
eternal nature. This is its fundamental nature.

30.	Absence of Transmutability (Atattva): The soul does not assume 
any property or form which is unreal, i.e., does not belong to it 
or	does	not	exist	in	its	nature.

31.	Oneness (Ekatva): The soul has many forms and properties but 
oneness of the soul permeates in all its forms and properties.

32.	Manifoldness (Anekatva): All the modes of the soul are 
permeated by the same soul. While the substance is one, many 
modes are caused by the own self. It does not permeate only one 
exclusive	mode	or	state.	

33.	Existence	 of	 Current	 State	 (Bhava): In the pure self, there 
always	exists	a	current	form	which	is	ever	pure.	It	is	not	caused	
by	any	external	substance.	

34.	Non-existence	of	other	States	(Abhava): In the current form of 
the pure self, past forms are absent and so also the forms or 
properties of other substances..

35.	Disappearance of Current State (Bhava-Abhava): Whatever be 
the	current	form	of	the	self,	it	disappears	or	becomes	extinct	by	
rule	in	the	next	form	or	moment.

36.	Emergence of New State (Abhava-bhava): The new (future) 
form	 that	 emerges	 never	 existed	 before.	 Although	 there	 is	
absence of state of moksha today, it can emerge tomorrow.

37.	Existence	of	Pure-Pure	Nature	(Bhava-Bhava): Whatever be the 
current form of the pure soul, it will always be continuously 
present in future. Although the same form (state of the soul) will 
not be there in future, it will be a different one but will be of the 
same type.

38.	Absence of Impure-Impure Nature (Abhava-abhava): Impure 
bhavas or perversions are absent in the current form of the pure-
self. These will be absent in future as well.

39.	Self-induced Causation (Bhava): The soul induces its own 
causation and changes according to its own nature. 
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Other	properties	given	below	(40	 to	47)	 rule	out	any	 influence	of	
external	factors	and	state	that	the	self	is	completely	independent	and	
master of its own (self-sovereign).

40.	 Infinite	Power	of	Re-engineering	(Kriya): The pure-self has its 
own causal mechanism to ensure attainment of liberation by re-
engineering oneself to the true and eternal nature without the 
help of other substances. 

41.	 	 Infinite	 Power	 of	 Karma	 (Karma/Action): The perfect 
manifestation	of	infinite	power	of	the	soul	is	a	unique	power	of	
soul itself and not caused by other substances 

42.	 Infinite	Power	 of	 Performer	 (Karta):	The	 pure-soul	 exerts	 on	
its own and accomplishes the task liberated state and does not 
depend	on	external	factors	for	this.

43.	 Instrument (Karan): The realization of pure self itself is used 
as instrument to become Siddha. The pure-self regards oneself 
as Siddha and uses this vision as an instrument to achieve that 
state.

44.	Obligation to Self (Sampradan): The pure-self bestows itself 
the form of pure manifestation through absorption in itself. Self 
delights in itself, becomes worthy and manifests the pure state.

45.	 Inexhaustible	Treasure	(Apadan): Appearance and disappearance 
of different forms do not result in annihilation of the self and the 
latter	retains	its	true	and	permanent	character	of	inexhaustible	
treasure.

46.	Self-Refuge (Adhikaran):The self undergoes the self-same 
modifications	on	its	own	and	takes	refuge	in	itself.	The	moment	
the pure-self looks at itself, this becomes the basis for future 
pure forms of the soul.

47.	Self-owned Relationship (Swaswami-sambandh): The pure-self 
possesses itself; owns itself; it owns its own nature, properties 
and modifications/forms.

It may be observed from the above that the pure soul is devoid of 
karmas, body or bodies, mind and even feelings/bhavas of attachment 
or	detachment	to	all	external	objects.	It	is	devoid	of	even	past	and	future	
forms of the soul but is fully manifested in the state of self realization. 
For more details on 47 properties, see Author’s book on Pure Soul and 
its	Infinite	Treasure.	
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It	is	ordinarily	difficult	to	comprehend	the	depth,	vastness	and	subtleness	
of	operation	of	these	properties.	Such	properties	are	infinite	in	number	
but 47 have been listed for the purpose of analysis and understanding. It 
is through constant practice that the true nature of these properties can 
be realized. Insight into the above nature of the soul is an outstanding 
contribution	 of	 Acharya	 Kundakunda	 through	 the	 beautiful	 text	
of Samayasar and the same 47 properties are narrated by Acharya 
Amritchandra in the commentary. In fact, several other properties can 
also be inferred. 

Benefits
There	 are	 immense	 and	 invaluable	 benefits	 of	 knowing	 about	 the	
properties of the soul and a few of them are mentioned here: (i) promotes 
belief	 in	existence	of	 soul	as	 its	 image	emerges	 through	knowing	 the	
functioning of properties; (ii) strengthens belief in it; (iii) brings about 
a change in perception of the self and the world around us; (iv) the 
changed	 perception	 leads	 to	 experience/realization	 of	 the	 pure	 self;	
(v) with realization of the self, the goal of life (achievement of eternal 
happiness) becomes clear; (vi) as one focuses on the self, one becomes 
less  and less interested in material happiness; (vii) one develops better 
understanding of practices like vratas, upvas, tapa, diksha, object of 
meditation/dhyan, sallekhana, etc.; (viii) such an understanding helps 
in	prevention	of	karmic	bondage;	(ix)	continuous	pursuit	of	the	goal	of	
realization of pure soul results in annihilation of karmas (nirjara);	(x)	
complete and constant realization of the same ultimately culminates into 
attainment of supreme happiness/moksha and complete destruction of 
all karmas for ever.

To sum up, any one who will focus and comprehend the operations of 
the above characteristics of soul is bound to embark upon the path of 
moksha and attain the same through the process of changed perception/ 
purification	 initiated	 by	 its	 knowledge	 and	 consequent	 destruction	 of	
karmas. It is the key to moksha as the understanding of these properties 
opens	up	the	infinite	treasure	of	pure	soul.
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iv - Six Substances in the Universe

Sl 
No Subs-tance Quantity Basic 

Nature
Special 

Characteristic

Units of 
space 

occupied

Stationary/  
Travelling 
substances

1. Soul Infinite Conscious-
ness or life

Knowledge and 
happiness

Innumerable Moving/ 
Travelling

2. Matter Infinite	x	
infinite

Inanimate Touch, taste, 
smell, colour

One, more 
than one, 
Infinite

Moving/ 
Travelling

3. Medium of 
motion

One Inanimate Instrumental in 
movement of 

souls & matter

Innumerable Non-
moving

4. Medium of 
Rest

One Inanimate Instrumental in 
stationary state of 

soul & atoms

Innumerable Non-
moving

5. Space One Inanimate Instrumental in 
proving space 
to rest of the 
substances

Infinite Non-
moving 

6 Time Innumerable Inanimate Instrumental 
in change/

measurement of 
change

One Non-
moving

The	universe	consists	of	six	substances	-	Soul,	Matter	(atoms),	Space,	
Medium	of	Motion,	Medium	of	Rest	and	Time.		These	six	are	the	basic	
substances in the Universe and together show the functioning of the 
entire Universe.  

Soul:	Among	the	six,	soul	is	the	only	living	substance.	The	word	‘living’	
refers	to	the	permanent	quality	of	living.		Soul	is	one	which	has	lived,	is	
living and will live forever.  There are twin distinguishing characteristics 
of the soul, viz., to see and to know.  A soul can see and know the self 
and other substances as well.  No other matter can do these two things 
together.  

Further, soul has an inherent characteristic to remain pure forever, 
although when attracted to other things, it comes into contact with 
karmic	particles	and	it	gets	associated	with	the	impurities.		For	example,	
dust may settle on gold or mirror, but becomes clean once the dust is 
removed.  A soul may ‘see’ and ‘know’ objects in the universe as bad, 
good or pure (true nature).  When viewed as bad, it attracts negative 
karmas (ashubha)	which	worsen	external	conditions	in	life;	if	viewed	as	
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good (shubha)	,	one	attains	better	or	congenial	external	conditions	in	life.		
Only when one views the self as pure, one becomes pure and liberates 
oneself from all bondage.  When permanently and continuously views 
oneself as pure, one achieves moksha i.e., liberation from the cycle of 
births and deaths.

Matter/ Pudgala/Atoms/Paramanu:  Atoms or paramanu are the basic 
elements of matter.  These are so subtle that it is impossible to divide or see 
them either through the physical eyes or microscope.  It can be seen only 
by the soul when it attains perfect knowledge/omniscience.  However, a 
group of atoms can be seen by the eyes or under a microscope.  Atoms 
are	infinite	in	number.		The	groups	of	atoms	assume	variety	of	properties.		
Its four basic properties are touch (cold, hot, etc.), taste (sweet, bitter, 
etc.), smell (good, bad) and colour (red, yellow, etc).  Atoms are spread 
everywhere.		Earth,	water,	air,	fire,	bodies	of	insects	and	human	beings,	
fruits, food, clothes, etc - all these are made of atoms.  It is a reign 
of atoms everywhere manifesting in different forms or properties, but 
basically it is matter only.  What is understood in modern science as 
atom is nothing but a group of atoms.

Space:  When we glance at things around us, at top, left, right or any 
direction,	we	find	vacuum	everywhere,	i.e.,	space.		There	is	a	difference	
between space and sky. The sky is the name of blue thing that we see in 
the space and that is the property of matter. Vacuum constitutes space.  It 
is	subtle,	all-pervading,	everlasting,	infinite,	uncreated	by	anybody	and	
it	is	beyond	senses	to	comprehend	it.	It	gives	shelter	to	all	the	other	five	
substances.		The	space	in	which	these	things	exist	is	known	as	occupied	
space (loka) and the other is known as unoccupied space (aloka).  In 
general, whenever we refer to space, we mean only the occupied space.  
The occupied space is generally divided into three parts: upper, middle 
and lower worlds. The upper space is occupied by stars, moon and other 
objects, thereafter by several heavens and on the top of the upper space 
is the abode of liberated souls. Human beings, animals, etc. live in the 
middle of the occupied space.  In the lower part, there are various hells 
and	 at	 the	 bottom	 there	 are	 infinite	 number	 of	 living	 forms	 in	micro	
bodies like the bacteria, the lowest form (nigoda).The successive 
heavens are characterized by higher and higher material pleasures and 
the succeeding hells are characterized by higher degree of suffering and 
progressively	adverse	external	conditions	to	the	self.
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Medium of Motion and Medium of Rest: These two substances are 
helpful to both the souls and matter in making their movements and 
rest. These mediums of motion and the rest are subtle (in case of souls, 
atoms, etc) or visible (for a group of atoms).  The space is always in the 
state of rest and therefore, these mediums are not helpful for it.  These 
mediums do not force jiva or ajiva to move or rest, when these two 
would like to move or rest, they are instrumental like the catalysts.  It 
is	like	fish	in	the	water.		The	fish	travels	or	rests	in	water.		But	it	cannot	
travel	without	the	medium	of	water.		Just	as	the	fish	does	not	come	out	
of water, these two do not go out of the occupied space.  Modern science 
does recognize that sun rays, sound and electrical waves or gravitational 
forces travel through some medium even when air is not there and 
this	matter	is	identified	as	‘ether’	which	is	like	the	medium	of	motion.		
Modern	science	does	not	recognize	explicitly	the	medium	of	rest	but	it	
is logical as substances do come to rest. 

Time: Everything in the universe is changing and the matter through 
which this changing process is understood is called time.  Changes can be 
either	explained	in	terms	of	location	or	quality.	For	location	changes	are	
understood in terms of space, medium of motion and medium of rest.  But 
the	substance,	which	is	helpful	in	qualitative	changes,	is	known	as	time.		
That	is,	the	qualitative	changes	in	any	soul	and	matter	are	explained	with	
the help of time particles. The measurement of time in terms of seconds, 
minutes,	hours,	days,	etc.	specifies	the	duration	of	time	which	helps	in	
causing certain changes.  This may be known as observed time. Real 
time	is	continuous	and	is	to	be	experienced	rather	than	felt	by	senses.	
Time	itself	does	not	force	any	change	in	souls	or	matter.		For	example,	
a mango may be fully ripe or spoiled one.  It is not the time which 
caused these changes. These changes are inherent in the mango fruit 
itself and time helps to understand the number of days generally taken 
to ripen or to get spoiled.  Similarly, changes in human body such as 
childhood,	adult,	etc.,	are	explained	through	time,	i.e.,	number	of	years.	
Time	is	also	infinite	and	indivisible.		Time	is	distinguished	in	terms	of	
past, present and future only to facilitate understanding.  The smallest 
indivisible unit of time is known as ‘samaya’, and is very subtle. One 
second	is	equivalent	to	innumerable	number	of	‘samayas’.  This is very 
well recognized by modern science as a second is divided in millions of 
parts.
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V - Eight-fold classification of karmas

01. Knowledge-obscuring Karma (Karmas obscuring absolute 
knowledge): A soul is capable of knowing instantaneously all that 
is happening or has happened or will happen in the entire universe.  
But bondaged souls know very little and that too in varying degrees. 
Our present knowledge is like a drop in the ocean. Knowledge varies 
across and within different species such as insects, birds, animals, 
human beings, etc., due to this karma.

02. Vision-obscuring Karma (Karmas obscuring absolute vision):  A soul 
is capable of seeing instantaneously whatever that has happened, 
is happening or will happen, all the three, at the same time in the 
entire universe.  But different species have different vision abilities 
depending on this karma.  Some species have eye-based vision while 
others like insects, ants, etc., have no eyes but still have the sense of 
vision.

03. Delusion-producing Karma (Delusion obstructing absolute self-
realization and pure, blemish less conduct):  Feelings of attachment 
to mundane objects other than the self create a delusion and 
misconceptions about them.  Misconceptions lead to arbitrary and 
imaginary decisions about the nature of objects and cause attachment 
or	aversion.		Delusions	abound	in	number,	more	specifically	relating	
to family, wealth, status, religion, physical body, senses and purpose 
of life.  All these prevent true perception of things around us and 
block self-realization.  This Karma is considered to be the king of 
all karmas as once this is defeated, others will fall.  This is like in a 
battlefield	where	once	the	king	surrenders,	other	chiefs	and	soldiers	
will surrender without much resistance as they wield less power.  
When a soul realizes oneself to be the King of the self and rules 
oneself	with	infinite	divine	powers,	this	karma is defeated.

04. Power-obscuring Karma (Karmas obscuring achievement of the 
goal):  In day-to-day life and also on the path of liberation, there are 
forces	preventing	fulfillment	of	goals	 in	spite	of	best	efforts.	 	For	
example,	when	a	person	is	about	 to	eat	food	served	on	the	dining	
table but unable to eat due to some bad news or has to leave urgently 
for some reason. A person wants to donate some money for a noble 
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cause or wants to renounce the world and become a monk but is 
prevented by his kith and kin.  A monk in the state of meditation is 
disturbed by some mundane thought or object.  One has to unleash 
utmost vigor to defeat such obstacles in order to reach one’s goal.  
Realization of pure soul leads to unleashing of absolute vigor 
insurmountable by any object in the universe and thus this karma 
gets annihilated. 

05. Feeling-producing Karma (Karmas obscuring ecstasy/bliss and 
causing	experiences	of	pleasure	and	pain):		In	life,	one	experiences	
both	pleasure	and	pain.	These	alternatives	vary	frequently	and	arise	
due to hunger, thirst, injury, diseases, cold, heat, wind, friends, 
animals, clothes, wealth, etc.The same object may cause both kinds 
of	feelings.	One	may	be	happy	over	acquiring	a	lot	of	wealth	but	may	
become	unhappy	next	moment	as	to	how	to	preserve	it.	A	soul	can	
attain perpetual bliss and ecstasy only if these karmas are destroyed.

06. Age-determining Karma (Karmas causing life-span (age) and 
obscuring access to the permanent abode):  All living beings have 
life-span, although it varies widely across and within different 
species.  Diseases, accidents, etc., are only peripheral factors and 
do not cause death. In the absence of this karma, one achieves the 
permanent abode of liberation and does not have to take birth and 
face death repeatedly.

07. Name and structure-determining Karma (Karmas obscuring the 
subtle and formless nature and causing different body forms):  A 
soul gets the body of an insect, a bird, an animal, a man, etc., with 
differences in dimensions, colour, smell, height, width, bones, 
senses, etc., due to the bondage of this karma. In its absence, the 
soul does not have any association with any type of body names and 
manifests its subtle nature.

08. Status-determining Karma (Karmas obscuring the unchangeable/
unique	 status	 of	 soul	 and	 causing	 low/high	 status):	 	 Some	 have	
high-status in life, while others have low-status.  This happens in all 
species as their status differs.  In the absence of this karma, the soul 
maintains its own absolute and everlasting status which is self-same 
and neither lower nor higher.
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VI - Broad classifications of Jivas
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2 + Nose 

Three 
Sensed

 

(smell)
 

eg. Ant
 

Two 
Sensed

 

Body  
Tongue

 

(taste)
 

Eg. Worms  

Four 
Sensed

 

3 + Eyes 
(seeing)

 

eg. Bees
 

 

Five 
Sensed
4 + Ears
(hearing)
eg. 
Humans, 
Animals

  

     

Earth-
Bodied

 
  

Water-
Bodied

 
     

Fire-
Bodied

 
       

Air-
Bodied

 

Plant-
Bodied

 
Jivas

 

with Five Senses (Mundane existence)

 

With Mind

 

 
 
             

Without Mind

 
          

(eg. Some Animals)

   
Hellish Beings

 
 

Animals

 
 

Humans

 

 
 

 

Heavenly beings
(Devas/Demi-
Gods)

from place to  place
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vii - The Pure Soul and Nine Principles

Case for Pure Soul
(Nischaya)

Case for Karmas
(vyavahara)

1 Soul Timeless treasure of 
infinite	properties

Momentary 
perception of life/soul

2 Non-Soul Not aiming at pure 
soul

Viewing	external	
objects/ Karma

3 Influx	of	
Karmas

Not aiming at pure 
soul

Influx	of	Karmas	
associated with such 
viewing

4
Influx	of	
Auspicious 
Karmas

Not aiming at pure 
soul

Influx	of	auspicious	
Karmas associated 
with good deeds

5
Influx	of	
Inauspicious 
Karmas

Not aiming at pure 
soul

Influx	of	inauspicious	
Karmas associated 
with inauspicious 
deeds

6 Bondage Not aiming at pure 
soul

Bondage of karmic 
matter

7 Stoppage of 
Karmas

Aiming at pure soul 
– emergence of view 
of pure soul

Stoppage of Karmas 
due to knowledge and 
viewing of pure soul

8 Shedding of 
Karmas

Enhanced view of 
purity

Shedding of Karmas 
due to steady /
consistent view of the 
pure soul

9 Liberation
Complete, perfect 
and constant 
engrossment in the 
pure soul

Annihilation of 
Karmas due to 
constant engrossment 
in the pure soul
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xvi  - Engrossment with the Pure Soul - Key to liberation

Sequence of Bondage
Sequence of 
Liberation

 
 

 
 

 

Engrossment with other 
mundane substances

Engrossment with pure 
soul

 
 

 
 Psychic Activities

 
Absence of Psychic 

Activities

 
 

 
 

Karmic Bondage
 

Absence of Karmic 
Bondage

 
 

 

Body Related Karmic 
Bondage

Absence of Bondage of 
Body-related Karmas

 
 

 Mundane Existence –
Infinite cycle of Births 

and Deaths

Liberation / Moksha
No Births / Deaths

xvii  - Knowledge of indivisible Pure Soul
 

Eternal Nature         Properties               Form

Cause Effect Cause Effect Cause Effect
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xix - Pure Soul: Un-symbolic Comprehension (Alinga-grahan)

The	pure	soul	cannot	be	 realized/understood/experienced	 through	any	
symbol	or	 symbolic	expression.	This	 is	with	 reference	 to	gatha	49	of	
Samayasar.	The	 explanation	 given	 below	 is	 based	 on	 the	 same	 verse	
(172) in Pravachanasar. There are many reasons for this and at least 20 
reasons are given below:

a. Five senses are incapable of perceiving or realizing the pure soul, 
which is characterized by knowledge and is beyond the senses.  Its 
knowledge works on its-own and is automatic.

b. The pure soul is not even the direct subject matter of senses and does 
not depend on the senses.

c. The pure soul cannot be visualized or conjectured based on certain 
symbols or senses/precursors, like one can guess/conjecture/
visualise	the	existence	of	fire	after	noticing	smoke.	

d. The pure soul cannot be subjected to any guess work/sense 
perception.  However, partial realization of the pure soul can help 
in further visualization just as a sample can be used to know/guess 
about	the	larger	quantity/quality.

e. There is no such property in the pure soul that it can conjecture 
about anything.  Through the realization of the self, it knows both 
the self and other objects.

f. The pure soul knows everything directly because that is its nature.  In 
the	present	state	of	existence	as	a	human	being,	although	knowledge	
seems to be working indirectly through senses but it is direct in 
terms of its nature.

g.	 The	knowledge	of	the	soul	does	not	depend	on	the	external	objects	
or symbols i.e., the soul does not know by directing or focusing its 
attention	on	external	objects.

h.	 The	knowledge	of	the	soul	is	not	acquired	or	brought	from	external	
objects. It comes from within.

i.	 None	 can	 destroy	 the	 knowing	 nature	 of	 the	 soul.	 	 No	 external	
adversities can facilitate transfer or elimination of the nature of 
knowledge.

j. The soul’s own focus is on its pure nature, it does not have any 
impurity.
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k. The soul is unbound and unassociated with karmic particles as these 
are physical and inanimate.  There is neither causal relation nor 
contextual	presence.		

l. A soul does not enjoy the senses or its subject matter.  It enjoys its 
own	abundant	and	infinite	nature.

m. Its life is energized neither by senses nor by mind. Its life is 
characterized by consciousness.

n. A soul does not take the shape of senses (bodies and parts such as 
ear, eye, tongue, etc.) and is not even instrumental in reproduction 
of species in the world. The soul reproduces its own pure forms and 
these are instrumental in achieving liberation, a state beyond this 
worldly	existence.

o.	 The	soul	does	not	occupy	or	lives	in	the	infinite	space	of	the	universe/
sky.		It	always	lives	in	its	own	innumerable	but	definite	number	of	
spaces.

p. The soul in its physical appearance or feelings is neither feminine/
masculine nor impotent. A soul is independent of these human/
animal physical/emotional characteristics.

q.	 The	 soul	 has	 nothing	 to	 do	 with	 external	 religious	 symbols	 like	
temples,	mosques,	monks,	dress	code	of	ascetics,	yogis,	flags	or	any	
such symbols adopted by religious followers.

r. The soul cannot be comprehended by a particular attribute; it has 
infinite	and	indivisible	properties	and	is	a	pure	entity.

s.	 The soul cannot be envisaged in a particular form including its pure 
forms.

The pure form of a soul is also independent of soul substance and the 
experience	 of	 the	 pure	 form	 is	 experience	 of	 the	 soul.	 Without	 the	
experience	of	 the	pure	 self	one	cannot	be	 liberated	 from	 the	cycle	of	
suffering	and	the	mundane	existence.

XX - Stages of Purification of the Soul
There	 is	a	unique	path	 through	which	a	 soul	passes	both	 in	mundane	
existence	and	on	path	 to	 liberation.	False-belief,	 false-knowledge	and	
false-conduct	lead	to	perpetual	mundane	existence.		This	simply	means	
ignorance of pure soul or not knowing oneself.  Once a person embarks 
on the path to liberation by having right-faith, right-knowledge and 
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right-conduct,	the	whole	path	in	various	stages	unfolds.	In	any	scientific	
analysis, it is absolutely necessary to know the various stages, which the 
substance undergoes to achieve and retain its real nature.  

A soul has to pass through various stages to achieve liberation.  
Alternatively, it can be stated that all souls in the universe can be divided 
into spiritual classes or stages, as different souls are in a different classes 
at any given point of time.  Spiritual stages occur in souls due to varying 
degrees of faith and conduct on account of varying types of passions 
and	vibrations.	The	empirical	side	is	explained	through	changing	nature	
of	various	 types	of	karmic	 influx,	bondage,	stoppage	and	annihilation	
and the real side is enunciated  through  different  degrees  of  spiritual  
experiences	 	 and	 	 enhancement	 	 in	 	 the	 degree	 	 of	 	 stabilization	 	 of		
experience		of		pure	soul.		In	brief,	they	can	be	stated	as	follows:

1.	 The	first	stage	 is	primarily	explained	 in	 terms	of	absence	of	 right-
faith, i.e., not knowing the real nature of the self and various other 
substances in the universe; but primarily it is ignorance of the real 
nature	of	the	pure	self.		The	first	stage	refers	to	complete	ignorance	
of	the	pure	soul	and	the	fourth	indicates	experience	of	true	nature	of	
pure soul and hence the journey to liberation begins from this fourth 
stage. The third and second stages occur when a person is not able 
to stay in 4th, 5th or 6th and falls from those stages and comes to these 
stages.

2.	 5th to 12th stages primarily deal with destruction, subsidence, etc 
of right-conduct deluding karma and presence/absence of various 
types	 of	 such	 karmas	 and	 spiritual	 experiences	 or	 varying	 levels	
of meditation on pure soul.  Right conduct commences primarily 
from the 5th stage and manifests fully in the 12th stage where there 
is complete absence of all passions and conduct deluding karmic 
particles. 

3.	 6th and 7th stages refer to monks who swing from meditation level of 
7th to 6th when not in meditation.

4.	 In the 13th stage, the pure soul has been fully realized with the 
associated	 properties	 of	 infinite	 knowledge,	 infinite	 perception,	
infinite	power	and	 infinite	happiness	but	human	body	still	 remains	
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and hence vibrations associated with mind, speech and body are 
present but are not needed due to full and complete engrossment with 
pure soul.

5.	 In the 14th stage, there is complete absence of the vibrations on 
account of human body and the latter disappears or is completely 
destroyed and such souls move to the top most place in the universe, 
achieve liberation/moksha and live in perpetual bliss and happiness 
forever.

The	stages	are	termed	as	qualitative	as	these	represent	different	levels	
of	 spiritual	 experiences	 but	 can	 be	 explained	 through	 complicated	
quantitative	 expressions	 in	 terms	 of	 various	 types	 of	Karmas.	 [Note:	
Refer	to	Gommatsar	for	more	details.]
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Samayasar

1. In the beginning of Samayasar, who has been paid homage? 
a) All Shutkewalis b) All Siddhas 
c) All Arihants d) All Eternal Souls   Ans - b

2.	 The	adjectives	-eternal,	unmovable	and	incomparable	are	given	to	whom	in	the	first	
verse? 
a) Siddha b) Eternal Soul 
c) State of Siddha d) State of Arihant   Ans - c

3. Who wrote Samayasar?
 a) Acharya Kundkunda  b) Shrutkewali
 c) Acharya Gunadhara d)  Arihant   Ans - a
4. Who has preached Samaysar?
 a)  Acharya Kundkunda b) Seemandhar Bhagwan
 c) All Arihant Bhagwans d) Bhagwan Mahaveer  Ans - c
5. What do we mean by Shrutkewali?
 a) Arihant b) Siddha
 c) Ganadhar and others d) Tirthankara  Ans  - c
6. What do you think is the purpose of Samayasar?
 a) To know the nature of Siddha b) To know the nature of pure soul
 c) To know the nature Moksha d) To know the nature of Dharm Ans - b
7. In what sense the word ‘samay’ is used in Samaysar?
 a) Time b) Belief/faith
 c) Principle d) Pure Soul  Ans  - d
8. What is the meaning of Sva-Samay?
 a) To remain absorbed in own time
 b) To remain absorbed in the subject of karmic substance
 c) To remain absorbed in right-faith, right-knowledge and right-conduct
 d) All the above Ans - c
9. What is the meaning of ‘par-samay’?
 a) To remain absorbed in time of others 
 b) To remain absorbed in the subject of karmic substance
 c) To remain absorbed in wrong-faith, wrong-knowledge and wrong-conduct
 d) All the above Ans - b
10. What is most beautiful in the Universe?
 a) The story of oneness      b)  The story of manifoldness 
 c) The story of enjoyment of pleasures d)  The story of one and many  Ans  - a
11. Which story is enjoyed most in this world?
 a) The story of oneness  b)  The story of manifoldness
 c) The story of enjoyment of pleasures d)  The story of one and many  Ans - c
12.	 Which	story	is	well	known	and	experienced	by	all?	
 a) The story of oneness  b)  The story of manifoldness
 c) The story of enjoyment of pleasures d)  The story of one and many  Ans - c
13.	 Which	story	is	not	well	known	and	experienced	by	all?
 a) The story of oneness  b)  The story of manifoldness
 c) The story of enjoyment of pleasures d)  The story of one and many    Ans - a

Sample Multiple Choice Questions
introduction (Purvaranga)
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Samayasar

14. What type of knowledge of soul is emphasized in Samayasar?
 a) Oneness of soul but distinct from others (aktava-vibhaktva)
 b) Real point of view of soul ( Nischaya-nay)
 c) Empirical point of view of soul ( Vyavahar-nay)
 d) Valid knowledge of soul ( praman) Ans - a
15. After knowing the nature of soul from samayasar, what should we do?
 a) Accept it well  b)  Know it well without any lapse
 c) Should not accept only what we like d)  All the above Ans - d
16. Which Bhava is not pramatta or apramatta?
 a) Gyayak Bhava b) Audayik Bhava
 c) Upasham Bhava d) Kshayik Bhava Ans  - a
17. What is that bhava which is neither pramatta or apramatta ?
 a) Shubh bhav b)  Ashubh bhav
 c) Shuddha bhav d) Shubhashubh bhav  Ans - c
18. How right-faith, right-knowledge and right- conduct are called dharma?
 a) Real point of view of soul ( nishchay naya)
 b) Empirical point of view of soul  (vyavahar naya)
 c) Manifoldness ( anekanta)  
 d) All the above Ans - b
19. The preaching of ultimate reality is not possible without:
 a) Nishchay naya b) Vyavahar naya
 c) Anekanta d) All the above Ans - b
20. Samyak-drishti seeks the shelter of:
 a) Abhutarth ( unreal)   b)  Bhutarth (real)
 c) Praman-naya (valid knowledge standpoint)  d)  a and b  Ans - b
21. From which point of view, the knowledge of seven tattvas is called samyak-darshan?
 a Abhutarth (unreal) b) Bhutarth (real)
 c) Praman-naya (valid knowledge standpoint)  d)  a and b  Ans - b
22.	 From	the	viewpoint	of	nature	of	soul,	what	type	of	relation	exists	between	soul	and	

pudgal ?
 a) Abaddh-asprashat (not bound, not touched) b)  Ananya (no other than itself) 
         c) Avishesh (without any difference)    d)  Aniyat (steady)  Ans  - a
23.	 From	viewpoint	of	nature	of	soul,	what	type	of	relation	exists	between	modifications	

(paryaya) and soul?
 a) Abadha-asprashat b) Ananya
 c) Aniyat d) Avishesh Ans - b
24	 From	viewpoint	of	nature	of	soul,	what	type	of	relation	exists	between	increasing	and	

decreasing conditions/attributes of soul?
 a) Abadha-asprashat b) Ananya
 c) Aniyat d) Avishesh Ans - c
25	 From	viewpoint	of	nature	of	soul,	what	type	of	relation	exists	between	different	attributes	of	

soul?
 a) Abadha-asprashat b) Ananya
 c) Aniyat d) Avishesh Ans - d
26	 What	should	be	the	first	step	for	attainment	of	Moksha?
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 a) Adopt right-conduct b) Read scriptures
 c) Go to temple d) Know about the pure soul Ans - d
27 What	sequential	steps	ought	to	be	taken	by	one	who	desires	moksha?
 a) Right knowledge, right faith and right conduct
 b) Right faith, right knowledge and right conduct
 c) Right conduct, right knowledge and right faith
 d) Right conduct, right faith and right knowledge    Ans - b
28. How long a person remains ignorant?
	 a)	 One	who	identifies	with	karmic	matter							b)		One	who	identifies	with	non-karmic	matter
	 c)	 One	who	identifies	with	the	physical	body	d)		All	the	above	 Ans	-	d	
29. When does ignorance go away?
 a) When one knows about the real nature of the soul
 b) When one knows about attachment/delusion
 c) When one considers soul and body to be one 
 d) None of the above Ans - a
30. Nishchay naya or real point of view states that:
 a) Soul and body are same b) Soul and body stay together
 c) Soul and body are never same  d) All the above Ans - c
31.	 Who	is	the	real	conqueror	of	senses?
	 a)	 One	who	conquers	senses	 	 										b)			One	who	realises	the	nature	of	soul
 c) One who realises the nature of knowledge    d)    All the above Ans - d
32. What is renunciation?
 a)	 Renunciation	of	all	external	objects														b)		Renunciation	of	all	passions
 c) Give up the feeling as doer of renunciation  d)  Discriminative knowledge of self  Ans - d
33. One who follows right faith, knowledge and conduct believes in:
 a) He is undivided unity and pure soul
 b) His nature is that perception and knowledge, always non corporeal
 c) Even an atom not related to me
 d) All the above Ans - d

Chapter i
34. Which of the following result in non-soul matter?
 a) Psychic states b) Karmic matter
 c) Good or bad deeds d)  All the above Ans  - d
35. From what perspective, psychic states are said to belong to soul?
 a) Nischaya  b) Vyavahara
 c) As preached by Arihant d) All the above Ans  - b
36. The pure soul is characterised by:
 a) Consciousness 
 b) Without taste, colour, smell, touch, etc
	 c)	 Without	any	definite	body	shape	
 d) All the above Ans  - d
37. What is the relation of attributes of colour to stages of spiritual development to the soul?
 a) Occupation of same space b) Indivisible relation
 c) Point of view of reality d) All the above Ans  - a
38. If colour, etc are treated as belonging to the soul, what happens?
 a) These become one with the soul             b) Wrong faith
 c) Distinction between soul and non-soul disappears      d) All the above Ans  - d
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39. What happens if colour, etc are treated identical to the soul?
 a) Soul becomes concrete/with shape  b)  Consciousness of soul vanishes
 c) Atoms will go to moksha  d)  All the above Ans  - d
40.	 What	is	the	type	of	relation	of	colour,	etc	with	soul	in	mundane	existence?
 a) Real point of view b) Vyavahara point of view
 c) Both the above viewpoints d) None of the above Ans - b
41. What is the nature of eight kinds of karmas?
 a) Material b) Non-material
 c) Attributes of soul d) None of the above   Ans - a
42. Suffering in life is due to:
 a) Impure soul b) God’s scheme of punishment
 c) Fruition of karmas d) A & C above Ans - c
43.	 The	example	of	mixture	of	milk	and	water	is	given	to	explain	that:
 a) Milk consists of milk and water
 b) Milk and water are two separate matters
 c) Water is more important to life than milk
 d) It is better to be vegan Ans - b
44.	 The	example	of	‘someone	robbed	on	the	road’	is	to	explain:
 a) Role of real point of view     b)  Role of vyavahara point of view
 c) Reconciliation between A and b above   d)   None of the above Ans - c
45.	 What	is	the	nature	of	qualitative	stages	of	spiritual	development	(gunasthan)?
 a) Spiritual b) Qualities of soul
 c) Mohaniya or deluding karma d) B and C above Ans - c
46. The objective of description of different types of bodies of beings with various senses is to 

explain:
 a) Role of non-body building karma  b)   Vyavahara point view
 c) Real point of view  d)   Both B and C above Ans - b
47. What do we learn from this chapter regarding the relation between soul and non-soul?
 a) There is association between the two
 b) There is identical relationship between the two
 c) Partly association and partly identical
 d) There is perfect relationship between the two Ans - a

Chapter 2
48.	 What	happens	if	one	does	not	know	the	difference	between	self	and	karmic	inflow?
	 a)	 Remains	devoid	of	knowledge	 b)	 Identifies	self	with	baser	emotions
 c) Creates karmic bondage d) All the above  Ans - d
49.	 Karmic	inflow	has	the	following	features:
 a)   Impure b) Contrary to self
 c) Cause of misery d) All the above Ans - d
50. One with right knowledge believes that:
	 a)	 Karmic	inflows	as	impure,	contrary	and	cause	of	misery
	 b)	 Karmic	inflows	as	pure,	real	and	cause	of	happiness
 c) Soul as pure, real and blissful d) a and c  Ans - d
51. What does a person with right knowledge believe?
 a) Soul is one and pure      b)  Soul is without sense of mine-ness
 c) Soul is full of complete knowledge/ perception   d) All the above Ans - d
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52.	 Why	a	knowledgeable	person	wants	to	destroy	karmic	inflow?	
	 a)	 Cause	of	misery	 b)	 Permanent	nature	of	inflows
 c) Cause of protection d) All the above Ans - a
53. How do we recognise the real knower?
 a) One who does not want to modify karmic material?
 b) One who does not want to modify body related matter
 c)  a and b
 d) Wants to modify karmic matter Ans - c
54.	 What	type	of	relation	exists	between	the	modifications	of	soul	and	non-soul?
 a) Doer and deed- substantial causal relation
	 b)	 Contextual/association	but	not	substantial	causal	relation
 c) a and b 
 d) None of the above Ans - b
55. What is the standpoint in the statement that ‘the self produces and enjoys own self’
 a) Real point of view b) Vyavahara point of view
 c) a and b d) None of the above Ans  - a
56. What is the standpoint in the statement that ‘the self produces and enjoys/suffers karmic 

modifications’?
 a) Real point of view b) Vyavahara point of view
 c) a and b d) None of the above Ans - b
57. Who believes that the Self produces and enjoys the self and karmic materials?
 a) Jain faith           b) Real point of view
 c) Dwikriyavadi (single cause causing two effects)      d) All the above Ans - c
58. Erroneous faith, yoga and non-discipline pertain to:
 a) Soul b) Non-soul
 c) a and b d) None of the above Ans - d
59. What underlies the belief of the Self in doer-deed relation of karmas?
 a) Ignorant self b) Knower self
 c) Non-self d) Both A and C Ans - a
60.	 If	one	substance	can	cause	modifications	in	other	substances:
	 a)	 The	other	substance	stands	modified	and	becomes	one
 b) Both will be destroyed
 c) Both will not be destroyed
 d) We will know the importance of both Ans  - a
61. Human beings can make a pot or cloth:
 a) The statement is true from real point of view
 b) The statement is true from vyavahara point of view
 c) Both a and b are true
 d) None is true Ans - b
62. Can an ignorant or wise person cause changes in other substances?
 a) Generally - yes b) Generally - no
 c) Sometimes d) Never Ans - d
63. An ignorant person is said to be the doer or producer of:
 a) Ideas out of ignorance b) Ideas of a knower
	 c)	 Modifications	in	others	 d)	 	Karma Ans - a
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64. The statement that the ‘King is engaged in war’ is:
 a) True b) Untrue
	 c)	 Mixed	(True/untrue)	 d)	 from	practical	point	of	view	 Ans	-	d
65. The statement that the Self is producer of karmic material and properties is
 a) True b) Untrue
	 c)	 Mixed	 d)	 From	practical	point	of	view	 Ans	-	d
66. Which is true?
	 a)	 Self	is	the	doer	of	the	modifications	of	Self
	 b)	 Karmic	material	is	the	doer	of	modifications	of	karma
	 c)	 All	substances	are	independent	and	doer	of	respective	modifications
 d) All the above Ans - d
67. What is the essence of Samayasar?
 a) Pure soul is bounded by karma                 b) Pure soul is not bounded by karma
 c) Pure soul is beyond A and b above           d) None of the above  Ans - c
68. The meaning of statement that ‘Samayasar transcends all points of view’ is:
 a)  No belief in any standpoint        b)  Belief in all standpoints
 c)  Belief in being knower of all standpoints   d)  Belief in any standpoint of choice Ans - c
69. The implication of transcendental nature of Samayasar:
 a) It is critical of all standpoints                        b)   It accepts all standpoints
 c) Right perception and right knowledge          d)    None of the above Ans - c
70. What is the most appropriate meaning of the word ‘Samayasar’?
	 a)	 The	experience	of	indivisible	nature	of	soul		b)				Going	beyond	all	standpoints
 c) Reject all standpoints              d)      All the above  Ans - a
71.	 The	experience	of	transcendental	nature	of	soul	implies:
	 a)	 Experience	of	the	self	devoid	of	all	attachments
	 b)	 Experience	of	“zero	ground”	or	the	bottom	of	soul
	 c)	 Experience	of	soul	devoid	of	any	thought
	 d)	 Experience	of	partial	knowledge	of	all	properties	of	the	soul	 Ans	-	a

Chapter 3

72. What pushes a person into the cycle of births and deaths?
 a) Good deeds b) Bad deeds
 c) Neither a or b   d) Both a and b   Ans - d
73. Which handcuff is good?
 a) Made of gold b) Made of iron
 c) Neither a or b d) Both a and b Ans - c
74.	 What	is	the	consequence	of	both	good	and	bad	karmas?
 a) Absence of independence of soul b) Feelings of aversion
 c) Feeling of attachment d) Both b and c Ans - a
75. The Jina has preached that:
 a) Evince interest in good deeds b) Do not evince interest in bad deeds
 c) Both a and b d) Do not evince interest in karmas Ans - d
76. What leads to moksha?
 a) Knowledge of Soul b) Good deeds
 c) Austerities and penance d) Taking to ascetic life Ans  - a
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77. How Moksha is achieved?
 a) By the desire of moksha b) By taking vows
 c) By desire for good deeds d) By contemplation on pure soul Ans – d
78. If the nature of the self is that of Siddha, why are we still in the mundane world?
 a) Lack of right efforts b) Bound by karmas
 c) Not knowing the self d) All the above Ans - d
79.	 From	the	real	point	of	view,	the	omniscient	has	compared	external	austerities	with:
 a) Childish austerities  b) Adult’s austerities
 c) Old man’s austerities d) Dead man’s austerities Ans - a
80. What is real cause of Moksha?
 a) Observing vows  b) Observing restraints
 c) Observing austerities d) Right knowledge Ans - d
81. The dirt of false-belief destroys: 
 a) Right-faith b) Right-knowledge
 c) Right-conduct d) None of the above Ans - a
82. Ignorance the self destroys: 
 a) Right-faith b) Right-knowledge
 c) Right-conduct d) None of the above Ans - b
83. Passions obstruct: 
 a) Right faith b) Right knowledge
 c) Right conduct d) None of the above Ans - c
84. Passions destroys 
 a) Right faith b) Right knowledge
 c) Right conduct d) None of the above Ans - c

Chapter 4
84.	 What	is	the	nature	of	inflow	of	karma?
 a) Psychical b) Material
 c) Psychical and material d) Takes place overtime  Ans - c
86.	 Psychical	inflow	of	karma	belongs	to:
 a) Soul b) Non-soul
 c) Karmas d) All the above  Ans - a
87.	 Material	inflow	of	karma	belongs	to:
 a) Soul b) Non-soul
 c) Karmas (Dravya) d) All the above  Ans - c
88. The instrumental cause of knowledge obscuring etc karmas is:
 a) Attachments b) Atoms
 c) Time atoms d) All the above  Ans - a
89.	 Why	is	there	absence	of	inflow	of	karma	for	the	right	believer?
 a) Absence of duties b) Absence of attachments
 c) Absence of right knowledge d) Absence of right conduct Ans - b
90. Absence of attachment, etc does not create bondage to the person with right belief because:
	 a)	 He	is	a	mere	knower	 b)	 There	is	mere	inflow	of	karma
	 c)	 There	is	mere	physic	inflow	 d)	 	Inflow	is	mere	temporary	 Ans	-	a
91. Just as a ripe fruit fallen from a tree cannot be attached again to the stalk, in the same way:
 a) Body and soul get separated b) Soul and physic karma get separated
 c) Souls get separated d) Atoms get separated Ans - b
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92. What has been compared to a clod (clay) of earth: 
 a) Old karmas of a person with right faith
 b) The soul of the person with right faith
 c) Soul of person without right faith
 d) Body of person with right faith Ans - a
93.	 How	many	types	of	inflow	of	karma	are	there?	
 a) Two       b)   Five     c)  Four d) Seven Ans - c
94. What happens when the manifestation of right belief, right knowledge and right conduct is at 

its lowest? 
 a) The knower is without binding of karmas
 b) The knower is bound by auspicious karmic matter
 c) The knower is bound by inauspicious karmic matter
 d) None of the above Ans - b
95.	 The	example	of	child-wife	is	given	to	explain:	
 a) Ignorant person       b)  Practice of celibacy from childhood
 c)  Previously bound karmas operate after maturity   c)  Death of the child Ans - c
96.	 The	example	of	grown-up	wife	is	given	to	explain:	
 a) Maturing of karmas b) Latent karmas
	 c)	 Previously	bound	karmas	 d)	 Sequence	of	karmas	 Ans	-	a
97. How the binding of karma takes place when previously bound karmas become operative for 

the person with right-faith?
	 a)	 According	to	sequence	of	binding	 	 b)		Automatic	binding
 c) Binding by rule  d)  Not binding   Ans - d
98. The four primary karmic conditions are the cause of:
 a) Four karmas b) Eight karmas
	 c)	 Six	karmas	 d)	 Two	karmas	 Ans	–	b
99.	 Just	as	food	eaten	by	the	person	is	transformed	into	flesh,	fat,	etc,	in	case	of	self:
	 a)	 Karmic	modifications	at	time	of	bondage				b)	Types	of	substances
 c) Types of attachments             d) Types of possession Ans - a
100. Giving up of pure or real point of view causes: 
	 a)	 Bondage	 b)	 Karmic	inflow	
 c) State of knowing d) State of enjoyment of Karmas Ans - b

Chapter 5

101. What is the meaning of the statement - Anger subsists on anger itself:
 a) One substance does not relate to other
 b) Space points of substances are different
	 c)	 Existence	of	substances	is	different
 d) All the above   Ans - d
102. What does a person do with discriminative knowledge?
 a) Upayoga in pure self b) Upayoga in eight karmas
 c) Upayoga in anger etc d) Upayoga in body Ans - a
103. Karmas 
 a) Have upayoga  b)  Do not have upayoga
 c) Are in itself d) All the above Ans - b
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104.	The	example	of	heating	of	gold	is	given	to	explain:
	 a)	 Heat	purifies	gold
 b) Gold never loses its intrinsic nature
 c) The nature of gold is to get heated
 d) Getting heated is the distortion of gold Ans - b
105. When the self is said to be burnt by karmas, it means:
	 a)	 Karma	purifies	self	 b)	 Self	never	loses	its	intrinsic	nature
 c) The nature of self is to get burnt d) Karmas is the distortion of self Ans - b
106.	How	does	the	ignorant	experience	the	self?
	 a)	 Experience	of	the	body	as	self	 b)	 Experience	of	impure	self
	 c)	 Experience	of	pure	self	 d)	 All	the	above	 Ans	-	a
107. The self with discriminative knowledge contemplates on pure nature of the self, it becomes: 
 a) Impure self b) Pure self
	 c)	 Mixed	self	 d)	 All	the	above	 Ans	-	b
108.	What	is	the	benefit	of	knowing	the	pure	soul?
	 a)	 Inflow	of	karmas	 b)	 Good	karmas
 c) Stoppage karmas d) Binding of karmas Ans - c
109.	What	is	the	benefit	of	discriminative	knowledge?
	 a)	 Experience	of	pure	self	 b)	Knowledge	of	the	impure	self
 c) Destruction of impure self d) Knowledge of atoms Ans - a
110. What is the outcome of knowing the self as impure?
	 a)	 Prevention	of	attachment	 b)	 Experience	of	the	pure	self
	 c)	 Experience	of	impure	self	 d)	 All	the	above	 	 	 Ans	-	c
111.	 How	does	the	stoppage	of	karmic	inflow	take	place?
 a) By meditation on attachment, etc b) By meditation on pure self
 c) By meditation on karmas d) By Prevention of desires Ans - b
112. What	is	the	benefit	of	discriminative	knowledge?
 a) Company of the knowledgeable people
 b) Distinction between good and bad deeds 
 c) Achievement of Moksha in short time
	 d)	 Fulfilment	of	desires	 Ans	-	c
113.	 In	the	process	stoppage	of	karmas,	what	happens	first?
	 a)	 Blocking	of	psychic	inflow	 	 b)		Blocking	of	karmic	inflow
 c) Blocking of body-building materials d)   Cessation of mundane world Ans - a
114.	When	there	is	a	complete	absence	of	inflow	of	karmas?
 a) Absence of four phases of life b) Absence of four karmas
 c) Absence of four causes d) All the above Ans - a

Chapter 6

115.	Experience	of	a	right	believer	leads	to:
	 a)	 Inflow	karmas	 b)	 Inflow	of	good	karmas
 c) Shedding of karmas d) To moksha Ans - c
116.	Experiences	of	the	person	with	the	wrong	belief	leads	to:
	 a)	 Inflow	of	karmas	 b)	 Inflow	of	good	karmas
 c) Shedding of karmas d) Moksha Ans - a
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117.	Why	the	experiences	of	the	person	with	right	belief	leads	to	shedding	of	karmas?
	 a)	 Absence	of	inflow	karmas	 b)	 Absence	of	attachments	delusion
 c) Presence of good karmas d) Absence of bad karmas Ans - b
118.	What	does	the	example	of	a	doctor	show?
 a) Doctor remains healthy b) Doctor can treat the patient
 c) Doctor dies if he takes poison d) Doctor survives even if takes poison Ans - d
119.	What	does	the	example	of	a	doctor	show	in	relation	to	karmas?
 a) Rise of karmas create bondage b) Rise of karmas do not create bondage
 c) Rise of karmas destroy the self d) Rise of karmas lead to moksha Ans - b
129.	What	does	the	example	of	a	person	who	takes	to	wine	show?
 a) Taking wine is bad   b) Taking wine is good
	 c)	No	intoxication	if	one	does	not	enjoy	wine		 d)		Wine	makes	person	drunk	 Ans	-	c
121.	What	are	the	implications	of	the	example	of	a	drunkard?
 a) Attachments are bad                                 b)  Attachments cause shedding of karmas
 c) Detachments cause shedding of karmas   d)   Attachments are good  Ans - c
122. Rise and fruition of karmas are not related to: 
	 a)	 Pure	soul	 b)	 Soul	in	mundane	existence	
 c) Soul with wrong belief d) Soul with wrong knowledge Ans - a
123. Rise and fruition of karmas do not affect:
 a) One who does not know the knower
 b) One who knows the knower 
 c) One who believes that rise and fruition of karmas do not affect
 d) One who believes that rise and fruition of karmas do affect Ans - b
124. The psychic state is not the nature of:
 a) Impure soul b) Karmas
 c) Pure soul d) Outer soul Ans - c
125. The psychic state is the manifestation of
 a) Pure soul b) Karmic matter
 c) Impure soul d) Outer soul Ans - b
126. One does not know the real self means he:
 a) Knows the self      b)  Does not know non-soul
	 c)	 Does	not	know	both	soul	and	non-soul				d)		Knows	external	soul	 Ans	-	c
127. The true nature of the self is:
 a) Eternal b) Unchanging
 c) Indivisible d) All the above Ans - d
128. One who has realised the self as the absolute, does not differentiate between:
 a) Knowledge through sense-perception
 b) Knowledge from scriptures and clairvoyance
 c) Knowledge from telepathy and supreme knowledge of reality
 d) All the above Ans - d
129. Who is enriched with right knowledge and detachment?
 a) Person with right faith                              b) Person with wrong faith
 c) Person with outer self                               d) All the above Ans - a
130. What type of mistake a person can make who knows all scriptures?
 a) May not know the atom
 b) May not know collection of atoms
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 c) Knows an iota of attachments as his own
 d) Knows other substances as his own Ans - c
131. One who does not know the soul, does not know:
 a) Religion/Dharma b) Difference between soul and non-soul 
 c) All scriptures d) All the above Ans - d
132. How many types of knowledge are there from the real point of view?
 a) One b) Two
 c) Five d) All the above Ans – a
133. After making a lot of efforts, why does not one attain Moksha?
 a) Does not know what Moksha is?
 b) Does not know what unhappiness is?
 c) Does not know what the nature of knowledge is?
 d) Does not know what is beyond knowledge? Ans - c
134. What should be done to attain Moksha?
 a) Be in love with knowledge b) Be happy with knowledge
	 c)	 Be	satisfied	with	knowledge	 d)	 All	the	above	 Ans	-	d
135. What is the real possession of the soul?
 a) Body b) Own self
 c) Family d) House, wealth etc Ans - b
136. When can a soul become non-soul?
 a) By becoming real owner of other substances
 b) By becoming owner of the self
 c) By becoming owner of the self and non-self
 d) None of the above Ans - a
137. Who is not concerned with sufferings related to the body and other objects?
 a) Ignorant b) Person with right faith
 c) Mundane beings d) All the above Ans - b
138. Who possesses merit (Punya)?
 a) Ignorant b) Person with right faith
 c) Mundane beings d) All the above   Ans - a
139. A person with right faith does not desire demerit (Papa) because:
 a) Demerits are bad b) Demerits are against religion
 c) Demerits are possessions d) All the above Ans - c
140. A person with right faith does not desire food/drinks because:
 a) One gets food due to merits b) Enjoying food is demerits 
 c) He is non-attached and knower d) All the above Ans - c
141. What is the difference between what one feels and what is felt?
 a) From the perspective of substances b)  From the perspective of psychic activities
 c) From the perspective of space  d)  From the perspective of time Ans - c
142. The knowing self in not attached to psychic states due to:
 a) Psychic states lead to mundane world          b)   Psychic states lead to bondage
 c) Psychic states lead to pleasures or pain        d)  All the above Ans - d
143. Gold in the midst of mire remains uncontaminated, while a piece of iron gets contaminated. 

What does the statement show?
 a) Importance of Gold b) Importance of Iron
 c) Importance of Mire d) Importance of nature of substances Ans - d
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144. Gold in the midst of mire remains uncontaminated, while a piece of iron gets contaminated. 
What does the statement show from the perspective of soul?

 a) Importance of right knowledge b) Importance of ignorance
 c) Importance of karmas d) Importance of knowledge and ignorance Ans - a
145. A person with right belief desires fruits of karma:
 a) True b) False
 c) Both true and false d) None of the above Ans - b
146.	Souls	with	right	belief	are	free	from	fear	due	to	the	quality	of:
 a) Doubtlessness (Nihshanka) b) Desirelessness (Niskanksa)
 c) Absence of disgust (Nirvicikitsa) d) Non-deluded (Amudhadrsti) Ans - a
147.	Souls	with	right	belief	are	free	from	enjoyment	resulting	from	karmas	due	to	the	quality	of:
 a) Doubtlessness (Nihshanka) b) Desirelessness (Niskanksa)
 c) Absence of disgust (Nirvicikitsa) d) Non-deluded (Amudhadrsti) Ans - b
148.	Souls	with	right	belief	are	indifferent	to	unpleasant	things	due	to	the	quality	of:
 a) Doubtlessness (Nihshanka) b) Desirelessness (Niskanksa)
 c) Absence of disgust (Nirvicikitsa) d) Non-deluded (Amudhadrsti) Ans - c
149.	Souls	with	right	faith	are	free	from	false	beliefs	due	to	the	quality	of:
 a) Doubtlessness (Nihshanka) b) Desirelessness (Niskanksa)
 c) Absence of disgust (Nirvicikitsa) d) Non-deluded (Amudhadrsti) Ans – d
150. Souls	with	right	faith	remain	unmoved	due	to	the	quality	of:
 a) Forbearance (Upaguhana) b) Steadfastness (Sthitikarana)
 c) Devotion to true path (Vatsalya) d) Propounding the path (Prabhavna) Ans - a
151.	Souls	with	right	faith	have	no	wavering	due	to	the	quality	of:
 a) Forbearance (Upaguhana) b) Steadfastness (Sthitikarana)
 c) Devotion to true path (Vatsalya) d) Propounding the path (Prabhavna) Ans - b
152.	Souls	with	right	faith	have	love	and	commitment	to	three	jewels	due	to	the	quality	of:
 a) Forbearance (Upaguhana) b) Steadfastness (Sthitikarana)
 c) Devotion to true path (Vatsalya) d) Propounding the path (Prabhavna) Ans - c
153.	Souls	with	right	faith	proclaim	the	true	path	due	to	the	quality	of:
 a) Forbearance (Upaguhana) b) Steadfastness (Sthitikarana)
 c) Devotion to true path (Vatsalya) d) Propounding the path (Prabhavna) Ans - d
154.	Souls	with	right	faith	proclaim	the	true	path	due	to	the	quality	of
 a) Forbearance (Upaguhana) b) Steadfastness (Sthitikarana)
 c) Devotion to true path (Vatsalya) d) Propounding the path (Prabhavna) Ans -d

Chapter 7

155. Why does a man smeared with oil get dust-deposit on the body?
	 a)	 The	place	full	of	dust	 b)	 Physical	exercises	in	the	dust
 c) Oil massage d) Lack of trees in place Ans - c
156. Why a person with false belief gets karmic bondage?
 a) Universe full of karmic substances  b) Feelings of attachments
 c) Violence  d)  Activities of mind, word and body Ans - b
157. How does an ignorant person believe?
 a) I am killing others beings b) Other beings kill me
 c) Nobody can kill me d) All the above Ans - d
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158. Why does a person die?
 a) Killing by others b) Diseases
 c) Completion of age karma d) Accidents Ans - c
159. How does an ignorant person believe?
 a) I can save life of others b) Someone can save me
 c) I can make others happy/miserable d) All the above Ans - d
160. Man lives in accordance to his age-related karma. Who has said this?
 a) The Omniscient b) By Tradition
 c) God has made the rule d) Nobody has said this Ans - a
161. What cannot be done with age related karmas?
 a) Age karma cannot be donated to others
 b) Age karma cannot be taken from others
 c) Age karma cannot be increased or decreased
 d) All the above Ans - d
162. What/who determines Ayu karma?
 a) God b) Our own karmas
	 c)	 Food	and	health	fitness	 d)	 Blessing	of	others	 Ans	-	b
163. All the events in one’s life as rule are determined by:
 a) God b) Our own karmas
 c) As per one’s decision d) Blessing of others Ans - b
164. What is the intention of the real point of view?
 a) We should not have the idea of killing
 b) We should not have the idea of saving others
 c) We should not cause suffering to others
 d) Our own thoughts/passions determine events in life Ans - d
165.	The	benefit	of	saving	or	helping	someone:	
 a) Achievement of Moksha b) Merit bondage
 c) Diminution of demerits d) Friendship with the beings Ans - b
166. The essence of the chapter on bondage:
 a) Bondage takes place due to the will or thought
 b) To kill or save leads to bondage of demerits and merits
 c) To make someone happy or miserable leads to bondage
 d) Life or death bondage due to age determining karmas Ans - a
167. What leads to bondage?
 a) The will to kill b) The will to lie
 c) The will to kill steal d) All the above Ans - d
168. What is the cause of bondage?
 a) The will not to kill b) The will not to lie
 c) The will not to steal d) All the above   Ans - d
169. What is the direct cause of bondage?
	 a)	 External	object	 b)	 Other	beings
 c) One’s own thought d) All the above   Ans - c
170. Who is responsible for sending a being to hell, heaven, etc?
 a) God b) One’s own thought
 c) Our deeds d) All the above Ans - b
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171. What is responsible for transmigration of the soul in the Universe?
 a) Evil deeds b) Bad and good deeds
 c) Meaningless thought activities d) Meaningful thought activities Ans - c
172. The meaning of bhava karma is:
 a) Understanding b) Resolving
 c) Thinking d) All the above Ans - d
173. The meaning of adhyavasana is:
 a) Knowing b) Consciousness
 c) Conscious manifestation d) All the above Ans - d
174. Great saints achieve moksha due to:
 a) Good deeds b) Avoidance of bad deed
 c) Absence of psychic activities d) All the above Ans - c
175. Great saints achieve moksha due to adoption of:
 a) Real point of view b) Practical point of view
 c) Both a and b d) Great vows Ans - a
176.	Why	an	Abhavya	(unfit	for	liberation)	is	called	ignorant?
 a) Not well-versed in scriptures b) No faith in moksha
 c) Has faith in Dharma d) Practices in dharma for future enjoyment Ans - b
177. What is the path of moksha from practical point of view?
 a) Knowledge of scriptures b) Faith in tattvas
	 c)	 Protection	of	six	kinds	of	beings	 d)	 All	the	above	 Ans	-	d
178. What is the path of moksha from real point of view?
 a) Right knowledge of the self b) Right faith in the self
 c) Right self absorption d) All the above Ans - d
179. Why a piece of colourless crystal looks red coloured?
 a) Due to its property b) In presence of another red coloured object
 c) Crystal has red colour d) a and b above Ans - b

                                                                       Chapter 8
180. How moksha takes place?
 a) Knowledge of nature of bondage b) Separating soul from bondage
 c) Separating body and soul d) Bondage its self vanishes Ans - b
181. Whether thinking about bondage leads to moksha?
	 a)	 Yes,	it	is	true	 b)	 	No,	it	is	not	true
 c) Both a and b are true d) Contemplation on bondage Ans - b
182. What is the real cause of moksha?
 a) Knowledge of the bondage b) Thinking about the bondage
 c) Breaking of the bondage d) Complete the duration of the bondage Ans – c
183. What separates the soul from bondage?
 a) Renunciation b) Discriminative wisdom
 c) Meditation d) Austerities Ans - b
184. The meaning of the instrument of discriminative wisdom is:
 a) Discriminative wisdom does the act of separation
 b) Discriminative wisdom is the name of an instrument
 c) It is bad to separate 
 d) It is good to separate  Ans - a
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185. How are the soul and bondage separated?
 a) Discriminative wisdom itself separates both
 b) Both get separated by themselves   c) By knowing intrinsic and distinctive attributes
 d) All the above Ans - c
186. What is the attribute of the soul?
 a) Pure consciousness  b) Attachments
 c) Renunciation d)  Austerities Ans - a
187. What is the attribute of bondage?
 a) Happiness b) Unhappiness
 c) Thought activities d)  shackles Ans - c
188. After separating the bondage and the soul, what should be retained?
 a) Pure Soul b) Bondage
 c) Non-soul d)  Soul and bondage Ans - a
189. After separating karma and soul, what should be given up?
 a) Pure Soul b) Bondage
 c) Non-soul d)  Soul and bondage Ans - b
190. After separating the bondage and the soul, how do we apprehend the soul?
 a) By discriminative wisdom b) By renunciation
 c) By meditation d) By austerities Ans - a
191. What do we get from the discriminative wisdom?
 a) Consciousness  b) Perception
 c) Knowledge d)  All the above Ans - d
192. What is the fundamental difference between nature of the self and nature of others?
 a) Instrumental  b) Ownership
 c) Alien conditions d)  psychic conditions Ans - b
193. One who commits crime cannot move freely because:
 a) Fear of getting caught b) Feeling of repentance
 c) Guilt consciousness d)  Wants to keep secrete Ans - a
194. What the guilt of the soul?
	 a)	 Not	to	worship	God	 b)	 Identification	of	self	with	external	objects	
 c) Not to practice meditation d)  Violates the rules of society Ans - b
195. What constitutes the pot of poison from transcendental point of view?
 a) Repentance for the past misconduct b)  Pursuit of the good
 c) Rejecting the evil  d)  All the above Ans - d
196. What constitutes the pot of nectar from transcendental point of view?
 a) Non-repentance for the past misconduct b)  Non-pursuit of the good
 c) Non-rejecting the evil    d)   All the above Ans - d
197. What is the objective behind discussion on the pot of nectar and pot of poison?
 a) Realization of pure soul b) Giving up good deeds
 c) Giving up bad deeds d)  Giving up both bad and good deeds Ans - a

                                                                     Chapter 9

198. How do karmas originate from the real point of view?
 a) Belief in doer of karmas b) From matter 
 c) From attributes of substances d)  From modes of substances Ans - a
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199. Why karmas do not originate from the soul?
 a) Soul is not created by others
 b) Soul does not create others substances 
 c) Soul does not originate from others substances
 d)  All the above    Ans - d
200. What	is	the	relation	of	the	gold	with	its	modifications	such	as	bangles,	etc?
 a) Instrumental b) Inseparable 
 c) Non-doer d)  No relation Ans - b
201. How do the things in the world operate?
 a) By soul    b)  By nature
 c) Instrumental relation between a and b   d)  Both a and b together Ans - c
202.	A	snake	drinking	sweetened	milk	does	not	become	non-poisonous.	In	what	context	this	has	

been said?
	 a)	 The	abhavya	(unfit	self)	does	not	give	up	attachment	to	nature	of	karmas
 b) The self does not achieve moksha even after self realization
 c) An ignorant does not enjoy fruits of karma
 d)  A soul does not achieve moksha even after renunciation Ans - a
203. What does the enlightened self do with the sweet or bitter fruits of karmas?
 a) Enjoys b) Dislikes
 c) Non-enjoy d)  Doer Ans - c
204.	What	do	you	understand	by	the	example	of	Eyes?
 a) Eyes only see the things b) Eyes are doer of things
 c) Eyes are enjoyer of things d)  Eyes are enjoyer and doer  Ans - a
205. What is the nature of knowledge?
 a) Non-doer   b) Non-enjoyer
 c) Knows bondage and shedding of karmas          d) All the above  Ans - d
206. Those who believe in the nature of soul to be doer and enjoyer, they are:
 a) Not real monks b) Ordinary people
 c) Creator and enjoyer of the world d)  All the above   Ans - d
207. Who is the doer of non-belief?
 a) Soul b) Non-soul
 c) Fruition of karmas d)  a and b above Ans - a
208. A goldsmith makes ornaments but enjoys the act of making it. This statement shows:
 a) Practical point of view b) Real point of view
 c) Both a and b d)  Sublime point of view Ans - a
209. A goldsmith makes ornaments but he does not become identical with the ornaments. This 

statement shows:
 a) Practical point of view b) Real point of view
 c) Both a and b d)  Sublime point of view Ans - b
210. Paint when applied to wall remains as chalk. This statement shows:
 a) Practical point of view b) Real point of view
 c) Both a and b d)  Sublime point of view Ans - b
211. Paint when applied to the wall, changes the colour of the wall. This statement shows:
 a) Practical point of view b) Real point of view
 c) Both a and b d)  Sublime point of view Ans - a
212. Form the real point of view, indentify the true statement:
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 a) Self is the actor b) Self is the action
 c) Self is the enjoyer and enjoyed d)  All the above Ans - d
213. All substances produce their own nature. This means:
 a) One substance produces properties of another substance
 b) One substance does not produce properties of another substance
 c) Two substances produce all properties of the substance
 d)  All the above    Ans - b
214. The practice of renunciation, confession and repentance is known as: 
 a) Renunciation (Pratyakhyana) b) Confession (Alocana)
 c) Right conduct (Charitra) d)  Repentance (Patikramana) Ans - c
215. To keep self away from present psychic states being evil karmas is known as: 
 a) Renunciation (Pratyakhyana) b) Confession (Alocana)
 c) Right conduct (Charitra) d)  Repentance (Patikramana)  Ans - b
216. To keep self away from previous karmas is known as: 
 a) Renunciation (Pratyakhyana) b) Confession (Alocana)
 c) Right conduct (Charitra) d)  Repentance (Patikramana) Ans - d
217. To keep self away from future bondage of karmas is known as: 
 a) Renunciation (Pratyakhyana) b) Confession (Alocana)
 c) Right conduct (Charitra) d)  Repentance (Patikramana) Ans - a
218. Knowledge of scriptures is not real knowledge because: 
 a) Scriptural knowledge is in words   b) Scriptural knowledge and knowledge are different  
 c)  Scriptural knowledge is inanimate d) All the above   Ans - d
219. Knowledge is entirely different from:
 a) Space b) Time
 c) Karmas d)  All the above Ans - d
220. The self is non-corporeal and so: 
 a) Does not eat food b) Grasps anything
	 c)	 Relinquishes	anything	 d)		All	the	above	 Ans	-	d
221. When the self is considered to be on the path to liberation:
	 a)	 Meditate	on	the	nature	of	self	 b)	 Experience	the	self
 c) Always move in the self d)  All the above Ans - d
222. As per practical point of view, the following class is in the path of moksha:
 a) Knows the real point of view b) Householders
 c) Ascetics d)  Both b and c Ans - d
223. Who knows the Samayasar?
 a) Knows the real point of view b) Householders
 c) Ascetics d)  Both b and c Ans - a
224. From real point of view which insignia (body mark) is considered as path to moksha?
 a) No insignia  b) Garb of householders
 c) Garb of ascetics d)  Both b and c Ans - a
225. How is supreme bliss attained?
 a) By reading Samayasar
 b) By understanding tattva and meaning of Samayasar
 c) By holding to the truth of the Samayasar
 d)  All the above Ans - d


